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1.0 SL_@_J_Y

The overall objective of this work was to demonstrate the use of optimi-

zation methods as an effective design tool in the design of hybrid vehicle

propulsion systems.

Specifically, optimization techniques were used to select values for

three design parameters (battery weight, heat engine power rating and a para-

meter through which the required wheel power at each time instant was split

between the two on-board energy sources) such that various measures of vehi-

cle performance were optimized. The performance measures considered were ac-

quisition cost, life cycle cost, petroleum consumption, or various weighted

combinations of these. For specific values of the design parameters, vehicle

performance was determined using a vehicle simulation. The optimization was

carried out by coupling the simulation to a sophisticated, nonlinear program-

ming code (GRG2) and running the two in combination.

The optimization approach was successful in coming up with designs which

were often significant improvements over hybrid designs already reported on

in the literature. Furthermore, it was found that the strategy used to split

the required wheel power between the two on-board energy sources can have a

significant effect on life cycle cost and petroleum consumption. }_ore impor-

tantly, however, the work showed that it is quite feasible to couple a com-

plex optimization program to a vehicle simulation program for the purpose of

propulsion system design. It was also found that the optimization program

should be constructed so that performance measures and/or design variables

can be easily changed; in the conduct of the research it was often desirable

to compare, say, the minimum life cycle cost design to the minimum petroleum



consumption design.

Another area in which important results were obtained was in understand-

ing the effect the vehicle simulation program design has on both the computer

run time of the overall optimization program and on the ability of the opti-

mization program to even arrive at a meaningful solution. First, it was

found that the computer run time could be significantly reduced by proper de-

sign of the types of trips the vehicle takes in a one year period. Specifi-

cally, if a trip consists of a combination of test cycles (accelerate-

cruise-coast-brake cycles) and highway driving, then it is important that all

the test cycles precede the highway driving, and that the same number of cy-

cles are at the front end of each trip, no matter how long the trip.

Second, it was found that care must be taken in designing the cost and

constraint expressions which are being used in the optimization so that they

are relatively smooth functions of the design variables. Otherwise, the

function surfaces may be severly distorted and create many local minima which

will prevent the program from even approaching the global minimum. This is

particularly true with regard to how the battery replacement cost is handled.

Finally, it was found that proper handling of constraints on battery

weight and heat engine rating is particularly important for the success of an

optimization study. These design variables cannot be allowed to be reduced

to the point where the combined on-board power cannot meet the power demanded

at the wheels. It was found that the way in which this "overload" constraint

is handled strongly influences whether an optimization run gets "hung-up" at

a non-optimal solution or finds the constrained, global optimum.

The principal conclusion reached from this research is that optimization

methods provide a practical tool for carrying out the design of the



propulsion system of a hybrid vehicle. Once the optimization program and the

vehicle simulation are combined and operating, it is relatively easy to

change objective functions and/or design variables so that designs based on

different performance criteria (e.g. minimum life cycle cost design v.s. min-

imum petroleum conm_nption design) or different driving conditions, component

characteristics or propulsion system configurations can be quickly carried

out and compared. Use of optimization methods also force designers to make

explicit their objective functions and constraints; thus designs carried out

by different researchers are more readily and meaningfully compared.

This workhas alsoleadto the conclusionthatthe way in which the de-

mandedpower at any instant of time is split between the two on-board power

sources has a significantimpacton vehiclecostand petroleumconsumption.

Although some preliminary results in this area are presented in this report,

iZ wouldappearthatfuturehybridvehiclework shouldlookat thisquestion

of power split on a more systematic basis.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

The energy crisis, dramatized by the oil embargo of 1973, has become one

of the most serious long-term problems confronting the United States. In re-

sponse to this crisis there has been a significant increase in the research

and development of electric and hybrid vehicles in an attempt to reduce our

dependence on foreign oil. The work discussed in this report is a part of

that on-going effort.

2.1 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of this work was to study the use of optimization

methods for the design of propulsion systems for hybrid vehicles. The term

hybrid vehicle as used in this report means a vehicle which contains a heat

englne and gas tank as well as an electric motor and batteries. The configu-

ration used here was a parallel hybrid with a continuously variable transmis-

sion. Of particular interest in this work was determining the ease or diffi-

culty with which a sophisticated, nonlinear programming algorithm could be

coupled to a vehicle simulation program for purposes of optimally designing

the vehicle propulsion system. The design variables were heat engine power

rating, the weight of the on-board batteries, and a parameter through which

the power required at the wheels at each time instant was split between the

two on-board power sources. The study considered optimizing various vehicle

performance measures to determine how different performance measures influ-

enced the final propulsion system design. The performance measures used were

acquisition cost, life cycle cost, and petroleum cons_nption.



2.2 PREVIOUS WORK

There have been no studies reported in the literature which attempt a

vehicle propulsion system design using optimization methods. Two recent

studies [1,2] have looked at different aspects of the design of various types

of hybrid vehicles. In each case, however, a final design is arrived at us-

ing a sound, but nevertheless ad hoe, selection process. Furthermore, the

performance measure used to guide the selection is often not clearly stated,

is modified or changed in the middle of a study, or is quite different from

study to study. These factors combine to make it difficult to compare the

results of one study to those of another. In contrast to this, use of opti-

mization methods force standardization by requiring a designer to explicitly

state the performance measure to be used, and to maintain the same measure in

effect throughout the process of selecting final values for the design vari-

ables. Furthermore, with an optimization approach the selection process it-

self is standardized, and it also generally identifies the "best" values for

the design variables so that the performance measure used is optimized (maxi-

mized or minimized, whichever is appropriate).

From the perspective of previous work on the problem of hybrid vehicle

propulsion system design therefore, the work reported here represents the

first time an attempt has been _ade to apply optimization methods to the de-

sign problem in order to come up with what may be considered the best or "op-

timal" design.



2.3 MAJOR TASKS

The conduct of the research fell naturally into a group of major tasks

which are listed below:

i. Development of a vehicle simulation to be used to predict

petroleum and electrical energy consumption as the vehi-

cle is driven over the specified driving pattern. These

consumptions provide a basis for computing overall per-

formance measures such as life cycle cost.

2. Selection of a nonlinear programming algorithm (and as-

sociated program) which will be used to perform the op-

timization calculations.

3. Coupling the vehicle simulation program to the optimiza-

tion program to allow optimal propulsion system designs

to be carried our. In carrying our an optimal design

calculation, the optimization program must run the simu-

lation repeatedly. Consequently, a good deal of the

work involved in coupling the two programs is in tailor-

ing the vehicle simulation so that it runs efficiently,

and so that vehicle performance is a smooth function of

the design variables.

4. Translating various design goals into optimization prob-

lems. For each design goal this would include specify-

ing (i) the system performance measure to be optimized,

(ii) the design variables, and (iii) the proper con-

strainrs.



5. Generation and analysis of results using the combined

optimization/vehicle simulation program.

In the sections which follow, each of the major task areas outlined

above will be considered in depth.

2.4 REPORT ORGANIZATION

The report is organized as follows. Sections 3 through 6 present de-

tailed information about the vehicle and its simulation. In particular, Sec-

tions 3 and 4 describe the vehicle and its propulsion system as well as the

vehicle's basic method of operation along with the driving requirements it

must meet over a ten year period. Section 5 details the way in which the

various vehicle performance measures (life cycle cost, etc.) are calculated,

while Section 6 describes the vehicle simulation.

The optimization design approach as it relates to hybrid vehicles is

covered in Sections 7 through 9. Section 7 presents a general discussion of

optimization methods which is useful background for subsequent sections.

Section 8 deals with formulating hybrid vehicle design problems as optimiza-

tion problems, while Section 9 describes some of the features of the actual

optimization algorithm used in the study, as well as the reasons for its se-

lection.

Section i0 discusses how the vehicle simulation program and optimization

program were combined, and Section ii presents and discusses particular vehi-

cle design problems and the results obtained using the optimization approach;

conclusions are presented in Section 12.



3.0 VEHICLE DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

The vehicle selected to be studied in this research was essentially the

same as the vehicle studied in [i]; it is a five-passenger sedan with a test

mass of 2,049 kg. The details of the vehicle weight calculations are given

in Appendix B.

3.1 PROPULSION SYSTEM

The propulsion system is a parallel hybrid configuration as shown in

Figure 3-1. The traction motor is a brushless, DC, permanent-magnet motor op-

erating from a battery voltage of 168 V. The motor is rated at 20 kw and has

a top speed of 14,000 rpm. The ouput of the motor is connected to the trans-

mission input through a gear which provides a 3.5:1 reduction of the motor

speed.

The heat engine is assumed to be a four cylinder engine. Since in the

optimization work the kilowatt rating of the engine is a design parameter

which is varied, no specific rating for the engine is given. However, in the

optimization studies that were conducted, the heat engine would normally

start out at a rating of 65 kw. The output of the heat engine is directly

connected to the input of the transmission (no speed reduction).

The transmission is a continuously variable transmission (CVT) which

provides a range of ratios (input/output) from a 0.3:1 overdrive to a 3.33:1

speed reduction. The output of the CVT feeds the differential through a 12:1

speed reducer. The differential is assumed to have a ratio of i:i. Thus, if

the traction motor was running at its maximlrn speed of 14,000 rpm, and the

CVT ratio was 0.3:1, the differential input would have a speed of i,iii rpm.
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The batteries are assumed to be lead-acid batteries with a system volt-

age of 168 V. In the optimization runs in which the battery weight was var-

ied it was assumed that the system voltage remained the same and that a vari-

ation in battery weight meant the plate area of the battery cells was in-

creased or decreased. A detailed description of the battery model used in

the vehicle simulation is given in Appendix F.

Finally, it was assumed that a clutch existed between the heat engine

and the CVT input to allow the heat engine to be decoupled from the system

when it was not supplying power.

Section 6 and Appendix E (Vehicle Simulation) provide a detailed de-

scription of the simulation and the models used for all of the components in

the propulsion system. Reference to that section and that appendix can give

the reader a more thorough understanding of the components, their interrela-

tionships, and how typical power consumption calculations were made.

3.2 VEHICLE OPERATION AND RATIO SELECTION

In order to avoid engine stalling, it was assumed that when the vehicle

was starting from rest all power was supplied by the traction motor until the

vehicle speed reached 4.82 km/hr (3.0 mph).

Whenever the vehicle was to brake to slow down, it was assumed that re-

generative braking was used to the extent possible. If the maximum power

rating of a component limited the fraction of the avialable power which could

be regenerated, then it was assumed that normal braking was used to dissipate

the excess energy.

In the early stages of the work, the CVT ratio was selected such that as

the vehicle speed changed, the traction motor always ran at its most

i0



efficient oPerating speed. The disadvantage of this approach in the hybrid

propulsion system studied is that the heat engine speed is also determined by

the CVT ratio, and a ratio that operates the traction motor most efficiently

often operates the heat engine very inefficiently. In fact, it was found

that the traction motor efficiency is always in the 90% or above range inde-

pendent of the ratio, whereas the heat engine efficiency can often be sub-

stantially improved by proper choice of the ratio. For this reason the CVT

ratio was always selected to maximize the heat engine efficiency (except when

the heat engine was not delivering any power). We note that a better ap-

proach might have been to base the ratio selection on the amount of power

each source is delivering, as well as on the relative efficiency improvement

possible from each source. A detailed description of the ratio selection

procedure, along with the engine and traction motor data used, is given in

Appendix G.

3.3 POWERSPLIT STRATEGY

In order to operate a hybrid propulsion system it is necessary to spec-

ify a strategy for splitting the required wheel power between the two power

sources. The power split strategy must operate continuously, deciding at

each instant of time how the total power is to be split. A realistic strat-

egy generally is a function of vehicle velocity and acceleration, and battery

state of charge.

An important part of this research was to use optimization methods to

identify "optimal" strategies, or to select optimal values for parameters in

a given strategy based on common sense. An example of a common-sense strat-

egy which has been reported in the literature is the strategy proposed

ii



by AiResearch [i]. The AiResearch (AR) strategy is often used in the work

discussed in the following sectionsl for this reason it is described in de-

tail in Appendix H.

12



4.0 VEHICLE DRIVING REQUIRemENTS

In order to compute petroleum or electrical energy consumption (impor-

tant factors in themselves, but also imporant factors in computing life cycle

cost) it is necessary to specify how the vehicle is to be driven over its ten

year life. Table 4-1 lists the lengths of eight different trip types for the

vehicle, as well as the number of times the vehicle takes each trip type in

one year.

Some portion of every trip is composed of Special Test Cycle (STC) driv-

ing. The STC is shown in Figure 4-1 and is a modified SAE J227A, D cycle; it

contains a 14 second constant power acceleration period, followed by a 50

second, 72 km/hr (45 mph) cruise period, a i0 second coast period, and a 9

second braking period. Referring to Table 4-1, trips i, 2 and 3 (trips less

than 80 km in length) are made l_ of just a sequence of STC's, while trips 4

through 8 are made up of a combination of STC's and highway driving. Each of

these latter trips consists of 28 STC's followed by enough highway driving to

reach the total trip length. Highway driving is constant speed driving at 90

km/hr (56 mph).

The structuring of the longer trips to consist of a fixed number of

STC's followed by varying lengths of highway driving had a big impact on re-

ducing the computer run time of the overall vehicle simulation/optimization

program. This is discussed in derail in Section 6 which deals with the vehi-

cle simulation.

13



Table 4-1

Yearly Distribution of Trips

Trip Length Number of Trips

Km Mi Per Year

10 6.2 130

30 18.6 85

50 31.1 57

80 49.7 54

130 80.8 12

160 99.4 7

500 311.0 3

800 497.0 1

14
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5.0 ENERGY AND COST CALCULATIONS

This section derails the methods used to calculate the yearly electrical

energy consumption, yearly petroleum consumption and life cycle cost.

5.1 YEARLY ELECTRICAL ENERGY OONS_(PTION

The yearly electrical energy consumption calculation is based on first

determining the total ampere-hours out of the battery for each of the trip

types described in the previous section. The battery charging characteristic

is then used to determine the energy required to replace those amp-hours (in-

eluding a charging efficiency). Each of these results is multiplied by the

number of such trips each year for each trip type, and the results then added

to produce the total yearly electrical energy consl_nption. The details of

the calculation are given below.

As explained in Section 6 on the vehicle simulation, it is necessary

when calculating the electrical energy and petroleum cons_nptions for a par-

ticular trip to calculate the powers delivered by the battery and the heat

engine at each time instant throughout the entire trip; it is not reliable,

in general, to do it for just a few STC's and a segment of highway driving

and then extrapolate the results for the entire trip. In the simulation, a

small time step size is used and, for the electrical energy calculation, at

each time increment in the trip the battery model is used to determine the

battery voltage, current and state of charge for the power that must be de-

livered to the motor in that time increment (the calculation takes into ac-

count the chopper/inverter efficiency). In this way a total net amp-hours

out of the battery for each trip type is determined: the total net amp-hours

16



out includes the effect of regenerating capacity back into the battery during

the braking phase of each STC. This total net capacity removed, together

with an assumed charging current of 25 amps, is used to determine an average

charging voltage from the battery charging characteristic (Appendix F). The

average charging voltage is then multiplied by the total net capacity removed

to determine the total energy that must be restored to the battery to bring

it to a fully charged condition. Finally, to determine the total wall-plug

energy, the above total energy is divided by a charger efficiency factor.

This calculation is done for each trip type. The total, yearly electrical

energy consumed is finally calculated by multiplying the energy consumed for

each trip type by the number of such trips per year, and then adding these

results.

If we let AHi, i=l,..., 8, be the net amp-hours out of the battery for

trip type i, Vi be average charging voltage to fully charge the battery after

delivering AHi amp-hours, EFF be the charger efficiency, Ni be the number of

trips of type i made in one year, then the total, yearly electrical energy

consumed, ETOT, in megajoules, is given as

8

ETOT = (3600/106) _ (NiAHiVi/EFF) (5-1)
i=l

5.2 YEARLY PETROLE_ CONS_IPTIONS

As noted above, when calculating electrical energy and petrole1_ncon-

sumptions it is necessary to calculate the powers delivered by the battery

and heat engine at each time instant throughout the entire trip. In the sim-

ulation, the power delivered by the heat engine, the engine speed and the

17



torque at each tim instant are determined. The heat engine map (Appendix E)

is then used to determine the fuel flow rate into the heat engine; multiply-

ing this flow rate by the simulation time increment gives the fuel consigned

over that time increment.

The procedure used to calculate the total, yearly petroleum consumption

parallels the one used for electrical energy consumption: the total petro-

leum consumed for each trip type is determined by adding the fuel consumed

over each time increment in the trip, these are multiplied by the number of

trips of each trip type made per year, and the results then slm_ned to produce

the total petroleum consumption per year.

5.3 LIFE CYCLE COST CALC_ATION

The life cycle cost is the sum of the vehicle acquisition cost, the pe-

troleum, electrical energy, maintenance and repair, and battery replacement

costs over a ten year period, minus the salvage value of the battery, the ve-

hicle body and the power train.

It is assumed that the costs of petroleum and electricity increase in a

linear fashion from year one to year ten. The arrays containing this infor-

mation are GASCST(1) and _gCST(1); the particular values used are given in

Appendix A.

Life cyclecost is computedin 1976dollars, and it is assumed that

there is no inflation. The cost for a future year is discounted to a present

value using a discount factor (DISCNT in Appendix A).

The salvage value of the vehicle body and power train is taken to be 10%

of the marked-up manufacturing cost, i.e. i0_ of the difference between the

acquisition cost and the list price of the battery (O.I*(ACQCST-BTLIST), see

18



Appendix A for definitions of variables).

The years in which a battery replacement is required depend upon the

battery weight and the way in which the battery and heat engine are used. In

calculating battery life it was assumed that there were 840 deep discharges

in the lifetime of a battery [i], where a deep discharge is defined to be a

discharge to 20% state of charge or below. The calculation procedure was to

determine how far the battery was discharged when the vehicle made each of

the trips defined in Section 4 (this was determined during the simulation of

the vehicle to determine petroleum and electrical energy cons_nptions). If

the battery state of charge dropped to only, say, 40% at the end of a parti-

cular short trip, then that trip represented 75% of a deep discharge. In

this way the total number of deep discharges of the battery per year was de-

termined and used to calculate the number of years in the battery life. If

the battery state of charge fell below 20% during the part of a trip in which

STC driving was being performed, regeneration back into the battery and sub-

sequent use of the battery until its state of charge again fell below 20% was

allowed, but only one deep discharge was attributed to that trip. The bat-

tery replacement cost had a mark-up factor which was twice that used in cal-

culating the initial cost of the battery. The expression used to determine

the replacement cost is

BTCOST = BATCST*(I.0 + 2.0*B_{KUP) (5-2)

where

BATCST = BATCER*WGBATT (5-3)

and where (see Appendix A) WGBATT, BATCER, BATCST, BT}_iUP and BTCOST are bat-

tery weight, cost estimating ratio (CER), manufacturing cost, mark-up

19



factor and replacement cost, respectively. The way in which the battery re-

placement cost was used in calculating life cycle cost was influenced by the

method used to handle battery salvage value. In particular, battery salvage

value was taken to be the cost of the last battery replacement multiplied by

the ratio of the number of years left in the battery (at the end of the ten

year vehicle lifetime) to the number of years in the battery life. Further-

more, instead of adding the total battery replacement cost to the year in

which the replacement took place, each replacement cost was evenly distri-

buted over the ten years in the lifetime of the vehicle. Although this is

not quite representative of what would actually take place, it was necessary

in order to produce a life cycle cost expression for the optimization studies

which was a relatively smooth function of battery replacement cost. Further-

more, if it is assumed that the vehicle owner meets the battery replacement

cost by borrowing money which is paid back over several years, then the above

approach begins to more closely approximate reality. Based on the above dis-

cussion, the battery replacement cost assigned to each year in the ten year

lifetime of the vehicle is given by

BATRYR = {[IO.O/BATLFE)-I.O]*BTCOST}/IO.O (5-4)

where

BATLFE = DISLFE/DEEP (5-5)

where BTCOST is as calculated above, and where BATRYR, BATIBE, DISLFE and

DEEP are battery cost assigned to each year, battery lifetime, number of deep

discharges in the battery lifetime, and the number of deep discharges per

year, respectively.
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Based on the discussion above, in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 and in Appendices

C and D, the total yearly cost for operating the vehicle in year i is (see

Appendix A for complete definitions of the variables)

VHCOST i = ETOT.KWCSTi + PTOT*GASCSTi + BATRYR

+ _INT + REPAIR (5-6)

where FroT and PTOT are the yearly electrical energy and petroleum consumed,

respectively, KWCSTi and GASCSTi are the cost factors, and _INT and REPAIR

are the maintenance and repair costs, respectively. Letting the salvage

value of the vehicle body and power train be (see above)

SALVGE = O.I*(ACQCST - BTLIST) (5-7)

and the discount factor for year i be

(i-I)
Di = (I.0 + DISCNT) (5-8)

where DISCNT is the discount rate, the life cycle cost is given as

i0

LCCOST = ACQCST + _ (VHCOSTi/D i) - (SALVGE/DII) (5-9)
i=l
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6.0 VEHICLE SIMULATION

In the optimization studies the vehicle simulation was used primarily to

calculate the electrical energy and petroleum conslrned by the vehicle in a

one year period. Appendix E presents a derailed description of the modeling

of the vehicle (the vehicle is described in general terms in Section 3) and

of the way in which the petroleum and the electrical energy consumption was

determinedat each instantof time in the simulationinterval. Section5

describes the way in which these individualconsl_ptionswere used to calcu-

late the yearly consumptions. The objectiveof this sectionis to discussa

number of featuresof the vehiclesimulationeffort (otherthan vehiclemod-

eling) which were consideredto have a significantimpacton the simulation

run time, on the outcomeof optimizationmlns, or which representedparticu-

lar featuresof vehicleoperationwhich should be made explicit.

6.1 GENERAL C_iPUTATIONAL PROCEDUREAND TRIP CHARACTERISTICS DESIGN

The purpose of this subsection is to describe the overall computational

procedure used to calculate the fuel and energy consL_ptions for each trip in

Table 4-1, and then to discuss how the structuring of these trips (STC and

highway driving) can have a significant impact on simulation run time.

As discussed in Section 4, each trip to be simulated is either a se-

quence of just STC's or a combination of 28 STC's followed by varying lengths

of highway driving. Since in this study the power split was allowed to vary

with battery state of charge and/or vehicle acceleration, the power supplied

by either on-board energy solmce could vary significantly from one

part of a trip to another, particularly on those trips which depleted the
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battery. In the case of a depleted battery, the electrical energy supplied

over the final STC would be zero, whereas that supplied over the first STC

would be non-zero. Because of this, it was necessary to simulate the vehicle

over the entire trip length for all trips: the fuel and energy cons1_nption

could not be calculated for one STC and a segment of highway driving, and

then multiplied by appropriate factors to arrive at trip totals.

The calcuation procedure used is as follows. The longest all STC trip

is 35 consecutive STC's. The simulation was therefore run for 35 consecutive

STC's, and the "state" of the vehicle at the end of each STC was saved. By

"state" is meant all the vehicle quantities necessary to resume the calcula-

tion from that point forward in time (petroleum consl_ned, battery amp-hours

out and regenerated, state of charge, voltage, instantaneous and average cur-

rents, and whether the battery has discharged by the end of that STC). Know-

ing these quantities at the end of each STC, the fuel and energy consumption

for trips consisting of just STC's (trips I, 2, 3 in Table 4-1) can be calcu-

lated from simulating just the longest alI-STC trip (trip 3).

To calculate the consumptions for trips involving highway driving, the

simulation was initialized by the information saved at the end of the 28th

STC, and highway driving was begun (in this way the 28 STC's preceeding high-

way driving need not be resimulated). At each time step in highway driving a

test was made to determine if the shortest STC and highway trip had been com-

pleted; if so, the consumptions for that trip were computed and highway

drivingresumed until the next trip in Table 4-1 was completed. In this way,

consumptions for all trips consisting of STC's and highway driving can be

calculated by simulating just the longest trip (trip 8, Table 4-1).
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The above calculation procedurewhere fuel and energy consumptionsfor

all highway trips can be calculated from the longesttrip depends on all

highway trips having all of their STC's in the front of the trip, and all

having the same number of STC's up front. If eitherof these conditionsis

changed,it would become necessary to simulate each trip separately. This

could representa significantincreasein simulationrun time. For example,

the time step size in simulatingSTC driving is 1 second,and that used in

simulatinghighwaydrivingis 60 seconds (see Section6.2). Since each STC

is 83 secondslong, and there are 35 STC's in the longestalI-STC trip, the

total number of drive train power calculationsrequiredfor trips i, 2 and 3

in Table 4.1 is (i x 83 x 35) = 2,905. The longesthighwaytrip is 759 km of

highway driving,driven at 90 km/hr, or a highwaydrivingtime durationof

8.44 hrs. A 60 second simulationtime step would thereforerequire506 ad-

ditionalpower train calculations for all of the highway trips (trips4

through8), yieldinga total of 3,411 calculations.If each highway trip had

ro be simulatedseparately(includingthe 28 STC's since they could be split

differentlybetweenthe beginningand end of each trip),the 28 STC's for the

5 highwaytrips would requirea total of (5 x 28 x 83) = 2,324 computations,

and the highwayparrs of trips 4 through8 would require 26, 60, 80, 306, and

506 computations, respectively. The total number of computationswould

thereforebe (2@ + 60 + 80 + 306 + 506 + 2,324 + 2,905)= 6,207. Compared to

the above total of 3,411, it is seen that the number of drive train power

computations has almost doubled. Since these computationsare by far the

major computationalburden of the simulation,and since the computationtime

is large to begin with, it is importantto design the drivingpattern so that

computationalefficienciescan be achieved.
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6.2 SIMULATION TIME INCREMENTSELECTION

Another important factor in determining the length of time it takes the

simulation to run is the time step size used in STC and highway driving.

Since in a typical optimization run the yearly fuel and energy consumptions

are computed 30 to 50 times, the choice of the time step size has a signifi-

cant effect on overall computer run time.

Separate time step sizes were used for STC driving and highway driving:

since highway driving is at a constant velocity, it was felt that a larger

step size could be used without missing significant changes in the vehicle

state (e.g. battery state of charge).

The time step sizes were selected by trying various values and observing

the effects on petroleum cons1_ption, electrical energy consumption and life

cycle cost. In particular, the time step sizes were increased until a mean-

ingful change in any of the above three quantities was observed; the values

selected were set just below the values that produced a change. The STC time

step size used was one second, and the time step size for highway driving was

60 seconds.

6.3 POWEROVERLOAD

One of the most frequent optimization problems studied was to choose

battery weight and heat engine rating to minimize life cycle cost. Without

constraints on this problem the answer would be to set both design variables

to zero. Of course, the vehicle would then not be able to meet the yearly

driving requirements. In this research, the condition in which both power

sources were reduced in size to the point where they could not supply the

power required at the wheels was called power overload. This condition could
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occur at any time in the yearly driving pattern, and it could occur for vari-

ous combinations of heat engine rating and battery weight. The overload con-

dition was handled in the optimization work by incorporating it as a con-

straint: combinations of battery weight and heat engine rating which pro-

duced overload were considered infeasible.

One method (which did not work) of handling this constraint was to set a

flag if an overload condition occurred anywhere in the yearly driving pat-

terns. This flag would indicate to the optimization scheme that the current

choices for the design variables were infeasible, and new values would be

tried. The problem with this method was that the constraint was a discontin-

uous (step) function of the design variables, and if it was violated the op-

timization method (GRG2) would attempt to find exactly where, in the current

search direction (see Section 7), the constraint was just satisfied. This

attempt (using Newton's Method for finding the roots of an equation) would

fail and the optimization scheme could not determine a useful, new search di-

rection to locate the optimimum.

In an attempt to visualize the shape of the constraint in the battery

weight/heat engine rating plane, a series of simulation runs were made in the

region of the constraint boundary (varying battery weight and heat engine

rating for each run, and using the AiResearch power split (see Section 3.3

and Appendix H)). The result is shown in Figure 6-1 where it is seen that

the constraint boundary is highly irregular. Even if the optimization method

could find the boundary (for a particular search direction), once it began to

move along the boundary it would get hung up at one of the many local minima.
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The methodfinallyadopted forhandlingthe constraintwas to approxi-

mate it with two smoothcurvesas shownin Figure6-1. For thesesmoothcon-

straintfunctionsthe optimizationschemecan easilyfindthe locationof the

constraintboundaryin a givensearchdirection,and it canalso moveeasily

alongthe constraintboundaryin searchof theoptimum. If we letxI = bat-

teryweight(kg),and x2 = heatenginerating(kw),thenthe constraintequa-

tionsare givenas

1:_iE _ 37.0 - 0.02564 WB (WB < 273) (6-1)

PHE > 77.23 - 0.2268 WB + 1.982x10-4 W2 (WB > 273) (6-2)B

The justificationfor using this approximateconstraintboundary is that in

any optimizationstudy which choosesbatteryweight and heat engine rating to

minimize life cycle cost, the objectiveis not necessarilyto arrive at a de-

sign which just borderson overload. Having the small "cushion"above over-

load that use of the approximateconstraintproducescould be beneficial.

6.4 OTHER FEATURESOF THE SI_{ULATION

Several featuresof the simulationwhich should be mentioned are listed

below.

First, since a clutch existedbetween the heat engine and the CVT, the

heat engine could be decoupledfrom the drive train when it was not being

used. Hence it was assumed that there was zero fuel consumptionby the heat

engine during idling.
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A second feature was that no matter how the power split strategy split

the CVT input power, the heat engine was not allowed to deliver any power if

the vehicle velocity was below 3 mph. This came into play as the vehicle

started from rest at the beginning of a STC.

A third feature (which is detailed in Appendix E) was that if either the

battery or the heat engine could not deliver the power called for by the

power split, the unmet power was assigned to the other power source and both

the electrical and heat engine calculations were repeated.
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7.0 OPTIMIZATION AS A DESIGN TECHNIQUE

It is now appropriate to consider optimization as a technique which can

be used with the vehicle simulation previously described to obtain desired

design results. It will become apparent in the discussion below that the

role of optimization is that of systematically changing design parameters for

use with the vehicle simulation until design objectives are met. Optimiza-

tion techniques are based on a particular methodology and formalism which

must be adapted to the design problem at hand. The purpose of this section

is to define the terminology of optimization, briefly summarize the optimiza-

tion problem mathematically, and discuss the general nature of solutions to

such problems.

Each optimization problem has an objective function (or criterion func-

tion), f(x), which is an algebraic function of the n components of the vector

x, and which is to be minimized (or maximized). The objective function in a

design problem provides a measure of the quality of the design such that its

minimum value occurs for a value of x which represents the best design.

The components of x may be subject to upper and lower bounds,

Xr . < Xr < xr (7-1)
mln max

where, for a given variable Xr, one, neither or both of these bounds may be

present. Variables often are given bounds for reasons of physical realiz-

ability; e.g., both battery weight and heat engine power rating must be posi-

tive, and the percentage of power delivered from one source must be between 0

and i00.
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In additionto boundswhich apply to the variablesthemselves, we must

consider constraints,functionsof these variableswhich also must be main-

rained within limits. An optimizationproblemmight containm constraints

gJmin _ gj(x) _ gJmax (j = 1,2,..,m) (7-2)

where one or both of the limiting values on a particular constraint gj(x) may

apply. The designer uses such constraint functions to calculate design char-

acteristics which must be kept within upper or lower limits. A vehicle de-

signer, for example, might want to place a lower limit on accelerating abil-

ity, or an upper limit on acquisition cost.

Since the objective functions and constraint functions applicable to hy-

brid vehicle design are generally nonlinear functions of x, we have a nonlin-

ear optimization problem. Converting the scalar variables in equations 7-i

and 7-2 to vectors allows us to state the nonlinear optimization problem in a

precise mathematical form:

min f(x)
x

subject to

Xmin _ x < Xmax (7-3)

and

gmin < g(x) < gmax (7-4)

The notationmin f(x)meansthatf(x)is to be minimizedwith respectto x.
x

Equations 7-3 and 7-4 are the vector versions of equations 7-1 and 7-2,

respectively, and include all desired bounds and constraint relationships.

Nonlinear optimization problems such as the one stated above have been

well known for some time, and many techniques have been developed for finding
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their solutions. Since f(x) and g(x) are assumed to be nonlinear, the

techniques for solution of the problem are called nonlinear pro_ranning algo-

rithms. _any of these have been developed over the past 25 years to provide

a means of obtaining digital computer solutions to these problems [6,7,8,9]

Some of these methods are discussed in Section 9.

Techniques for solution generally begin with an initial estimate, Xo, of

the solution vector, which is feasible in that all bounds and constraints are

satisfied, and proceed in an attempt to satisfy all of the necessary condi-

tions for minimum f(x) while maintaining x feasible. The process terminates

when these conditions are met, or when no further progress is possible.

Each nonlinear programming method has its own set of assumptions regard-

ing the mathematical properties of f(x) and g(x). Although there are small

differences from method to method, it is usually necessary for both f(x) and

the elements of g(x) to be continuous, differentiable functions of x, with

continuous first partial derivatives with respect to the components of x.

These restrictions have important implications on the specifications of the

objective and constraint functions for a design problem, as well as the

development of simulation programs for optimization.
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8.0 THE VEHICLE DESIGN PROBLEMAS AN OPTI_{IZATION PROBLE_I

Having considered a general description of an optimization problem in

Section 7, it is now possible to consider application of optimization methods

to the design of the hybrid vehicle described earlier in this report. This

involves formulating the vehicle design problem in terms of vehicle design

parameters which will become the variables of the optimization problem, de-

fining any bounds or constraint functions associated with these variables,

and selecting an objective function which represents the designer's primary

goal in a mathematical fashion. The key to successful formulation of a vehi-

cle design problem as an optimization problem is in specifying all of the

needed ingredients for the optimization problem (variables, objective func-

tion, bounds and constraints) in a way which meaningfully includes all impor-

tant aspects of the design problem.

The primary design variables for the hybrid vehicle design problem dis-

cussed here are the two power-sizing parameters, heat engine power rating (in

kilowatts) and battery weight (in kilograms). Additional design parameters

are introduced later (see Section ii) as part of a decision rule which is

used on an instantaneous basis to decide how much power is to be used from

each of the two on-board power sources.

Lower bounds of at least zero must be specified for both the heat engine

power and the battery weight. This is because the optimization method will

consider all possible values of the design parameters, even those which are

physically meaningless, unless such bounds are imposed. From a designer's

point of view, a hybrid vehicle which has a very low heat engine power rating
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or negligible battery weight is a single-power-source vehicle and not a hy-

brid vehicle; thus lower bounds were imposed to insure that the solution of

the design problem by optimization produced a vehicle with both sources. The

values of the lower bounds used in this study were 15 kw for the heat engine

power rating and 60 kg for the battery weight.

Two primary objectives were considered in this study: life cycle cost

($) and life cycle petroleum consumption (liters). Both of these can be cal-

culated using the calculation precedure discussed in Section 5, and the vehi-

cle simulation discussed in Section 6.

The principal constraint function used in this study is the power over-

load constraint discussed in Section 6. It was necessary to impose this con-

straint in order to ensure that the designs resulting from the use of optimi-

zation represent vehicles which can produce sufficient power to successfully

complete all the specified driving regimes. Other constraint functions can

also be used for particular design problems, using as a constraint a function

which could be an objective function for another design; for example, the de-

sign might call for the hybrid vehicle which has the minim_ life cycle cost

subject to the constraint that its total petroleum cons_nption be less than

some prespecified amount.

There are many vehicle design problems which may be stated and solved as

optimization problems. Listed below are several sample optimization problems

for hybrid vehicle design. These same problems were solved as part of this

study and are discussed later in this report where results are presented. In

the statement of these problems, CLC is the life cycle cost (in $), Vp is the

total petroleum volume (in liters) used over a life cycle, PHE is the heat

engine power rating (in kilowatts), WB is the battery weight (in kilograms)
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and Po is the power overload function (> 0 when no overload occurs).

Sample Design Optimization Problem No. i

Choose PHE and WB to minimize CLC(PHE,WB)

subject to PHE > PHEmi n

WB > WBmin

Po _ 0

Sample.Design.Optimization Problem No. 2

Choose PHE and WB to minimize Vp(PHE, WB)

subject to PHE > PHF_in

WB > WBmin

Po o

Sample Design Optim.ization Problem No. 3

Choose PHE and WB to minimize Vp(PHE, WB)

subject to PHE > PHEmin

WB > WBmin

Po>O

CLC _ CLC
max

These _hree problems are typical of many which were considered in this

study. All three are essentially vehicle power-sizing problems, where it is
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desired to find the proper values of the heat engine power rating and the

battery weight. They vary according to their objective functions and, in

problem No. 3, the imposition of an additional constraint besides the power

overload constraint.

Other design problems considered later in this report involve constrain-

ing the total petroleum volume in the minimization of CLC, examining the ef-

fect of petroleum pricing on design results, and parameterizing the power

split decision rule. These problems are discussed with the results in

Section ii.
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9.0 SELECTION OF OPTP_IZATION [_ETHOD

Several methods including variable metric and conjugate gradient methods

[6, 7, 8, 9] are available for direct solution of nonlinear programming prob-

lems such as the type stated in Section 7 and applicable to the hybrid vehi-

cle design problem. Indirect methods such as those based on the Newton-

Raphson method are also available, but this class of methods was rejected be-

cause of the likelihood of divergence with a poor initial estimate of the

solution. Most direct methods such as gradient and modified gradient method

were originally developed for unconstrained optimization problems (no bounds

or constraints) and must be modified to include constraints.

One proven method for successfully incorporating bounds and constraints

into a direct search method was developed by Abadie and Carpentier [8]. The

method, called the Generalized Reduced Gradient Method (GRG), uses linearized

constraints, defines new variables which are normal to some of the con-

straints, and transforms the gradient to a new basis.

Lasdon and Waren, et. al. [I0] have developed an extensively refined

code (computer program) for general purpose implementation of the GRG optimi-

zation method. The code which is now called GRG2, has been successfully

tried on test problems in competition with other nonlinear programming codes,

and has consistently ranked high in the primary characteristics desired of

such a code (accuracy, efficiency, reliability, and ease of use) [ii, 12].

GRG2 easily incorporates bounds on the variables and a variety of con-

straints. It provides great flexibility which includes a choice of search

method, a variety of stopping criteria, provisions for scaling of variables

and constraint functions, and several options regarding the amount of detail
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provided in the printed output.

The designer who wishes to use GRG2 for optimization results must pro-

vide [13]:

I. a subroutine which computes the objective function and all of the

constraint functions, given the optimization variables.

2. a data file which includes an initial point for the search, upper

and lower bounds on variables and constraints (as applicable), and

names for all variables and functions.

The designer may provide:

i. a subroutine for computing derivatives for gradients (otherwise the

program uses finite difference approximations)

2. a subroutine for reporting needed output information which is not

directly related to the optimization calculations

3. a file containing scale factors for the variables and constraints,

and control parameters which specify how the derailed operation of

the optimization search is to be carried out (e.g., search direc-

tion method, stopping criteria, constraint tolerances)

After a vehicle design problem has been properly formulated as an optimiza-

tion problem, it is a fairly straight-forward procedure to write the subrou-

tines and determine the data files indicated above. The most difficult parr

of this task is in writing the subroutine which computes the objective and

constraint functions from the design parameters, since this normally involves

the entire vehicle simulation as well as the computation of various vehicle

costs.
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i0.0 IMPLF_IENTATIONOF THE GRG PROGRAM FOR VEHICLE DESIGN PROBLEMS

It was desired to combine the GRG2 optimization program wirh the hybrid

vehicle simulation program in a way which would provide flexibility regarding

specification of objective function, constraint functions, variables and

bounds, so that a variety of hybrid vehicle design problems could be studied

merely by changing a data file in the program.

This goal was accomplished by defining five functions of PHE and WB

which would suffice for the calculation of all possible objective and con-

straint functions which were anticipated at the time the computer program was

written. These functions are:

i. life cycle cost ($)

2. acquisition cost ($)

3. total petroleum volume in life cycle (liters)

4. linear combination of above three functions

5. power overload function

The fourth function was included to provide a weighted slrn of three objective

functions for the designer who wishes to compromise and not select a single

objective from among the first three functions listed.

As described in Section 6.3, the power overload function was developed

by simulating the hybrid vehicle for various pairs of values of the param-

eters (PHE,WB) using a particular power split strategy developed by AiRe-

search Manufacturing Co. [1,5]. Regions where the hybrid vehicle was not

able to meet the power demanded by the driving regime were identified and the

power overload boundary was seen to be an irregular surface (Fig. 6-1)
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which was not amenable to treatment by nonlinear programming techniques;

these techniques normally require a smooth, differentiable function for each

constraint. In order to meet this requirement in at least an approximate

way, the overload constraint boundary function, Po(PHE,WB), was approximated

by two polynomial functions as follows:

PHE > 37.0 - 0.02564 WB (WB (273) (6-1)

PHE > 77.23 - 0.2268 WB + 1.982xi0 -4 W2 (WB > 273) (6-2)B

These functions were used with GRG2 for determining solutions to optimization

problems which included the power overload constraint.

For examination of the power flow or power split strategy problem, where

we are trying to find the parameters of a decision rule which specifies how

much power comes from each on-board power source at each instant of time, the

GRG/simulation program was provided with three different ways to determine

the power split between the heat engine and the electric propulsion system:

I. the AiResearch algorithm [I]

2. a polynomial function

3. a paramererized version of the AiResearch algorithm

More derail on the particular functions involved will be provided in Section

Ii.

Further flexibility in the program was provided by defining a data file

which could be used to specify which type of vehicle design problem was to be

solved with a particular optimization run: (i) vehicle sizing, (2) power

split optimization, or a combination of the two.
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The overall organization of the vehicle design computer program involves

an interaction between the GRG2 optimization program and the hybrid vehicle

simulation program discussed in _ection 6. The interconnection is illustrat-

ed in Figure i0-i. The reader should note that the GRG2 program selects val-

ues of the parameter vector, x, for simulation in the Hybrid Vehicle Simula-

tion Program, and receives the calculated values of the five functions (which

may be the objecZive function or constraint functions) from it. GRG2 then

systematically adjusts x in such a way as to minimize the objective function

while satisfying bounds and constraints. The REPORT subroutine in GRG2 is

used to calculate and print output information about the hybrid vehicle which

is not essential to the GRG2 program.

The next section discusses particular problems which were attempted

using this program, and the results which were obtained.
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ii.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS OF RESULTS

Four different design problems were solved using the optimization ap-

proach discussed previously. Each of these problems is discussed in a sepa-

rate subsection where the problem is defined and results are presented for

that particular problem.

The two major problem areas considered were those of vehicle power

source sizing and power split parameter optimization. The first three design

problems deal with the sizing problem, including various design objectives

and constraints, and the final design problem is concerned with optimizing

the power split decision rule.

Ii.I VEHICLE POWERSOURCE SIZING FOR MINI_{ LIFE CYCLE COST

The design objective here was to determine the proper power source siz-

ing parameters, hear engine power (kw) and battery weight (kg), so that the

life cycle cost of the hybrid vehicle is minimized and the final vehicle is

able to meet all driving requirements as specified by the annual trip re-

quirements and reflected in the vehicle simulation.

The optimization problem for this design problem is very similar to Sam-

ple Problem No. 1 in Section 8 of this report:

Min CLC(PHE,WB) (ii-i)
PHE,WB

subjectto PHE > 15 (11-2)

WB > 60 (11-3)

Po(PHE,WB) > 0 (11..-4)

and the AiResearch power split function which is specified in Appendix H.
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Severalinitialestimatesfor the solutionwere tried,and all led to

the sameresult:

Min CLC(PHE,WB) = CLC (35.5, 60.0) = $17,100 (11-5)
PHE,WB

This point is at the intersectionof the overloadconstraintboundary and the

lower bound for WB. See Figure Ii-i,which shows the optimizationas it pro-

ceeded from the design parametersrecommendedby AiResearch [I],PHE = 65 kw

and WB = 386 kg. Althoughtthis point was reached in two iterations,it

should be noted that each iterationincludedmany evaluationsof the objec-

tive functionfor the variouspairs of (PHE,WB) values which were being con-

sidered. During the first iteration,the search proceeded in the negative

gradientdirectionuntil the overloadconstraintboundarywas reached,using

longer and longer steps until the boundarywas encountered. During the

second iteration,the search moved along the overloadconstraintboundaryun-

til the lower bound on WB was reached;severalintermediatepoints were used

along the constraintbefore the iterationwas completed. The overallresult

is a reductionin life cycle cost from $20,796to $17,100.

It is not surprisingthat the optimaldesign in this case occurredon

the overloadconstraintboundary, since any point above this boundary would

correspondto higher value of PHE, WB or both, leadingto a higher life cycle

cost, and any point below this boundary,althoughyieldinga lower life cycle

cost, would correspondto a vehicle not able to meet the specifieddriving

requirements. It is also not surprisingthat the optimalsolutionoccurs at

the minimum value of WB, since the nominalpetroleumpricingused for this

problem (See Section5.3) makes it desirableto use as little electricpower
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as possible if minimum life cycle cost is the objective.

A modified versionof this problemwas solved after including an addi-

tional constraint,

Vp _ r Vp* (11-6)

to the optimizationproblemspecifiedin equationsii-i through 11-4. Vp* is

the petroleumvolume, 9,814 liters,associated with the solution to the

originaloptimizationproblem,and r (0 < r _ i) specifiesa certain fraction

of that amount. The purpose of this design problemwas to investigatehow

the optimalpower sizing parameterswould change,and how the life cycle cost

would increasein the case where less and less total petroleum volume is

availablefor the life of the vehicle. This is a situationwhich could be

quite realisticas world petroleumresources are depletedor when foreign

supplies become unavailable.

The resultsfor this modifiedproblemare shown in Figure 11-2 for vari-

ous values of r, from r = 1.0 to r = 0.60. The results show a steady in-

crease of CLC as r is decreased,rising from $17,100at r = 1.0 to $18,679at

r = 0.60. These results demonstratethe utility of a hybrid vehicle when

petroleumsuppliesare strictlylimited,and more reliancemust be placed on

the electricalpropulsionsystem.

11.2 VEHICLE POWERSOURCE SIZING FOR CHANGINGPETROIZUM COSTS

The design problem considered here is similar to that of the last sec-

tion, where life cycle cost is to be minimized, but where the price of petro-

leum is varied and its effect on the results is observed. The price of pe-

troleum was varied by introducing a gas factor, ¥, which scales all of the
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petroleumcosts,y ) 1.0 (ymultipliesthearrayGASCST(I)).

The optimizationproblemfor thisdesignis:

Min CLC(PHE, WB,y) (11-7)
PHE,WB

subjectto equations11-2,11-3and 11-4. The AiResearchpowersplitfunc-

tion (seeAppendixH) is againusedand the valueof y is held constantdur-

ing theoptimization,so that thisproblemrepresentsa family of optimiza-

tionproblems,eachcorrespondingto a fixedvalueof y.

The severaloptimizationproblemsall usedthe samestarting point,PHE

= 65 kw and WB = 368kg. The resultsare shownin Figure11-3for y = {i.00,

1.25,1.50, 1.75,2.00,2.50,3.00,5.00}. All resultsare on the boundary

of the overloadconstraintfunction,withhighervaluesof y yieldingdesigns

whichrelymore and moreon the electricalpropulsionsystem. The lifecycle

costsassociatedwith theseresults are listedin Tableii-i. It is clear

from theseresultsthatthe nominal petroleumpricing (y= 1.0) whichwas

used for muchof thisstudyis too low to justify a hybridvehicle on the

basisof life cyclecost;the optimizationwould yieldWB = 0 if thiswere

permitted. Highergas factors,however, showdesigns which havea much

greaterrelianceon theelectricalpropulsionsystem.

11.3 VEHICLEPOWERSOURCESIZINGTO _{INIMIZETOTALPETROLE_{OONS@_PTION

The designproblem consideredherediffersfromXhe problemsdiscussed

in the lasttwo sectionsin thatthedesignobjectivewas to minimizethe to-

tal volumeof petroleumusedoverthe expectedlifeof the vehicle. The ra-

tionalefor thisobjectivewas thatverylow availabilityof petroleumc_lld
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Table ii-i

Optimum Life Cycle Cost For Various Gas Factors

Optimum

Gas Factor, y CLC ($) PHE(kW) WB(kg )

1.00 17,100 35.46 60.00

1.25 18,112 35.46 60.00

1.50 19,123 35.46 60.00

1.75 19,956 33.98 117.86

2.00 21,046 25.98 309.96

2.50 22,334 25.97 310.10

3.00 23,495 23.34 336.74

5.00 27,926 16.46 428.40
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make a hybrid vehicle whose petroleum consumptionwas minimal very attrac-

tive, even at a somewhathigher price. Thus this problem,at least in its

initialformulation,did not take costs into accountexplicitly.

The design optimizationproblemhere is:

Min Vp(PHE,WB) (11-8)
WB

subject to equations11-2, 11-3 and 11-4, with the Airesearch power split

function and y = 1.0.

The result for this probleminvolvingno costs was a hybrid vehiclewith

PHE = 15.0 kw, and WB = 457 kg. This design point is on the overload con-

straintboundaryand sets the heat engine power at its lower limit, yielding

total petroleumusage of 5,209 liters (comparedto 9,814 when life cycle cost

is minimized)and a life cycle cost of $19,337 (comparedto $17,100when life

cycle cost is minimized). The results illustrate the trade off that occurs

when the objectiveis low petroleumusage rather than minimum cost: the pet-

roleum consumptiondecreasesand the cost increases.

These results motivatedanother design optimizationproblem which was

defined, startingwith the problemabove, by adding an additionalconstraint,

CLC(PHE,WB) < 18,000 (11-9)

This in effect asks for petroleum consumption which is superior to (lower

than) that of the minimum-life-cycle-cost petroleum consumption, but which

limits the cost increase. The result, as expected, was intermediate to the

previous results for minimum life cycle cost and minimum petroleum consump-

tion, with petroleum consumption of 7,2061 liters and a life cycle cost of
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$17,963. The design variables for this result were PHE = 31.2 kw and WB =

226 kg, a point on the overload constraint boundary.

The addition of this constraint illustrates the great flexibility of the

optimization approach to hybrid vehicle design. It is easy for a designer to

add such a constraint and repeat the optimization procedure in order to gain

the desired result.

A summary of the results for the two problems discussed in this section

as well as the minimum life cycle cost results are listed in Table 11-2.

Table 11-2

Summary of Optimization Results

Function

Minimized Constraint PHE(kW) WB(kg) Vp(1) CLC($ )

CLC none 35.5 60 9,814 17,100

Vp CLC < 18,000 31.2 226 7,206 17,963

Vp none 15.0 457 5,209 19,337

11.4 POWERSPLIT OPTIMIZATION

This section discusses some particular problems which are in a class

which may be described as power flow strategy problems. The general problem

could include any number of on-board power sources, including storage de-

vices, and is directed toward specifying the direction and amount of power

flow for each power source at each instant of time. The result of solving

the problem is called the power flow strategy because it is to be expressed
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as a set of strategyalgorithms,or decisionrules, dependenton some of the

vehicle dynamicvariablesand internalvariables,which permit calculationof

each power flow as these variableschangewith time.

For the particularcase of a hybrid vehicleconsideredhere, with the

two on-boardpower sources,the power flow strategyproblem reduces to that

of determining,at each instantof time, how much of the wheel power is sup-

plied by the electricpropulsionsystem, and how much by the heat engine.

Battery chargingduring regenerationis handledas a separateconsideration

(see AppendixF). The power flow strategythen amountsto determiningthe

power split betweenheat enginepower and batterypower, and so the problem

was definedusing a power split function,s(t), 0 _ s(t) _ i, where the ex-

tremes correspondto all-petroleum(s = 0) and all-electric(s = i) power.

It is importantto recognize the infeasibility of findings(t) as the

solutionto an optimizationproblem. This would be possible only if we were

to define a dynamic optimizationproblem with a prescribed vehicledriving

regime (speedvs. time) for the entire life of the vehicle. This is unreal-

istic from two points of view: (I) the time intervalinvolvedwould be so

long that the compurationscould not be performedefficiently,and (2) it is

not possibleto predictthe exact, second by second drivingvelocityof a ve-

hicle realisticallyfor the entire life of the vehicle,and for a substan-

tial number of vehicles.

Thus the approachtaken here was based on the parameterization of a

strategyfunctionor decision rule, with the power split strategyexpressed

in terms of variableslikely to influencethe ideal power split function,and

using parameterswhose values could be obtainedusing the same methodology

and computerprogramsused to determineoptimalvehiclesizingparameters.
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This part of the project included two different approaches concerning

the parameterization of the power split function, s(t). The first involved

the parameterization of the AiResearch power split function, and the second

involved the use of polynominal functions to represent s(t).

11.4.1 PAP_ETERIZED AIRESEARCH POWERSPLIT FUNCTION

The power split function, previously discussed and used in the study by

AiResearch Corporation [i] (also see Appendix H), contains several constants

which could be treated as parameters. One of these, which was thought to be

one of the most critical, is the value of the power split function during ac-

celeration, s a, which was given the value 0.3 in the AiResearch study. An

optimization problem was formed with s a as a parameter:

Min CLC(Sa) (ii-I0)

subject to PHE = 65 kw (ii-ii)

WB = 386 kg (11-12)

0 g sa g 1.0 (11-13)

and the remainder of the AiResearch power split algorithm. Fxluations ii-ii

and 11-12 specify vehicle power sizing parameters which correspond to those

of the AiResearch hybrid vehicle design; since this vehicle is easily able to

meet the power demanded by the driving regime, it was not necessary to in-

clude the power overload function as a constraint for this problem.

This optimization problem was solved repeatedly for several values of

the gas factor, y, which was discussed in Section 11.2. Results, which are

listed in Table 11-3, show that no electric power should be used during ac-

celeration for the lowest values of the gas factor, and that the power split
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rises to 0.264 with y = 5.0. The optimallifecyclecosts rises correspond-

inglywith the gas factor,as expected. These resultsshow that the optimal

distributionof power betweenthe two sourcesis stronglydependent upon the

petroleumprice, and that a power split value of 0.3 could be justifiedonly

for a very large value of the gas factor.

Table 11-3

Optimal Power Split During Acceleration

Gas Factor, ¥ Power Split, sa Life Cycle Cost, CLC($)

1.0 0.000 20 000

1.5 0.000 21 886

2.0 0.114 23,303

2.5 0.194 24,669

3.0 0.231 26,021

4.0 0.248 28,702

5.0 0.264 31,364

11.4.2 POLYNOMIALPOWERSPLIT FUNCTION

Another approach to expressing the power split function in parameterized

form is to use a simple polynomial function of vehicle variables with para-

meters to be determined through optimization. This leads to a problem of

constraining s(_) to its specified range, 0 _ s(t) < i, since any polynomial
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function of vehicle variables is likely to exceed this range during at least

part of the driving regime. This problem cannot be treated directly through

constraints on s(t) because that involves a dynamic optimization problem

which is unrealistic in this application as discussed earlier.

The power split function was constrained through the use of limiting.

Let Sp(t) be the value of the power split polynomial function. Then

_O, sp(t) < 0

s(t) = _Sp(t), 0 _ Sp(t) < 1 (11-14)
/

_i, Sp(t) > 1

The polynomial function chosen for investigation involved two key vehi-

cle variables, battery state of charge, c(t) and vehicle acceleration, a(t).

Several polynomial functions were tried starting with the linear polynomial

Sp(t) = a0 + _i c(t) + a2 a(t) (11-15)

and later including higher-degree polynomial functions.

The search procedures of GRG2 did not produce worthwhile results with

this approach. Typically, the search started with an initial estimate of the

parameters and failed to improve the objective function in several itera-

tions, finally stopping because of lack of progress at a point very close to

the initial estimate. Our conclusion about this is that it was not due to

any deficiency in GRG2, but was due to a fundamental problem with the ap-

proach, in particular the limiting process defined by equation (11-14). The

limiting apparently led to erroneous values of the gradient so that the

search directions determined by GRG2 were not effective. It seems as if the

changes used for the parameters had little or no effect because the value of
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Sp(t) calculated from the polynomial such as that in equation (11-15)was

promptly and frequentlyoverriddenby the limitingaction as the vehiclesim-

ulation was carried out. Approaches like the one describedin Section

11.4.1,where a proven and acceptablepower split functionwas parameterized,

seem much more promising. The main reason for this is that such an approach

allows incorporationof bounds on the parametersthemselvesin a direct man-

ner, rather than the indirectapproachused in the limitingof the polynomial

function.

11.5 SU_B[ARYOF RESULTS

This sectionhas treatedthe applicationof an optimizationtechnique

based on nonlinearprogran_ingto the design of hybrid vehicles. Four dif-

ferent design problemswere solved using the digitalcomputer programwhich

combined the optimizationalgorithmwith the hybrid vehicle simulation.

The method was successfullyapplied to vehiclepower source sizingprob-

lems for a varietyof design goals and specifications. It was found that all

solutionswere on the power overloadconstraintboundarysuch that, in each

case, any reductionin the battery weight or heat engine power ratingwould

yield a vehicle which would not be able to meet the power demands of the

specifieddriving regime.

Two methodswere consideredfor parameterizingthe power split function

which specifies,at each instantof time, what fractionof the total power

demand is suppliedby the electricpropulsion system,and what fractionby

the heat engine. The parameterizationof the AiResearchpower split function

was found to be much more successfulthan using a polynomial power split

functionwith limiting.
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The use of optimizationas a systematicapproachto a variety of hybrid

vehicledesignproblemswas shownby theseresultsto be veryeffective.
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12.0 CONCLUSIONS

This study has led to several conclusions regarding the effective use of

an optimization technique for hybrid vehicle design.

Efficient and effective use of an optimization technique for hybrid ve-

hicle design depends heavily on a vehicle simulation program which is de-

signed for this purpose. One of the main necessary features of such a simu-

lation is that it must permit continuous variation of the power plant sizing

parameters, battery weight and heat engine power rating.

Another area demanding attention in such a simulation is the way the

specified driving pattern, including standard rest cycles and highway driv-

ing, are incorporated into the simulation; this has impact both on computer

run time, which must be minimized, and on the ability to accurately simulate

long trips involving a declining state of charge for the batteries, since

this state of charge affects the power split. One cannot get accurate re-

suits by merely simulating one standard rest cycle and extrapolating the re-

suits.

Attention must be paid to the simulation time step sizes used in the

simulation. They must be small enough to provide sufficient accuracy in the

calculation of vehicle variables and costs, while remaining as large as pos-

sible for the purpose of minimizing computer run time; this is particularly

important when the simulation is used in optimization, since the optimization

program must run _he simulation program dozens of times during the completion

of one design problem.

Since the main purpose of the simulation program is to calculate func-

tions which are used as the objective or constraint functions for the
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optimizationprogram, the simulationprogram must be designed to produce

these functionsas smooth functionsof the designparameters. Otherwisethe

optimizationprogram is likely to calculatesearchdirectionswhich will not

yield a successfulresultbecauseof functionaldiscontinuities,or the opti-

mization is likely to stall at a false local minimum.

This researchdemonstratedthat the handlingof the power overloadfunc-

tion is critical to obtaining successfulresults for power-sizingdesign

problems.Design resultsfor this problemare very likely to lie on the power

overload constraintboundary,since the region above it representsincreased

life cycle cost and petroleum consumption,while the regionbelow it repre-

sents a vehiclewhich will not be able to meet the power demand associated

with the specifieddriving regime. The exact locationof the power overload

constraintboundaryneed not be determined;it is more important that this

constraintbe a smooth functionso that the optimizationprogramcan work ef-

ficiently.

It is importantto choose the optimizationprogramand to carefullyde-

sign the interfacebetween the simulationprogramand the optimizationpro-

gram in order to provide considerableflexibility to the designer in the

choice of the design objective, constraintsand variablesfor a variety of

design problems.This project demonstratedthat this can be done success-

fully.

Standardprocedures for improving the efficiency of the optimization

program, includingscalingof the design variablesand functions, were used

and were judged to be effective. Gradientcalculationsby finite differences

required the use of double-precisionarithmetic. These are points which the

designermust keep in mind when developingoptimizationprogram applications.
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The two methods of parameterizing the power split algorithm, which spe-

cifies how much electric power and heat engine power is used at any time, de-

monstrated the feasibility of this parameterization. The polynomial power

split function which was limited in value did not produce useful results be-

cause the optimization program did not have a free hand in varying the power

split function due to the limiting. The parameterization of the AiResearch

algorithm was much mere effective, and this general area of parameterizing an

established algorithm is a promising area for future research. Optimization

of the power split function, in particular, is a research area which should

be pursued.

Optimization has been shown to be a useful tool for systematic design of

hybrid vehicles. This research showed that it is possible to couple a so-

phisticated, general purpose optimization program to a complex hybrid vehicle

simulation and produce a successful hybrid vehicle design using a reasonable

amount of computer time.
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C DELR INCREfiENIFOR DECREASINGCUT - CSU O.l
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C RAI[IJ TU PREUENItttt[Ol_FI!OM
C STALLING
I;

C I)[I.STCFRACIIONOF AN STCUSED - CALC _K_I_$_KX(
I; [t.JCURRE_JfTR_P
C

C DI:LI SIMULATIONTIMESTEPSIZE SECONDS CALC _;$IIIIl
C

C DLLIHW SIMULAIIONTIIiEINCREtiENIFOR SECONDS CSU 60.0
'.: HIGHWAYDP,.IIVING
C

C DELV VEHICL!/VELOCITYDECREASEPER KILOMETERS CALC I$.l<II%I
C TIME]:NCREMENTDUR[NGBREAKING P_R SECOND
C PHASEOF ST{;
C

C DIGRKW POWERRATINGOF GEAR BE.TWEE.N KIt.OWAiTS NASA '?0.0
U OIt:FERL_I-![._ALANO CUT (:]E!ZALSO
C PGRAI[-:)

C I_,HEKW ,WHENRUN2i=2_THE AMOUNTHEK,W KILOWATTS ARB
C IS _N(',RF_'MENFEDFOR NEXTGCOMPCAt.[.
C WHENRUN2i=iTHE TOLERANCEON HEKO
C

C DIFCER CONSTANiUSEDTO CALCULATE D[SLLARSPER NASA 2.42
C CUS{orA OIFF@ENfJ:AL KILUGRAt!
C

C D1FCSI COSIOF'D]FFERENTIAL DOLLAf_S CALC .,xWo_I_.%i
C

C PlIFCI CONSIABTUSEDIf_CALCULATING - KILOGRAMS NASA 0.66
C MASS_]f:D.[FF@ENIIAL P_.'.KW
C"

C D}.FFKW POWERRAIINGOF DIFFERENIIAL K)LO,WATTS NASA 90.0
C (ALStI "'" 'o,..t.HDRAIE)

C

C DISCH(1) ARR¢_,YCONTAININGTHENUIIBER - CALC %}K;_*iIik
K 0!:BAFfERYDISCHARGESPER YEAR
C FOR IHISPARTICULARTRIPIYPE
C

C DiSCHG( BAITEF.'.YDISCHARGECUI_VE voLTs/CELL f4ASA HAVE
C :_UC_I;_FF)
C

C DISCf4T DOLLARDISCOUNTRATE - t4ASA 0.02
C

C D],'.;EFFFACTORUSEDDURINGDISCHARGE - CALC %_%%%_,
C r_}CONV_ZPI_ATTERYFERfiINAL
C ENER{.;Y!O INI'ERNAtENERGY
C

C DISFAC IHE AhOUNIOF BATTERYDISCHARGE - CALC _.1%1%11
C OURING_]NLtRIPOF THIS
C PARIICULARTRIPTYPE
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C
C DISLFE NO. OF DEEPDISHCHARGESIN .- NASA B40.

BATFERYLIFE
C
C DLTSiC SIMULAIIONTIMESTEPSIZE S[.CQNDS CSU/NASA i.O
C FUR SfC DRIVING
C
C DWGBAT WHENRL,NLI-t_OR 2 THE AMOUNT KILOGRAMS ARB
C WGBAF{IS INCREMENF[DF{]Rf.IEXT
C GCOMPCALL
C
C EBTOT TOTAL.BAIIERYENERGYUSEDSINCE IqEGAJOULESCALC iIIIIIi
i: SlAP,[ OF TRIP
C
C EBTOIL(1) ARRAYI_iilCHSAVESA1 THE END MEGAJOULES CALC I111515
i; OF EACIISi"CTII_[TUTALBATTERY
C ENERGYUSEDSINCETllrSTART
}: OF _LL S[C'S
C

C EFF(KW_ CVT EFFICIENCYMAP NASA HAVE
(: RAflO) (A NUIIBERBETWEEN0 AN!)t)
C
C EFFBC COMBINEDBATTERYCHARGEREFF. NASA O.?S
C AND BATTERYTURNARr]UNDEFF.
C
C EFFNIR(PERCENT fiOTOREFFICIENCYMAP -- NASA HAVE

C RATEDPWR_
C SPEED)
C
C ELEC(1) ARRAYCONTAININGWALLPLUG MEGAJOULES CALC IIIS$1
C _LECIRICALENERGY(COMPUTED
C ON AHP-HRBASIS)REQUIREDTO
1'_ MEEIELECIRICALENERGY
C CONSUMPTIONFOR.TH1SPARTICULAR
K TRIF'YYPE;LIROf_EYEAR
C
C Et.[CSI(1)ARRAYCONIAININGELECT.COST DOLLARS CA{.C X(I_.tIS_.
I: FORYilAR[
C
C ELECYR(1) ARRAYCONTAININGWALLPLUG MEGA_OULES CAI.C _{_S_$_
I_ ELECTRiCALENERGY(UOMPUrED
C ONPOWERBASIS)REQUIREDlO
{; IIEEf ELF.CTRICALENE;{_;;Y
_.: CONSUMPTIONFOR IH]SPARTICULAR
_._ TRIP IYP_"FOR OI_EYEAR
C
C EN_LEC ELECTRICAL.ENERGYCONSUIiE.D MEGI_JOULESCALL: iI_t_.I.*
C IN CURRF.NTTRIP(BASEDON POWER)
C
C FNRGY ELECIR!CALENERGYCONSUMED MEGh,IOULESCALC IIiII$
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C IN CUP,RFNT tRIP(BASFDON
C AHP-HRS)
C

C FA VEHICLEACCELERATIONFORCE NEWIONS CALC I**%,il
C

C FIi V_HICL[_DRAGFORCE NEWTONS CALC *II_.$I$
C

C ffHEKI#(1)ARRAYCONTAININGPENALTY/ - NASA I FFHEKI#(I)
I'.. [_IPRtIVEISLNTi-'ACfORSFOR i 1.09718
C VARIOUSIIFPOWERRATINGS 2 i._S
i: (U'3E_IN FUFLRATE 3 i.
C CALCULAIIONS) 4 .954545
C

C FG!,I GRADEF(IRCE NEWTONS CALC It111,11,
C

C IR ROLI.INGRESISIANCEFORCE NEWIONS CALC .*I*I%$*
¢.

C FRS_:LE FACIO[,.'.DEPENI)I-"NTON HEKWONLY CALC $111111
t', Ut)EDIN IIAKINGDIFFERENt5_ZED
C HF li#_PSFROHA 75 KW HE MAP
C
C FUf{LRI HEATENGINEFUELRATE LITERSPER CALC ,.1(li***i
C St.TCUND
C
C G(I) ARRAYCONTAININGWEIGHIf-DOBJECTIVE $ CALC 11,1,$1
C ANO COH<,;rRAINTFUNCI'IONS
C

C f;A_CSI(!)AP.RAYCONTAININGPRICEOF DOLLARS NASA I GASCST(1)
t', PFTRt]LEUilFOR EACIIY|'AR PER LITER I 8.32
C 2 O.3S
C .3 O.38
C 4 O.41
I_ S 0.44
C 6 0.47
L' "7 0.50
C B O.53
C ? O.56
C _O 0.S?

C _-!_hv ACC_LE._AIIONOF GRAVITY METERSPER CSLI 9.807
t" _;FCOND
C ::SOARED
C

C GI<(::, CONSTAN_!.!'.LILI)IN CAL.C(Ji._T_N_.;KILOGRAMSPER NASA 03
. fih:J_IjV ','.'w!.,r ill, iR.[L!]W¢,TT

C
7;[;RC{R CONi;iANIUSE!)I0 CALCIJI..AI{; DOLLARSPER NAS(I 2.43
I: i",ilSf I11: i'_ C!-AI7 I<I[L,"ItJRflN
C
C ,;J!<{)C{;lCOS]Of GflARr:ETWEEN O[I.LLf,RSCALC "KIIIZl!
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_tr r cf:_:,',',ilALAND •/

C (;I.;_.FF(i"I:RCEN! f;LARS_'ENI)D!rf.F.f..'.F.,_[1#,. -- HASA !IAVt!
I: H")_il;.',:_!'+ljF.'.C:._1 ::!-_: !C [[:i'ICY _AI' ;. (_'i
C '3Pi...[.[!) C%!'.:.;IANI[._iL:I_,Jf..i.NZERO
C Am) i. t)._
C
C GKFIC_T COSTOf-_I-AR"-_[IWEILNF_LLCIRIC ,'.)BE_A':S t;Ai.C _.'i:,_.:f..;l:_x_.
I* MOIURAND CUT
C

C HEC_ (,ONSIANTUSED IN CALCULATING KIt.OGRAfiSPER t_.aSn 0._
L' ffAS'3_ll. ENGINE KtdS_IUAR;..O

C
C.Hi-C2 L:fJNillA_iUSED "_,NCALC!._I..AIINGI,]I[G,..nM_'" " I,!AS_ _:_.%
(; MA',,.;';UF Ff,I!.](N'_ P!-:RKW

C
C 14ECER CON'.TIt,NI USEDlO CAI_CU[AlE DUt.LA_SPER NASA i.43
t: It_.A_Ef.IG_t,IE CfJSi' Kr.UJGRA_

C

C HECOST COSTOF HI.ATENGINE DOLLARS CALC I_:_;K
L?
C IiFK_,,]POWEi(RAIIt,!L;Of HEAT ENGINE KILOWAI"TS NASA 6S.fJ
C srARI[NG VALOFOFflEl<_WHEN
C RUN21=2
C

C HEMAIN Hr.ATENGINEMAINTENAN%COST DOLLARSPER CALC _$_
C K_rL_Iii_ZIER
C

C HEMAP( H[:ATENGINEM_P LITERSPEI..'.NASA IiAVE
_.;TORUUE_:.;PEED,_ S{-:COND
C
C HOiIT(1)ARRAYI,$HI.CHSt_VESAI TII{_.N[)OF AIIP--HOURSCALC IIl;i:l_%
C F(_Cil:31!"lli!/ A_H IIOIJRSOUT01---THE
C [_ATIERYSINCETHESIARI(IfIHESIC."S

C HWYUI_L H}GH_AY%LOCITY FOR VEHICLE _iFIERSP[:.R NASA 2S.0
C SI_COI-ID
C

C I_.;O[;ODBAITE_YDISCHARGEFLA_; CALC IIIllIl
C (EQUALSI i'_EANSL_AIIFRYIS AT 0_?
C BILLOW80% DEPTHOF DISCHARGE)
C

C )AVL AVERAGEBAITERYCURRENTSINCE AMPS CALC I_.**_*_
C SrARrUF SfC DR{UII_G
C

C IB(_,TI BATTEi,.'YOHIPUTCURRENI AIIPS CALC IIlllll
C

("IBI-IAX BATTERYMAX.CIIARGINGCURRENT AIIPS NASA 200.0
[.

C .II_IOLD OLD VALUEOF BAITERYCtlRRENI AMPS CALC $1;II._II
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12
C !DOD(1) AR_AYWIII{:HSAVESSTALEOF - CAI..C .**_t,_**
C OEP[IiOf OIS,:ItARGEF!_AtgAT
C END OF EACHS!C

C IEIF BAT'IERYC_i..LCURRENI(ACCOUNTS AHPS CALC *.**_t*t
C Ft.]l_,Ct.IANG_IN CEI.L_!ES]:';TA!;CE"
C DUI:TO CIIANGEIN CF.LLMASS)
C

C I[FFMX MAX VALUEOF BAT!ERYEFFECIIVE AHPS CSU 700.
C CURRENT
C
C 1J:I.I:C ELECIRII.:ALPATHCALC.FI..A?,'.:EQUALS CALC. *I.**g11
_: i U: LI.;!rFR_CALYAlil CALCWASMADE
C TH):SITEI_ATION)

C IfILl.. BATTERYCURRENTNEEDEDI0 CHARGE AHPS CAi.C *I*.*til
t' BATfI.RY[0";OgOF i.0
C

g IFLLBK COUNTSNUf.|B_..ROF TIMES_,cIUAL -- CALC .V.*.I..I.g.**
C _:_O_IER:-;Pi..[TiS CHANGEDF'RO(_SPLIT
C DETERM]NEDBY SPLIIFUNCI]:ON
C

C _HE:CHG BATTERYCHARGINGFLAG (EQUALTO _. .- CALC tl!litl
_: I@_ANSi_,Alfi..;_YIS [_EINGCIlARGED.t)YHE-:)
C
C IHWY HIGi{k_AYDRIVINGFLAG (EQUAt.Si IF CAI.C t.**l%**
C DRIVINGONH).GHWAYRAIHERtHANSTC)
C
C }]CI{G COUNISIII!.RATIONSIN ATIEMP'JINGTO -. CALC ._:****.1.*
C MAfCll C_,[.!]iiI_A[E_)gATTERYVOLTAGETO
C BAITLRYVOLFAGEASSUtIEDiN MAKING
C A tie L'-HARGII.;GOF THEDAT%RY
C CALCLILAIION
r

C IIT_::R COUNISITERATIONSIN AI_,EfiPIING .-. CAL.(.: *.IittIt
11: I .!]1JigI'CII ...... " " pU,LCULFiT,".I)BAtfERY
C VOL'IAG!:TO BATIERYVOLIAG_:ASSUIIED
I'. IN l_Ai<ih%A ' "">' "....[4,1"_cl,( DI..,CIIB?,G,-
C .A -- • i[.,I.L.U..AIION
C

{: IIREGN COUNTSIT}:.R¢ITIONSIN A!llf__.iiPllf,_grO CAL!] *iilll*
C liAf(:HC,,._U_.h!'bDBA.,_RYVOLTAGE
C IO BAI]LRYVOLTAGEASSUMEDIN IiAKING
I', A PIT!I,IEI_REGI:LNF_.RAI'I'ONCALCULAIION•
C
C IIiAX NUMB_-ROF POWERSPLII"PARANETERS .- CSU ****Itl
C

C IN(JCI{G HE (:;H_:_RGINBINHIBITi_LA(; CSU 0
C ('.=i Ft}V.NO liE:CIIARGING)
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C

C INOELE FLAGWI41CHINHIBITSFURIHERUSE -- CALC 11_**1_
C OF BATT.-R[FSIF S_C FALLSBEL_]W
C 0.2 DURINGHIGHWAYDRIVING
C (=IFOR INIiIBIf)
C
C IUVRLD POWEROVERLOADFLAG (COUNISNO. CALC Ii*I$1$
C UF FUIESBATTERIESAND HEA[ENGINE
C CANNOTM_ETPOWERREO.UIREDBY VEHICLE)
C
C }SWICH POWERSWITCHFLAG(EQUALSi WrENWE - CALC )ill)iS
U IIAVEALREADYATFEflPTEDIIISWIfCH
C EXCESSHEATENGINEPOWERlO
C EI.ECTR{C MOFI]R)
C

C IIERfiX MAXNUMBEROF ITERAIIONSALLOWED - CSU/NASA iO
C IN ATI[HPTINGTO MATCHCALCULATED
_'. £_AfIERYVOLIAGE[0BAFTFRYVI]LTAGF
C ASSUMEDIN MAKINGTHECALCULATION
C

C IVESTC(I) ARI<AYWHICHSAVESAl THEEND OF AMPS CALC II,$1,l
C EA_llSf{_THEAVL_RAGECURRENTOUT
C OF IH_11DAITERYSINCETHE START
C fJF FII_:_SfC".3
C
C IYEAR .I.NDEXINDICATINGPRF.SE_.IYEARIN CALC *_***_
C L_FECYCLECOS[CALCULATIONS
C

C JT{:IP INDEXINDICAI!I,(GPRE.SENTIRIPIN CALC **IIII_(
_:: L I:I:ECYCL{_COSTCALCULAi'IONS
C

/ ' ". /" r.'. ,',C KHf'RYR KILOHET_RSTRAVELEDPER YEAR KIL.OM_.IERoNASA i6_000.
C

C KI.ICST(1)ARkAYCONTAININGPRICEOF DOLLARSPER NASA I KWCSI(1)
t EL,_Sfl_It,Ii_Ft)RI:.ACIIYEMR I_.EGA,fObLE i .Oil_

C, _:1.0t2S
C :3 .0ii;9
C 4 .OIS3
C S .0.i.G7
C i, OiSi
C 7 .Oi'.)4
C _ .020_.4
C 9 .0222
C _} .0236
C

C I_CCO_ilt.IFECYCLF.[:OSl DOLLARS CALC Z**_**,
C

C Ltt,!i;THLENGTHOF IHE CURRENITRIP _IETERS CALC *I._%*_K_.
C

C I).N('ONLINEARCOHBINATIONOF L.IIE DOLLARS CALC iItIII#
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i: CYCLE_L]SI_PLfROLEU_ICOS_'
C _INDAC.'_U]SITIONCOS}
C

C I.YAINICVEHICL!.MAIt_TENANCECOST DOLLARS CALC III$i_Ii
i_ FO_ Ot_EYEAR
C

C IIARKUP DEA!_E!"MARKUPFACTOP, - CALC *I,W(II,
C

C I_C MASSOf A BATTERYCELL KILOGRAMS CALC 1111111
C

C I.IC!;THDMASSOF THE.BATTERYCELLLISED KILOGRAI_S NASA 9.83
_.: .INDEVELOPINGFlit.;BATiERY
C DISCHARGICURVE
C

C MIvFCST MANUFACTURINGCOSTFOR VEHICLE DOLLARS CALC IiIIii%
C

• C (:;l TOIAL_iASSOF-VEHICLEAND KILOGRAMS CALC Ii$IIl_(
C ?ROPUL.SIONSYSTEM
C

C MTGRKW POWERRAIINGOF GEARBEIWEEN KILOWATIS NASA 40.0
_; EL.FCrR_CMUIORAND CVT (ALSO
C SEEPMGRIE)
C

C MII(WPK ELECIRICMOTORPEAKKILOWATI KILOW_'ITS NASA 40.0
i', RAF.(I_G(At.SOSI:_EPMIMAX)
C.

C I_IMAIN ELECTRICMOIORMAINIENANCECOST DOLLA_!SPER CALC _IilIil
C K.[LO(iEFER

C

C BIRC_ CONSTAfflUSEDIN CALCULAIING KILOGRAMS NASA 0.6
C _AS'; (]I.:EI_I_CfRICMUiO_! P_RKW
C

C MIP,CLR CORS}.ANIUSED }.0CALCULATE DOLLARSPER NASA Is.gs
C lie COSTOF THE ELECTRICMOIOR KILOGRAM
C

C i-_IR_;SICOSIO_ ELECTR}CliOlO!.: DOLLARS CALC II'_(I}_;l{_
L_

C I-_TRI(WPOWERRAI!{_GOF [-L_CIRICMOIOR KILOWAIIS NASA ZO.O

C

C MII_SI"D AN ARRAYSPECIFYINGM_',XIMUM RADIANSPER NASA HAVE
C (PI-_IPCT)EFFICIENCY(iO{ORSPEEDFOf_A SECOND
t: GIVENUUFPUFPO{_ER
C

C NC NUMBEROF S_.RIESCONNECTED - NASA 84
_; BATIER¥C_iLLSi,_ECESSARYI0
C REACHSY.?,_E_:i_OLTAGE
Ii;

C H(;OR_ DIMENSIONOF GRG ARRAY;_ CSU 6900
C
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C Ni:YCL[ t4iJMi:;EI,'Of S[f: '_......-e.... uJ,..-t..,,At.I_EADY - CALC $%:_%/Ki&%
C m roII',IJL¢,IYD
C
C t,K.:'_L.PiXflAXi._tilii<LROF SI'C'SIN ANY NASA 3S
_' H+_R..... TRIP. _I,..UL."
C
C Nti(l((_!(NFIENRUN2_= 2) I"HFN(J.OF -- f.:SU VARIES
11 i.)_:_ FLI.!r (-fi-K_VAt.UESUSED
C
C NOSTC TRUI,!CAILl)U_L.UEOF SICNO .- CALC _:t;I{%%1%
C
C i_t,! NUIiI<EI_'Oi V;_RIA£LF.PARAf-IETERS - C.SU VARIES
L' FHP t;RG
C
I_ •:.'t,.-.,-, .. ,_A(4_:,_L.i_,. t.!LIM[{i:'i::Of-SlC':i._IN I'H!FRL1NI" NA:,, 28
L' O_:EAi.:Ii IR!.+'I_,UQUIIIING
L; HIGI{WA_[_RI',.,'ING

t] i+l'l_i- i_P'I[_i'IEI'HL'.NTS01' _R [UING
.... . ..I<EADYC I,Y,.,LL_ ' SIIiUL_T[-D

C
C l_lI.:ll"INI)EXIN_;ICATINGWII]CHIRIP IS CALC IIII_$1
l' [_ [NGI!SED
t"
C NIRII"X IIAXIfiU_NU_IBEROF IRII'IYPES .- NASA 8
C
C
C f'AXI.E I'OI4ERRE_IUIREDAI AXL£ WAITS CALC IW:.?.%:_II
v

C ('l_f.ff_X};ALTER'(fiAXCIIARGIN(;POW£R t,IATIS NASA 33_600.
C
f'.:I,LIUI BATTERYOGIP,.ITPOWER WA+I_ CALC _.%,_.1%%%
C
C I'rl;;..... flEA'[ t:N(-;INf-IPOWFRUSEDTO +.'^""£,+_ CALC _1:_1111
I: I'_'_n_''....n._,:. II_TrliRIES
i:

C F'CVT POWEF'.RE(iLII_E[}AT C£,qINPUT WATIS CALC %11%1._i

C i'!]U[#i}',. _6X[_Ult [:f.!WERRAIIN.G01:C(JT I_TIS NAS;; ?O>Ot]O.

L:i'!:PCF I.)IFFLRIN;IALOUII"UIi_OI,IERAS (_ PIiRCENT CAI.C 1_.X<._11
t'. P.,_L;,.-N,t];:DiFF'ERI_NII_ALRATED
C PO_ER
[.

[.:I't)RAI(.ZDIFF[-RE.NIi{N..RAIEDPt-}I,_EI;'.(AL.SU WATTS NASA 9!]_OOtl.

C
C PDP,IqE PO_,._ERRE_uIF..F-.[AT DRIVE.SH¢,FT WAllS CALC 11_.111%
C
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C PI!.I.ECELECTRICPOI,IERREQUIREDAT WATTS CALC i_./_%,
C [NF'UfFHCUT
C
C PLTCSI(1) ARRAYCONIAININGPE.IR(aLEOB DOLLARS CALiI: I*IIW:II
C I;0.']{:-3F_]PYEA;!I
C

C PETROL PETROLLOf-_VOLUMEUSED LITERS CALC IX<_kW{Ii_X
v. [I,! CURRENI"iRIP
C

C PETSIC(1) _RRAYWHICHSA(JESA'FTHE END LIIERS CALC ._*S._IiI
!.I. Of:t._ACII,SFCTHI;;[OFALPETRt)LEUM
C VOLLRil.USE])SINCKIHE STARTOF
I_ ALL !_i'l_":'_

C
C PEIYF'(I) ARRAYWIi.T.CIICONTAINSIHE YF.ARLY LIIf--RS CALC I_*WII_
C Pt_IROI_FUIICt}NSUMPTIUNFUR TIITS
C PARIICUL.AI_'.IRIP
C
C PGEAR PO_!ERR[:QUIREDAT INPUIlO GEAR WATTS CA[.[: _K:_W(*III
1: BEFWEI£N!'.:Vl"ANDDIFFERENFIAL
C

C PGI"CT OUTPUIPOWEROF GEARBF.'II,IEEN PERCENT CA[.C .*_,t*_.It
C CUrANDO{FFIiRENfIALAS A

C PERCENI(IF,SEARRATEDPOWER
C

C I'(;[_AI'ERATEDPOWERFOR GEARBLIWEEN WATTS NASA 9O_OOiI.
C i:vlANO I){FFEREHFIAL(SEEALSO
C DFGRKW)
C

C PIlL HEAlENG}NLPOWERREQUIREDA'I WATIS CAL.C II:I{*Ii;_
C INI.'UTI'UC(,JT
C

C PHLMfiX I_AXOUTPUIPOWEROF HEAT ENGINE WATTS CAL.C II)K.III*
C

C i'IEMI ESTIMAIEDOUTPUTPOWEROF HE _,IA'ITS CALC $11*I*:.l(
;;: USED ];NOI-FERiIIN.[NGCUT I_AT[O
C

C PILO!_S [NVERIEG'.POI,IERLOSS W_IITS CAI_C I%._IIII
C

C I']N_/ POWERRE(,!UIREDAT OLIIPLiI01-" WAllS CALL: IiIIIil
_:', INVERFF.R
C

C P]NVt.IXMAX OHlf'UIPOL.IEROF ]U,!(JERTEI_ wA'ITS NASA 40_000.
C

C ('ti(.;PCTPOWERAI OUTPUTOF GEARBETWEEN _'ERCENT CALC :¢,i;_;I{ii
C i'iOFOl_,ANi)gUT AS A i_ERCENTOF
C GEAI<RA'Ii..DOUIPUFPOWER
C

C I'MGRTE RATEDOUIPU!POWERFOR GEAR WATTS NASA 40_000.
_: BFfI_FE!.!I_iOFORANL_CUT {ALSO
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C SEE MIGRKW)
C
C P_OIOR ELECTRICHOTOROUTPUTPOWER WATTS CALC %_%%%_%
C
C I'M1 ESTIMATEDOUIPUTPOWEROF MOTOR WATTS CALC xt$:_$***
C USEO [N O_TERM£N[NG1HE CUTRATIO
C

C PIiTMAX Et.FCTRICMOTORMAX OUIPUTPOWER WATTS NASA 411_000.
C (AL'30SFE h[HAXAND IiTKWPK)
C
C PIiTPCT HOlOROUTPUIPOWERAS A PERCENT PERCENT CALC 11_1111
C OF RATEDHOWER(US}-DFOR RATIO
C CAL.C)
C

C PNTRTD RATEDPOWEROF IdOIOR(SEEALSO WATTS NASA 20_000.
C IIT'RKW)
C

C POVRLD ACCUNNULATIONOF SQ.UAREDVALUES WATTS CALC I111111
t: OF PSHORI Sf_UARED
C
C PREGEN POWERAVAILABLEFOR REGENERATION WATTS CALC %Ix_III$
C AI:TIZRROAL)_.(]SS_S
C
C PROAD VEHICLEPOWERLOSSDUE IO ROAD WATTS CALC 1111111
C LOS_IESDURINGBREAKINGH_ASEOF
C STC
C
C |'SHO_'.IDIFFERENCE._ETWEENDEMANDEDPOWER WATTS CALC ._W{I_{_(
t' ANDPOWEV,PRtlPIJLSIONSYSTEfiCAN
C SUPI"LY
C
C PLIKRI(CURRENT/KG)PEUKERTCU_'.VF ANP-HOURSIKG NASA HAVE
C
C {'VBATI VARIAkLEUSEDTO PRINTVBATI VOLTS CALC $1_,III%
K ANDVB_HG
C
C PWRSTP TOIALPOWERAVAILABLEFOR WATIS CALC fIX(lilT
C REGEN;ZRA[IONDURINGiHlt; fINE
C INCREMFNTIN IHE BREAKING
C PIIASEOF rii_STL;
C
C RCVT CUTHAlI0 (OUTPUISPEED -- CALC 1%%1%11
C DIVIDEDBY'INfUTSPt_ED)
C
C RCUTM_ NINIMLFFlALLOWABLECVT RAIIO - NASA 0._
C
C I,'.CUTMXMAX ALLOWABLECUT RATIO - NASA 3.4
C

C I'!_lFF GEARRAIT.OOFDIFFERENTIAL(AXLE NASA i.O
C ',;P_E!)O.!;VIDEDBY SIl_Fl'SPEVD)
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C
C REGEFF REGENERAIIVEEFFICIENCY - CALC $I_I._$
C
C RIGEN(1) ARRAYWHICHSAVESAT THE END AMP-HOURS CALC iSSSSSS
C i]FEACllSFC THE(_fIPIIt]URS
C R_GENEIRAIEDINTOTHE BATTERY
C SINCE THESTAR{[IF"ALL STC'S
C

C RLGNIN MINIMUMPOWERWORTHREGENERATING WATIS NASA i_OOO.
C
C RIPAIR VEHICLEREPAIRCOSTFOR ONE"YEAR DOLLARS CALC ISIS{IS
I;
C [<EPCHI CHOPPERINVERTERREPAIRCOST DOLLARSPER CALC IISlSSS
C KILOMETER
C
C REPCVI CVT REPAIRCOST DOLLARSPER CAL.C II$1$11
C KILOMETER
C
C REPHIR ELECTRICMOTORREPAIRCOST DOLLARSPER CALC $ISSIIi
C KILOMETER
C
C REPRflE HEATENGINEREPAIRCOST DOLLARSPER CALC %%I%:&SS
C KILUMETER
C
C RGEAR RATIOOF GEARBETWEENCVT - NASA 0.6833
{; A{_DDIFFERENTIAL(DRIVESHAFT
C SPEEDDIVIDEDBY CVT OUTPUTSPEED)
C
C R(;R_I RATIOOF GEARBETWEENELECIRIC NASA 0.285?
C _IOTURANDCVT (CVFINPUTSPEED
C DIVIDEDBY ELEC.MOlORSPEED)
C
C RIIO AIR WEIGHIDENSITY KILOGRAMSPER CSU i,22S
C CUBICtieFER
C
C RUN2i A VARIAUi.EREADIN: ARB
C 0 FOR i GCOMPCALL ({,II{l.lOI_LYA UUMMARYSHEETPRINTED)
C i FOR i GCOMPCALL (WITHB9 _ A8 L SUMMARYSHEETPRINIED)
C 2 F'_F.'.MAKINGA LCCO:]TGRIDgIlHIIEK@J
C AND WGBAIIAS THEAXIS
_: 3 FOR MAKINGPOWERSPLIIVS CUNSUMPTION
C DATA
C
C RIIRE TIRERADIUS _ETERS NASA 0.30
C
C _:_II.VGESALVAGEVALUEOF VE|IICLE DOLLARS CAL.C %$%Ii_tl
C

C .C;ATORQ(I)ARRAYOF SCALEDTORQUES NM CALC IT{Sill
t] USED IN FUELRATEUALC
C
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C SFG(1) ARRAYOr WEIGHIINGFACTORS ' CSU VARIES
C ;--t!i_ARRAYG
t
C SI-X(1) ARRAYOF Wi:IGHIINGFACTORS CSU VARIES
!i: F!lt..'.PARAhEIERSOf'rlMIZEDBY GRG
C
C SUC STALEOF CHARGE tALC IIIW{III
C
C SOCl. IHE MiNIHUNSTALEOF CHARGE CALC iI%i_III
C I_IFAINI-O[_YHiEBAT-_ERYDURING
C ACCELERAIION
C
C S(.!CfiAXMAXIHUHSLATEOFCHARGETO -- NASA 0.3
r WII_CUHE_I;HARGKSB¢:I[ERY
C
C SOCSTC(1) ARR(_YWIIICHSAVESIHE STATEOF - CAt.C iIIIII$
t! CHARID{:"OF rite t_AfI!.RYAr Tile
C ENO[iF EACHSTC
C
C SIALL(W,qT)€_FUNCTIONWHICHGIVES % RAIEDPOWER NASA HAVE
l; litl:7HAX PI]WERFROM_IOTOR
C FOR A GIVENSPEED
C
C SiCDI.S DISIANCEOF ONESTC ME-TERS NASA _._4S0.0

C (,;ICN(.h NU(iB[iROt STC'S IN [:(.IRRENIIRIP - tALC I%%IIIX<
C
O _A{:(.'.ELliMEAl WHICHACCELERATION SECf.}NDS NASA 14.0
C PlthSEOF SIC ENDS
C
C I(_Xt.E AXLE !ORQUE NEWTONMETERS CALC 11111i1
C

C ID_'AKE lIMEi_,lWilICH,.R,KINGPIIASE _COND_, NASA 74.(J
C OF SrC .[,'1RE_,CIIED
C
C ICOAST rIMEAI WilICI.ICOASTPIIASE SECONDS NASA 64.(}
t'. OF STC IS REACIIED
C
C 'ICVT IORQULAT INPUII'OCVI N[iWTONMETERS CALC 151111%
C
C Ii:YC.LEIIMC.RE(_UIRED10 DRIVEONE SECONDS NASA iOB.O
I" I)ITIVfN!;ICYCLF ({f_.CI..ilD[I_LIIDt.ING)
C
C TD;:',IV[DRIVLSIIAF'ITORQUE NEWTONMETERS CALC 1.1%1%11
C
C IGfIAR TORQUEAT INPUTTO GEAR NLWIONMETERS CALC %I:$II$I
C BETWEENcur AND DII'.FERENflAL
C
C TIlE HEATENGINEOUTPUTTORQUE NEWTONMETERS CALC %!IiIIi
C:
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C llM_. SIMUL_T].OF!TIME SECONDS CALC ,111111
U

C IMOTOI_ OUTPUTIORG_UEOF ELECIRIC NEWTONMETERS CALC ._11%%1*
C MOTOR
C
C TOTBhl FIRSTYEt,R EQUIVALB4TTOTAL DOLLARS CALC i%Iili%
C B_IfERY RiLPLACEffENF C{]ST
C (SEETOILLE)
I:
C T(ilBS FIkSlYEARLQUIVALENTIIAITERY DOLt.ARS CALC 1111111
C :._A!..VAGILVALUE(THEhliOUl.![OF
C MONEYINVESTEDIN TI{_FIRST
C YkARNI-'C_:;SS_IIY|U ODI'AIt.iiHE
C AMOUR1IHiL BATTERIESWOULDBF_
C StILOFOR IN iliETENTHYEA_)
C
C TOIELE FIRST'(E_REQLIIVALENTTOTAL DOLLARS CALC %_%%%%;_
C EU-CfR[CALIINERGYCOSI'S_O_3TAI¢iED
C I_YCONPL(IiNGTHE SUM Of TIIEFIRST
C Y_ZARF'QU(Vi'H_t-NlYEARLYOJSTS_
C FOR ALL T_.NYEARS_WHICH
V ARE gMO!JiJ,T',;__FIJ_CIIIF .fNV_STED._N
C THE FIRS1YEARAT A FIXEi)INTEREST

C RAII_Y[LLO HIECOStIJFELEC.TRICAL
C ENERGYFOR TFI_GIVENYEAR
C

C TOIPI:l FIRSTYLAREQU!VALENTIOTAL DOLLARS CALC IT*fliT
C PF{ROLEiJMCOSTUSE))DUP,[_,_G
C L!FECYCIE(SEETOTELE)
C
c TOTSAL FIRSI YEAREQUIVALE_!IVEHICLE DOLLARS CALC ,_/_,/_,%
C SALVAGEVALUE(SEETOIBS)
C
C IRIPLN(1) ARRAYWHICHCONTAINSTHE METERS NASA I TRIPLN(1)

C LEI_GI'HOF ALL fl.iCRILQUIR[_D I 10_000.0
C TRIPS 2 30_000.
C 3 SO,BOLl.
C 4 80_000.
C S 130_000.
C 6 iAO_O00.
C 7 StlO_O00.
C I:800_000.
C
C ]kI.PNO(1)AffRAYCONTAININGNUMI:_EROF EACH - NASA 1 IRIPNO(1)
_: OF Fi_E.tI.II)(VIOUALTRIP'.._PER YEAR I 130
C 2 85
C 3 57
C n $4
C S 12
C G ?
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C 7 ]
C O i
C
C TRIPTfl TIMEIT TAKESTOMAKEA SECONDS CALC _$_$%$$
C PARTICULARTRIP
C
C TRIPYR NUMBEROF-TRIPSOF A PARTICULAR - CALC _$%t$%_
C TYPEPER YEAR
C
C ISTOP TIMEAT WIIICHVEHICLEMUST SECONDS NASA 83.0
C SFt]PAT EfiOOFsrc
c
c y(I) DRIVINGCYCLEVELOCITYARRAY METERSPER CALC I111511
C (EN[RIE};CALCULAIEO[f_PROGRAM) SECOND
C
C Vi VELOCITYAT ENDOF SIMULATION METERSPER CALC 111%115
C [IMt"STEP SECOND
C
C V2 VELOCITYAT BEGINNINGOF METERSPER CALC 1511115
C SIMIJLA[IONTIMESTEP SECOND
C
C VAVE AVERAGEVELOCITYOVERONE METERSPER CALC $I$I$$1
C DR[VINGCYCLETIM_"INCREMENT SECOND
C
C VBAIT BATTERYVOLTAGEDURINGDISCHARGE VOLTS CALC 115%115
C
C VBCHG BATTERYVOLTAGEDURINGCHARGING VOLTS CALC 1151511
C
C VI:TOLD VALUEOF BATTERYVOLTAGE VOLTS CALC I115151
C FROMPREVIOUSITERAI'IO_
C
C VCELL BATTERYCELLVOLTAGE VOLTS NASA 2.05
_,' (WHENC_.I.L.[_FULLYCHARGED)
C
C VCflG( BAIIERYCELLCHARGECURVE CELLVOLTS NASA HAVE

C AMP"I¿RS/KG_
C CURRENT)
C

C VDELT MAX ALLOWABLEDIFFERENCEBETWEEN VOLTS CSU i.O
C BATTERYVOLTAGEFROMLASf ITERATII}i_.
C AND PRESENTCAE.CULATEDBATTERY
C VOLTAGE
C
C VLLO VEL.OCIIYAl CURRENTTIMEDURING METERSPER CALC ZIIIW{%I
C COASTPIIASEOF"SfC SECOND
C
C VHCOST(I) ARRAYCONIAININGYEARLY DOLLARS CALC 1115511
C COST!IFUPERA[IN¿_VEHICLE
C
C VIIWBTT VALUEOF BATTERYVOLTAGEAT END VOLTS CALC 11%11%$
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C OF SIC'SPRECEEDINGALL HIGHWAY
C TRIPS
C

C VINT BATTERYINIERNALVOLTAGE VOLTS CALC i$1I$I
C

C VBINHE VEHICLEVELOCITYBELOWWHICH MEIERSPER NASA 1.34
C NO HEArENGINEPOWERCAN BE SECOND
C DEVELOPED
C

C VNEXT VELOCITYVEHICLEHASCOASTEDTO METERSPER CALC 1151515
C AF ENO OF CURRENfTIMEINCREMEN[ SECOND
C DURINGCOASTPHASEOF STC
C

C VOLIOT TOTALHEAl'ENGINEFUELVOLUME LITERS CALC II11151
C USEDSINCE:;TARtOF TRIP
C

C _AXLE ANGULARSPEEDOF AXLE RAbIANSPER CALC 1515515
C SECOND
C

C W(:ONST CONSTANtTERMIN MASSFORMULA KILOGRAMS CALC $111151
C FORUEHICLE
C

C WCURB CURBMASSOF VEHICLE KILOGRAMS CALC $$$$$$$
C

C WCVT SPEEDAl INPUTTO CVI RADIANSPER CALC $%_1115
C SECUND
C

C WDORIE DIFFERENIIALRATEDOUIPLIT RADIANSPER NASA Ii6.35
C SPEED SECOND
C

C WDPCI DIFFERENTIAt.OUTPUTSPEEDAS PERCENT CALC I115155
C A PER(]ENII}FDIFFERENTIAL
C RATEDOUTPUTSPEED
C

C WDRIVE ANGULARSPEEDOF DRIVESHAFT RADIANSPER CALC 1111111
C SECOND
C

C Wf' VEHICLEFIXEDMASS KILOGRAMS NASA SIO.O
C

C W|CER CONSI'ANIUSEDTO CALCULATE DOLLARSPER NASA 3.i3
C TIlECOSTOF fileF[XEDWEIGH[ KILOGRAM
C OF THE VEHICLE
C

C WFCOST COSTOF FIXEDWEIGHTOF DOLLARS CALC 1111115
C UEilLCLE
C

C BGBATT BASSOf BATTERIES KILOGRAMS NASA 386.B
C BHENRUN21=IOR_ : STARI'ING
C VALUEOFWGBATT
C
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C WGC:IIGR.MASSOF TI{EBATIERYCHARGER KIL.OGRAMS CALC $1$I$1_
C
C WGCHI MASSOi IHECHOPPERINVERTER KILOGRAMS CALC I%Ii$1I
C
C WGCLT MASSOF CLUTCH KILOGRAMS NASA 0.0
C
C WGCVT MASSOF ll4ECUT. KILOGRAMS CALC IIIIIII
C
C WGDIFF MASSOF THE DIFFERENTIAL KILOGRAMS CALC I$$I$I$
C
C W(;EAR ANGULARSPEEDATINPUI lO GEAR RADIANSPER CALC lllIIII
C DET_EENCUr ANO DIFFERENTIAL SECOND
C
C WGENG MASSOF THE ENGINE KILOGRAMS CALC IIIIlll
C
C _GEXXR BASSOF EXTRACOMPONENISIN KILOGRAMS NASA 0.0
C VEIIICLEPRUHULS[O#_SYSTEM
C
C WGGRDF MASSOF THEGEARBETW_iENIHE KILOGRAMS CALC ll_ItlI
C DI}:FERENIIALAN1)THECUT
C
C WGGRM MASSOF IHEGEARBEIWEEN KILOGRAMS CALC IllI$1I
I: THEEI._CTRICMiJIORAND fl(ECVT
C
C WGNOIR MASSOF IHE_ELECTRICMOIOR KILOGRAMS CALC IIIII_I
C
C WGORTE RATEDOUTPUTSPEEDFOR GEAR RADIANSPER NASA 11G.3S
C BEI_EENCVI _ND DIFFERENTIAL SECOND
C
C W_PCI OUTPUISPEEDOF GEARBETWEEN PERCENI CALC tltlttI
C CV[ AND OlFFEREN{IALAS A
C PERCENTOF RATEDOUIPUTSPEED
C
C WilE HEATENGINEANGULARSPEED RADIANSPER CALC l_IliII
C SECOND
C
C WHEFF MOST_FFICIENTENGINESPEED RADIANSPER CALC llIIlll
C F_R A SPEC_F.[ED_OWER{]UFPUT SECOND
C
C WHEMN MIN ENGINESPEED RAD/SEC CSU/NASA I04.72
C

C W_ORTE RATEDOU(PUTSPEEDFORGEAR RAbIANSPER NASA 4i9.0
C BETWEEN_IIIURANO CVf SECOND
C
C W_iOlOR ELECIR]CMOTORANGULARSPEED RADIANSPER CALC $151511
C SECOND
C
C WMT MOTORSF'EEDCOMPUTEDIN RADIANSPER CALC $I$I$II$
C RATIO}_UBROUT{NE S_COND
C
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C WMTRMX MAX SPEEDOF MOTOR RAD PER SEC CSU i_67S.S
C

C WI" POWER1RAINWEIGHT KILOGRAMS CALC I$I$I$I
C
C (_I'L MAXIMU_DESIGNPAYLOAD KILOGRAMS NASA 4iS.O
C FOR V_HICLE
C

C WPROP MASSOl VEHICLEPROPULSION KILOGRAMS CALC $1tSt$$
C SYSTEM
C

C WS MASSOF STRUCTUREAND KIt.OGRAMS CALC I$II$i$
C CHASSISFOIlVEHICLE
C
C WSCER CONSTANTUSEDTO CALCULATE DOLLARSPER NASA 3.00
C TH{_cost I]FTHE :;TRUCIUREAN_ KILOGRAM
C CHASSISFOR IHEVEHICLE
C

C WSCOST COSTOi"STRUCTUREAND DOLLARS CAL.C IIi$11t
C CIIASSI_;FOR VEHICLE
C

C Wl TOTALMASSOF VEHICLEAND KILOGRAMS CALC $$$I$II
C PR_]PULS[UNSYSTEM
C

C WTL TESTPAYLOADFOR VEHICLE KILOGRAMS NASA 207.0
C

C XX ARRAYOf PARAMETERS MIXED CALC IIIItll
C OPTIMIZEDBY GRG
C
C Z OVERALLGRG LARGEMAINARRAY - CALC IIIIiI$
C

STOP
END
END
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APPENDIX B - CALCULATION OF VEHICLE MASS

This appendixdetailsthe methodused to calculatethe vehiclemass.

The variablenamesusedbelowcorrespondto the namesused in the dictionary

in AppendixA and also in the computerprogram.To obtainactualvaluesused

for any constants,referto AppendixA. The overallvehiclemass formulais

the sameas thatused in [i,2]. The componentmass formulasand the values

for constantsused in thoseformulassubstantiallyagreewith those foundin

[I,5]. In the following,all massesare in kg.

Total Mass Calculation

If we let

WOONST = constantterm in the total mass formula

WF = fixed mass of the vehicle (510 kg)

WPL = design payload (415kg)

WPROP = mass of propulsionsystem

WT = total mass of vehicle

WTL = test payload (207 kg)

then

WCONST = WTL+ 0.23 (WPL) + WF (B-I)
0.77

and

WT = WCONST+ WPROP (B-2)
0.77

The mass of the propulsion system, WPROP, is calculated below.

PropulsionSystemMass Calculation

We let (wherethe masses are in kg, and the componentpower ratingsare

in kw):
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WGBATT= batterymass WGENG = enginemass

WGCHGR = batterychargermass WGG_ = mass of gear between
motor and CVT

WGCLT = clutch mass

CVTKW = power rating of CVT
WGCVT = CVT Mass

HEKW = power rating of heat
WGMOTR = tractionmotor mass engine

WGGRDF = mass of gear between DIFFKW = power ratingof
differentialand CVT differential

MTRKW = power rating of traction _fGRKW = power rating of gear
motor betweenmotor and CVT

CHIKW = power rating of chopper/ DFGRKW = power rating of gear
inverter betweenCVT and

differential
WGCHI = chopper/invertermass

CHGRKW = power rating of
WGDIFF = differentialmass batterycharger

The quantities CVTCI, HEC2, MTRCI, CHIC1, DIFFCl, GRCI, CHGRCl are all

constants used below in the mass formulas; their values are given in

Appendix A.

Using the quantities defined above, the component masses and the pro-

pulsion system mass are given by

WC-CVT = CVTCI*CVTKW (B-3)

WGENG = HEC2*HEKW (B-4)

WGMOTR = MTRCI*MTRKW (B-5)

WGCHI = CHICI*CHIKW (B-6)

WGDIFF = DIFFCI*DIFFKW (B-7)

WGGRM = GRCI*MTGRKW (B-8)

WGGRDF = GRCI*DFGRKW (B-9)

WGCHGR = CHGRCI*CHGRKW (B-IO)
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and

WPROP = WGCVT+ WGENG+ WGMOTR+ WGCHI + WGDIFF + WGGRM

+ WGGRDF+ WGCHGR+ WGBATT+ WGCLT (B-II)

In addition, the curb mass, WCURB, and the power train mass, WP, are

given by

WCURB= WT- WTL (B-12)

and

WP = WPROP - WGBATT (B-13)
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APPENDIX C - CALCULATION OF MANUFACTURING,

MAINTENANCE, AND REPAIR COSTS

This appendix details the methods used to calculate the vehicle manufac-

turing, maintenance and repair costs. The variable names used below corre-

spond to the names used in the dictionary in Appendix A and also in the com-

puter program. To obtain actual values used for any of the constants, refer

to Appendix A. The formulas and values for the constants used in these cal-

culations are taken from [I, 4]. The component masses used below are calcu-

lated in Appendix B.

Manufacturing Costs

We let (where the masses are in kg)

WF = vehicle fixed mass WGENG= engine mass

WGCVT= CVT mass WGCHGR= battery charger mass

WGCHI = chopper/inverter mass WGGRM= mass of gear between motor &
CVT

WGDIFF = mass of differential WGGRDF= mass of gear between
differential and CVT

WS = structure and chassis WGMOTR= mass of motor
mass

WCURB= curb mass WGCLT= mass of clutch

In addition, HECER, CVTCER, CHGCER, CHICER, GRCER, DIFCER, WFCER, WSCER,

MTRCER, CLTCER and AS%{CERare the various component cost estimating ratios

(CER's) in $/kg. The component costs are then calculated as

HECOST = HECER*WGENG (C-I)

CVTCST =CVTCER*WGCVT (C-2)

CHGCST = CHGCER*WGCHGR (C-3)

CHICST = CHICER*WGCHI (C-4)
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GP_CST = GRCER*WGGRM (C-5)

GRDCST = GRCER*WGGRDF (C-6)

DIFCST = DIFCER*WGDIFF (C-7)"

WFCOST = WFCER*WF (C-8)

WS = 0.3*(WPL + WPROP + WF) (C-9)

WSCOST = WSCER*WS (C-10)

MTRCST = _._RCER*WGMOTR (C-If)

CLTCST = CLTCER*WGCLT (C-12)

ASMCST = AS%_CER*WCURB (C-13)

The manufacturing cost is then the sum of these twelve component costs. Note

that the battery cost is handled separately and is not included in the manu-

facturing cost (it is included in the calculation of acquisition cost in Sec-

tion 5). Note also that the above manufacturing cost includes (in addition

to the component costs) an assembly cost (AS_CST), a structure/chassis cost

(WSCOST),o,_ _ fixed ,::eightcost (W-_UO._T).

Maintenance Costs

It is assumed that maintenance is performed on the heat engine, motor,

battery and chopper/inverter. HEbt_IN, MTMAIN, B_AIN, CVI%L%Nand CHI_N are

component maintenance costs ($/km), HEKWand _ffKWPKare component power rat-

ings (kw), BTLIST, BATCST and BTMKUPare battery list price, battery cost and

battery markup factor, respectively, WGBATTand WGCHI are the weights of the

battery and the chopper/inverter (kg), respectively, and BA_"7_ER and _4PRYR

are the battery CER and the kilometers driven per year, respectively. With

these definitions, the total yearly maintenance cost, _INT, in dollars, is

given as
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MAINT = KMPRYR*(HD_AIN + MTMAIN + BTMAIN + CVTMAN+ CHIMAN) (C-14)

where

H_AIN = [0.18 + O.O05*(HEKW/0.746) ]/160.93 (C-15)

MTMAIN = [0.06 + O. 002* (MTKWPK/O.746) ]/160.93 (C-16)

BATCST = BATCER*WGBATT (C-17)

BTLIST = BATCST*(I.O + BTMKUP) (C-18)

BTMAIN = (O.O04*BTLIST)/160.93 (C-19)

CVTMAN= 0.063/160.93 (C-20)

CHIllON = [ (36.83/2.0)*SQRT(WGCHI) ]/(IO.O*KMPRYR) (C-21)

Most of the above expressions are taken from [4]. However, the chopper/in-

verter maintenance cost is taken from [I], but with the modification that

half of the cost is assigned to maintenance and half to repair.

RepairCosts

It is assumedthatrepairis performedon the heatengine, motor,chop-

per/inverterand CVT. The yearly repair cost, REPAIR, in dollars, is given

as

REPAIR = _PRYR*(REPRHE + REPMTR + REPCVT + REPCHI) (C-22)

where REPRHE, REPMTR, REPCVT and REPCHI are the component repair costs ($/km)

calculated from (HEKW, MTKWPK, _uCHI and KMPRYR are all defined above)

REPRHE = [0.28 + 0.008*(HEKW/0.746)]/160.93 (C-23)

REPMTR = [0.09 + O.O02*(MTKWPK/0.746)]/160.93 (C-24)
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REPCVT= [0.05 + 0.0013*(MTKWPK/0.746)]/160.93 (C-25)

REPCHI = [ (36.83/2.0)*SQRT(WC-CHI) ]/(IO.0*I_PRYR) (C-26)
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APPENDIX D - CALCULATION OF ACQUISITION COST

The acquisitioncost is a combinationof themanufacturingcost of the

vehicledrivetrainand bodyand the costof the batteries. The vehicleac-

quisitioncost,ACQCST,in dollars,is givenas

ACQCST =MARKUP*MNFCST + BATCST*(I.O + BTMKUP) (D-I)

where MARKUPis the manufacturing cost markup factor, _,fi_FCSTis the manufac-

turing cost (calculated in Appendix C), BATCST is the battery cost, and

BTMKUP is the battery markup factor. BATCST and _J_KUP are calculated from

(the ex-pression for HARKUP is taken from [4])

BATCST = BATCER*WGBATr (D-2)

MARKUP= (29.176*10-5)*MNFCST + 1.40833 (D-3)

and where WGBATT is the battery weight, and BATCER is the battery cost esti-

mating ratio (CER).
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APPENDIX E - VEHICLE SIMULATION

For each choice of the design variables (battery weight, heat engine

rating and power split strategy) it is necessary to simulate the vehicle as

it is driven over the specified yearly driving requirements (Section 4) in

order to calculate yearly electrical energy and petroleum consumptions, the

number of deep discharges of the battery per year, and whether at any point

in any of the trips the on-board energy is insufficient to meet the power re-

quired at the wheels. This appendix gives the details of how that simulation

was carried out. It includes a description of how each component in the pow-

er train was modeled as well as a description of the overall computational

procedure used to determine the power required from each of the on-board en-

ergy sources at each instant of time in driving an STC or in highway driving.

Reference should be made to Section 3.1 and Figure 3-1 for a description and

diagram of the overall propulsion system and how the various components de-

scribed below are interconnected.

E.I COMPONENTMODELS

In this part of the appendix we describe the methods used to model each

of the components in the drive train. It should be noted that this is a sim-

ulation of the steady state rather than the dynamic behavior of the vehicle:

the component models are therefore steady state rather than dynamic models.

Battery Model: Of all the component models, the battery model is the

most complex. Because of this complexity it is described in depth in its own

appendix, Appendix F.

Heat Engine Model: The heat engine model used was a heat engine map

[i] which plotted fuel flow rate (liters/sec) against engine speed (rad/sec)

for a given engine torque (Nm). The map consisted of a set of such curves
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for different torques as shown in Figure E-I. The map was used to determine

fuel flow rate corresponding to a known engine output torque and speed. The

maps were stored as arrays, and double variable linear interpolation was

used. The actual maps used in this study were the same as those used in [i],

but with an added degree of complexity. In this study the heat engine rating

was continually changed in a smooth fashion as the optimization algorithm

searched for the optimum. Consequently, maps for any rating between a maxi-

mum and minimum rating had to be easily generated to carry out the optimiza-

tion. From interpolation studies using the three maps given in [I] for rat-

ings of 56 kw, 75 kw and 112 kw, it was found that the other maps could be

generated from the 75 kw map by leaving the engine speed axis alone, and mul-

tiplying the fuel flow rate ordinate and the torque corresponding to each

curve by a factor equal to the rating of the engine whose map is sought di-

vided by 75. Thus, at the beginning of each simulation run, the map array

for the given heat engine used for that simulation run would be generated and

stored. Then at each simulation time increment, that array would be used

with a dol_le variable linear interpolation scheme to determine the fuel flow

rate during that time increment.

Chopper!Inverter: The characteristic of the chopper/inverter that re-

quired modeling for the instantaneous power calculations was the power loss

in the device. The model used was the same as that used in [1,2] and is giv-

en as

PILOSS = 3.0*(PINV/VBATr) + 0.035*PINV (E-I)

wherePINVandVBATrare the chopper/inverteroutput powerand batteryvolt-

age, respectively. The ratio (PINV/VBATT)is an estimateof the current
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being drawn from the battery.

Electric Motor: The traction motor was a brushless, DC, permanent-

magnet motor operating from a battery voltage of 168 V. It was rated at 20

kw and had a top speed of 14,000 rpm. The model for the motor was taken from

[1] and is an efficiency map with motor efficiency plotted against percent

rated output power (see _._TD and _,_TPCT in dictionary) for a given motor

speed. The map is shown in Figure E-2. However, in using the map it must be

recognized that there is a stall-out speed for each percent rated output pow-

er: for the given output power the motor cannot be run below this speed

without stalling. The stall-out map is used in selecting the CVT ratio; the

stall-out map actually used for this motor is given in Appendix G where the

ratio selection is discussed.

Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT): The CVT provides a range of

ratios (input speed/output speed) which vary continuously from a 0.3:1 over-

drive to a 3.33:1 speed reduction. The CVTmodel [1] is an efficiency map as

shown in Figure E-3 where efficiency is plotted against output power for a

given ratio.

Gears and Differential: The differential (with a speed ratio of 1:1)

and the gears between the electric motor and the CVT input (providing a speed

reduction from motor to CVT of 3.5:1) and between the CVT output and the dif-

ferential input (providing a speed reduction of 12:1 from CVT to differen-

tial) were all modeled by the same efficiency map shown in Figure E-4 where

gear efficiency is plotted against percent rated output power for a given

percent rated input speed. The rated powers and speeds for the different

gears are PDRATE, WDORTE,PMGRTE,WMORTE,PGRATEand WGORTE,and are found in

the dictionary in Appendix A.
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E.2 CAI_CUL&TIONOF POWER REQUIRED AT THE AXLE DURING THE ACCELERATION AND
_R_fSE PHASES OF THE STC AND DURING HIGHWAYDRI_fNG

The power required at the axle is determined by summing the forces act-

ing on the vehicle and multiplying this by the average velocity over the pre-

sent simulation time increment. In particular, if the simulation time incre-

ment is 5 and current time is t, then the average velocity over the current

simulation time interval is

Va = (1/2) [v(t) + v(t+5)] (E-2)

where v(t) is the vehicle velocity at time t. The required acceleration over

this time interval is

a(r) = [v(r+A) - v(r)]/5 (E-3)

If FD, FR, FA and FG are the drag force, rolling resistance force, accelera-

tion force and grade angle force, respectively, then

FD = CdAp (Va2/2) (E-4)

FR = CR_Wg (E-5)

CR = [10.0 + O.O1Va + (8 x 10-5 ) Va2] x 10-3 (E-6)

FA = (i.i) MT Va (E-7)

FG = _ g sin (6) (E-8)

where all the forces are in newtons, g is the acceleration of gravity, _ is

the vehicle mass (kg), 6 is the grade angle at the current simulation time,

CdA is the aerodynamic drag coefficient multiplied by the vehicle frontal

area (CdA= 0.6 m2) and p is the air weight density (p = 1.225 kg/m3). The

factor of i.i in the expression for FA rakes into account accelerating the

rotating inertias in the vehicle drive train. The power required at the axle

at the current time is therefore given as

PA = (FD + FR + FA + FG) Va (E-9)
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The axle torque and speed, TA and WA, are obtained from

WA = Va/R T (E-IO)

TA = PA/WA (E-II)

where HT is the tire radius.

E.3 DRIVE TRAIN POWERCALCULATIONSFOR ACCELERATIONANDCRUISEPHASESOF STC
ANDFORHIGHWAYDRIVING

At each time step in the simulation a calculation is made to determine

the petroleum and electrical energy consumed in that time step. This is done

by moving the power required at the axle (see Section E.2) back through each

component in the drive train. In the following discussion reference should

be made to the component models given in Section E.I. It should be noted

that the maps used in the calculations consist of data arrays, and a double

variable or single variable linear interpolation routine (whichever is appro-

priate) is used to locate points not in the arrays.

Knowing the power, speed and torque at the axle, the differential effi-

ciency map and ratio is used to determine the power, speed and torque at the

input to the differential. The same exact calculationis then made to deter-

mine the power, speed and torque at the input to the gear between the CVT and

the differential. At this point in the power train calculationthe CVT ratio

is determinedso that the heat engine is run at its most efficient speed for

the heat engine'scurrentpower level (thismethod of ratio selectionis dis'

cussed in derail in AppendixG). Once the CVT ra_io is known, along with the

CVT outputpower, speed and torque,the CVT efficiencymap and ratio can be

used to determinethe power, speed and torque at the input to the CVT. This

CVT input power is then split betweenthe heat engine and the electricmotor
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and batteriesusing the power split strategycurrentlyin force in the simu-

lation;no matter what power split strategyis in use, the _itcome is an al-

locationof a fractionof the total CVT input power to the heat engine and

the remainderto the motor and batteries. There is a maximum allowableheat

engine power, and the simulationoff loads any excess to the electricalleg

if the power split calls for more than the heat engine can deliver.

Once the heat engine outputpower and speed are known (the heat engine

is directlyconnectedto the CVT input so that its speed is the same as the

CVT input speed),the heat engineoutput torquecan be calculated (power/-

speed) and used in conjunctionwith the speed to determinethe fuel flow rate

from the heat engine map. This fuel flow rate is then multipliedby the sim-

ulation time step size to determinethe fuel consumptionfor the presentsim-

ulation time increment. The computationof the total yearly fuel consumption

using these fuel incrementsis discussedin Section5.

The electricalleg computationproceedsby first calculating the power,

torque and speed at the input to the gear betweenthe motor and CVT by using

the gear outputpower (from the power split) and speed in conjunctionwith

the gear map and the known gear ratio. The motor input power can then be

calculatedusing this outputpower and speed and the motor efficiencymap.

This establishesthe power which must be suppliedby the chopper/inverter.

The loss in the chopper/inverteris modeledby an equationrequiringthe

chopper/inverteroutput power, which is known, and the batterycurrent,which

is not known at this point in the calculation. However, it is reasonableto

assume that (i) if the simulation time step is small, the batteryvoltage

does not change significantlyfrom one simulationtime step to the next, and

(ii) the losses in the chopper/inverterare small. Under these assumptions,
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the battery current for the present time increment (for use in the chopper/-

inverter loss equation) can be estimated by dividing the battery voltage at

the last simulation increment into the present chopper/inverter output power

and using this result in the chopper/inverter loss equation. This procedure

allows calculation of the required battery output power.

To calculate the battery voltage, current and state of charge requires

use of the battery model and an iterative procedure. An iteration procedure

is required because the present battery current is not known, yet this cur-

rent is required in order to use the battery model to calculate battery volt-

age and state of charge. At this point in the calculation, the only battery

quantities which are known are the battery present output power, and the bat-

tery current, voltage and state of charge which existed at the last simula-

tion time increment. The iterative procedure used to arrive at present

values for these last three quantities is to guess at the present battery

voltage (using the value from the last simulation time step; at start-up the

battery is fully charged and the first value is the system voltage) and di-

vide this into the known output power to obtain an estimate of the battery

current. Knowing the ouput current, the battery model (Appendix F) is used

to calculate a battery state of charge and voltage. This new battery voltage

is then compared to the assumed value: if it differs by less than a speci-

fied limit (VDELT in Appendix A) the calculation is completed; if the differ-

ence is greater, the new voltage is assL_ned to be the battery voltage, a new

current is computed and the process is repeated. An upper limit on the num-

ber of such iterations was used, but the process always converged in three or

less iterations.

At this point the drive train power calculation is complete and the sim-
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ulationmoves to the next time interval. However,there are a number of

special features in the drive train power calculationrelated to limiting

which should be mentioned.

First, there are limits on the heat enginepower and the electricalen-

ergy availableat any instant of time in the simulation. If the power re-

quired at the CVT input is split in such a way that either the electricalleg

or the heat engine leg cannot meet the demand,a calculationis made to de-

terminethe maximumpower available from the limitingleg, this is moved

through any componentsbetweenthe source and the CVT input, and the other

leg's demand is increasedby the appropriate amount (with the other leg's

power calculationredone if necessary). If a situationarises in which beth

power sourcestogethercannotmeet the total demand, the vehicle is consid-

ered to be overloaded. The topic of overload is discussedin derail in

Section6.

In the batterycalculationit is importantto make sure the batterycur-

rent does not exceed a maximumvalue (this limit must be scaled each time the

batterymass is changed). As described above, the batterycurrentis com-

puted by dividingthe batteryvoltageinto the battery outputpower. If this

current turns out to be excessive(at low batteryvoltages)when the battery

calculationis finished,the available power from the batterymust be esti-

mated (by multiplyingthe maximlrnallowable currentby the batteryvoltage

just calculated),the batterycalculation redone,this new batteryoutput

power moved throughthe electricalleg componentsto the CVT input, and the

differencebetweenthe total power and the availableelectricalpower made up

by increasingthe heat engine requiredpower and redoingthe heat engine leg

computation.
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E.4 CALCULATIONSFOR COASTINGPHASE OF THE STC

In the coastingphase of the STC the vehiclesimply coasts for ten sec-

onds (see Section4). The coasting phase always begins at the same cruise

velocity of 72 km/hr, but the velocitythe vehiclehas at the end of the

coast period (and hence the amount of energy availablefor regeneration)de-

pends upon the batteryweight and heat engine rating (the rating determines

the engineweight);consequentlythe coast phase final velocity changesdur-

ing a simulationrun and the coast period must be simulatedfor each STC.

The velocityat the end of the coast phase was computedas follows. For

each time step in the coast phase the currentvalues for the drag, rolling

resistanceand grade forces (using the vehiclevelocityat the beginningof

the time step) were computed (see SectionE.2). Adding these, dividingby

the vehiclemass and multiplyingby the time step size (DELT)yieldedthe de-

crease in vehiclevelocity over the currentsimulationstep. This was re-

peated for each time step in the coast phase to determinethe vehicleveloc-

ity at the end of the coast phase.

E.5 CALCULATIONOF DRIVE TRAIN POWERREGENERATIONDURING THE
BRAKING PHASE OF THE STC

In regenerating power back into the battery it was assumed that if the

power available at any time fell below some minimum (RE_IN), regeneration

would stop and the vehicle would come to rest through normal braking. Also,

if in the drive train calculation the regenerated power at the input to any

component exceeded that component's maximum rating, the power passed on was

assumed to be equal to that maximum, and the difference was assigned to be

dissipated by normal braking.
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The first step in the calculationin each simulationtime incrementis

to determinethe regenerativepower available at the axle for that time in-

crement. Knowing the velocityat the start of the braking phase, and the

length of time allowed for braking,the velocity decreaseand the average

velocityfor each simulation time step can be determined. The velocityde-

crease over the time step is used to calculatethe decrease in kineticenergy

the vehicle must undergo in that time step; dividingthis by the time step

yields the vehicletotal power reductionover that time interval. The aver-

age velocity is used to computethe drag, rolling resistance and grade

forces, and these are then added and multipliedby the average velocityto

obtain the power lost to the road in the time interval. The differencebe-

tween these two powers is the power availablefor regeneration. The calcula-

tion then proceedsin a manner similarto that used in the drive train power

calculationduring accelerationand cruise (SectionE.3): the power is moved

through each component (differential,gear, CVT, gear, motor, and chopper/-

inverter),but with the differencethat the component efficienciesmultiply

the output power to obtain the input power, rather than divide it as was the

case earlier. When the batteryis finallyreached,the battery input power

is known, but the currentand voltageare not known. An iterativescheme is

thereforeagain neededwhich guesses a batteryvoltage,uses that to calcu-

late a battery current,and then uses this currentwith the battery char_ing

model to calculatea batteryvoltageand state of charge. If the assumedand

calculated voltagesdo not agree, the calculatedvalue is used as a new

startingpoint and the process repeated. This scheme was also found to con-

verge rapidly (less than three iterations). Care must be taken to check that
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battery input power and current do not exceed maximums (which change with

changing battery mass).
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APPENDIX F - BATTERY MODEL

The model used for the battery is based on the model described in [3].

The batteries are assumed to be lead-acid batteries with a system voltage of

168 volts, a cell voltage of 2.0 volts and 84 cells connected in series.

F.I SCALING THE BATTERY MODEL

In the optimization studies the battery mass is continually changed.

This change is interpreted as a change in the mass of each cell; the number

of cells in the battery is assumed to be constant at 84. To handle this sit-

uation, all of the battery maps (discussed in the next subsection) were

scaled (where necessary) so that they represented a battery comprised of one-

kilogram cells. Calculations were therefore carried out on a per kilogram

basis, and the results then scaled back up to the actual mass of each cell.

The actual mass of each cell is equal to the total battery mass divided by

84. The way in which the maps were scaled should be clear from the discus-

sions in the following subsections.

F.2 CALCULATIONOF BATTERY VOLTAGEAND STATE OF CHARGEDURING DISCHARGE IN
HIGHWAYDRIVING AND IN THEACCELERATION AND CRUISE PHASES OF AN STC

Using the battery model given in [3], the battery voltage and state of

charge at any time instant in the simulation are calculated as follows.

First, the average current since the start of the trip (assuming a fully

charged battery at the start of the trip) is calculated as

T

IA = (I/T) [i(t)dt (F-l)
0
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where T is the length of time into the trip, and i(t) is the current at any

time t s [0, T]. In the simulation, IA was actually computed by dividing the

ampere-hours (amp-hrs) out of the battery by T (ignoring regeneration). The

current out of each cell (and out of the battery since the cells are in

series) on a per kilogram basis is (IA/Mc), where Mc is the mass of a cell,

i.e. _ = _/N c where MB is the battery mass and Nc the number of cells.

This average battery output current per cell kilogram is then used in con-

junction with the scaled Peukert curve, Figure F-!, to determine the capacity

per kilogram (amp-hrs/kilogram), AHI, available from each cell in the battery

(and hence the capacity per kilogram available from the battery) if the bat-

tery is discharged at a current equal to the average current per kilogram

computed above. The total capacity from a battery with cells of mass }_ is

then_{2 = [_AHI" Next,the net amp-hoursout of the batterysincethe start

of the trip is computed as

AII3 = TIA - AHR (F-2)

where T and I A are as defined above, and AHR is the total amp-hrs regenerated

into the battery (since the start of the trip) during the braking phases of

the STC's. The battery state of charge, SOC, at the current time is, then,

SOC = 1 - (AH3/AH2) (F-3)

The battery voltage is obtained from the battery discharge characteris-

tic shown in Figure F-2. This discharge characteristic gives cell voltage as

a function of both state of charge and cell current for a cell of a given
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mass. Since the batteries are not used if the SOC drops below 0.2, the cell

voltage is assumed constant below this SOC. If the mass of the cell changes,

the internal resistance will change (increasing cell mass is interpreted to

mean more plate area, hence a smaller interval resistance). This is handled

by multiplying the battery current by (MSTND/Mc) where Mc is the cell mass

and MSTNDis the mass of the standard cell (taken to be 9.83 kg) used in gen-

erating the discharge curve in Figure F-2. This scaled current is then used

with the state of charge to enter the discharge characteristic and determine

the cell voltage. Finally, the battery voltage is obtained by multiplying

the cell voltage by the number of cells in the battery.

F.3 BATTERY CHARGING AT END OF TRIP

This section presents the details of the calculations involved in deter-

mining the wall plug electrical energy required to charge the battery to a

fully charged condition after a trip is completed. Calculations for regener-

ation back into the battery during the breaking phase of an STC is covered in

Section F.4. At the end of a trip the net amp-hours out of the battery is

known; net amp-hours is the difference between total amp-hours out and amp-

hours put back from regeneration during the braking phases of STC's driven in

the trip. If AHN is this net amp-hours out, then the amp-hours delivered per

kilogram for a cell is AHN/_, where _ is the mass of a cell. Assuming a

charging current of 25 amps, the charging characteristic for a cell (on a per

kilogram basis) shown in Figure F-3 can be entered at AHN/}_ and an average

charging voltage for a cell can be determined; multiplying this by the number

of cells gives an average charging voltage for the battery. In the actual

simulation, an addizional map (AACV in,Appendix A) was generated from the
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charge characteristic which gave the average charging voltage (for a charging

current of 25 amps) as a function of AHN/MC. Multiplying this average battery

charging voltage by the net amp-hours out determines the electrical energy

needed from the charger to recharge the battery. Finally, dividing this en-

ergy figure by the charger efficiency yields the total wall plug energy re-

quired to recharge the batteries.

F.4 CALCULATIONOF BATTERY VOLTAGEAND STATE OF CHARGE DURING
REGENERATION IN THE BRAKING PHASE OF AN STC

Appendix E covers the details of the calculation procedure used to de-

termine how much of the vehicle power at the wheels available for regenera-

tion during the braking phase of an STC actually arrives at the battery ter-

minals at each time increment in the simulation (taking into account effi-

ciencies and maximum power levels of the drive train components). This sec-

tion explains how that power alters the battery voltage and state of charge.

As explained in Appendix E, at each time step in the simulation the regener-

ated power calculation determines a regenerated power at the battery termin-

als (PBOUT) and a battery current (IEFF). The current and power to be regen-

erated must be limited by the maximum current and power that the battery can

handle, and these limits _st be scaled each time the battery mass is changed

by the ratio of the present battery mass to a standard battery mass. At this

point in the regeneration calculation, the calculation of the battery SOC is

carried out; this calculation is exactly the same as described in Section

F.2, with the exception that the most recent current increment in the calcu-

lation of IA is negative (current is now into the battery) or, if amp-hours

are used to calculate I A, the regenerated amp-hrs are increased for the most
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recent simulation increment, the net amp-hours out of the battery is computed

(total out minus regenerated) and IA calculated from these net amp-hrs out.

The battery voltage is calculated from the charge characteristic given

in Figure F-3. Specifically, the net amp-hours used in calculating IA above

is divided by the cell mass to determine the net amp-hrs per kilogram for a

battery cell. Then, using both the effective battery current (IEFF) men-

tioned above and this cell net amp-hrs per kilogram in conjunction with the

battery charge characteristic in Figure F-3, a cell charging voltage is de-

termined. Multiplying this by the number of cells in the battery yields a

battery voltage for the present simulation time increment. In the actual

battery calculation an iteration scheme is required because the current

(IEFF) is not really known a priori to allow determination of the battery

voltage from the charging characteristic (see Appendix E for a description of

this iterative precedure).
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APPENDIX G - CVT RATIO SELECTION PROCEDURE

In this study the CVT ratio was selected (at each time step in the simu-

lation)such that the heat engine was operatedat its most efficientspeed.

The reason for employingthis approach rather than the approachused in [i]

in which the ratio was selectedto operatethe tractionmotor at its most ef-

ficient speed was that the tractionmotor efficiencywas always in the range

of 90% or above (AppendixE) whereasthe heat engine efficiencycould be sub-

stantiallyimprovedby proper choice of the ratio.

The most efficientheat engine speed for a given engineoutput power was

determined from the Brake SpecificFuel Consumption(BSFC)map for a 75 kw

engine shown in FigureG-I. Each characteristic on the map is engine BSFC

(in grams/secof petroleumflow rate per megawattof output power) as a func-

tion of engine output power (in percentof rated power) with engine speed

held constant. For example, if the engine speed is held constantat 104.7

rad/sec, the BSFC decreasesas the engine outputpower increasesfrom zero to

25% of rated output power (morepower output from the engine requiresa high-

er engine speed; the characteristicessentiallystops at 25% of rated power).

Also, for a given outputpower, the speed correspondingto the characteristic

with the lowestBSFC representsthe most efficientoperatingspeed since for

that output power that particular speed producesthe lowest fuel flow rate.

For example, for output powers below 30%, the most fuel efficientengine

speed is 104.7 rad/sec;at 50% it is 209.4 rad/sec;at 75% it is 314.12 rad/-

sec; at 100% it is 418.9 rad/sec. For intermediateoutputpowers linear in-

terpolationwas used to determinethe most fuel efficientspeed for each heat

engine outputpower. The result is shown in Figure G-2.

At each time incrementin the simulationthe CVT output power is calcu-

lated (Appendix E). To continue the drive train power calculation and
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determine the CVT input power, the CVT ratio must be known in order to deter-

mine the CVT efficiency. However, selecting the ratio to run the engine at

its most fuel efficient speed requires knowledge of the engine output power.

Since this is not known, the calculation procedure estimates it with the val-

ue which existed at the previous simulation time increment. Since the drive

train power and power split are not changing rapidly from one time increment

to the next, the heat engine output power should not change much either.

Consequently, the calculation procedure is as follows: after the CVT output

power is calculated, the previous heat engine output power and Figure G-2 are

used to determine the best engine speed; this speed and the CVT output speed

determine a CVT ratio (which is checked and limited to upper and lower bounds

as appropriate). Knowing the CVT ratio, the CVT input power can be calculat-

ed and split between the heat engine and traction motor, and the calculation

proceeds as described in Appendix E.

Modifinations tn the .bore approach occur under scveral conditions.

First, if in the previous iteration the heat engine power was zero, the ratio

is selected to run the traction motor at its most efficient speed. The map

used for this purpose is shown in Figure G-3. This handles the case where

the power split calls for all of the CVT input power to be met by the trac-

tion motor. Second, each time the ratio is selected to run the engine most

efficiently, a check must be made to make sure this ratio doesn't call for a

traction motor speed which, at the present traction motor output power level,

would cause the motor to stall. The stall out curve is shown in Fi_ire G-4:

for a given percent rated output power the curve yields the mini_n motor

speed to avoid stalling the motor. If the selected ratio would result in

motor stall,the ratiois decrementedby smallstepsuntilthe stall-outcon-
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ditionno longerexists. Finally,if the ratioselectedto run the engine

most efficientlycallsfor a motor speedwhichis excessive,then the ratio

is changedto run the motorat itsmazimumspeed.

A copyof the ratioselectionprogramis givenin AppendixI.
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APPF',[.1D[Xl[ - AIRESEARCH POWER SPLIT STRATEGY

Since tileAiResearchpower split strategy [i] was used in parts of this

study it i_,_;',vor'|:Ir,h[l.e includingit here for reference. A listing of the

prozram is glven in ,_ppendixI. The decisionof how much of the CVT input

powel-_:oa_;sign1:_the heat engine and how much to the tractionmotor depends

on the batterystate of charge and whether or not the vehicle is accelerat-

ing. If l;heace_]er_Llt[onis zero, the state of charge above 20%, and the ve-

hicle is not in _lhill clJvlb(CVI"input power is < 20 kw), the power split is

i00% electric. I["the vehicleis in a hill climb, the split is 30% electric,

70_ heat en[,qne. If the accelerationis zero but the battery state of charge

is below 20_ (independentof hill climb),the split is 100% heat engine.

If the vehicleis accelerating(independent of whether the battery is

above or below 20'i]state of charge),the split is 30% electricand 70% heat

engine. HoweveL-,this split is modified if the CVT input power exceeds80_

of the maximt_n rating of the heat engine: in this latter case the heat en-

gine _wp, i._ _et ,_r,t},_CVT input =_9_w_ror its maxim"_ rating, whicheveris

smaller, and the remaining requiredpower is delivered by the traction

motor.
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APPENDIX I - COMPUTER PROGRAMS

FTN4:L

C ADDINGTHE D OPTIONWILLPRINIOUTDATA(LCCOST_POVRLD,SOCL)TO
C FILEA8 FOR RUN21=3(VALUESOVERA SPECIFIEDRANGEOF IIEKWAND
C WGBATT).THE TWO WRITESTATEMENTSFOLLOWINGSTATEMENT_I09MUST
C ALSO 8E COMMENrED( C ).

PROGRAMHVPOP(3,100)
C IIYBRIDVEHICLEPERFORMANCEOPTIMIZATIONPROGRAfl

C

C THISMAINPROGRAMREADSIN INITIALVALUES_SETSUP THEDRIVINGCYCLE
C ARRAYS(VELOCITYAND GRADEANGLE)_SCALESTHEGRG2VARIABLES_AND
C CALLSTHE OPTIMIZATIONPROGRAM.
C

LOGICALSOVRLD,SNOFC,SMOOTH
REALKMPRYR
INTEGERRUN21
COMMONRUN21

COMHON/ALPHA/ALPHAi_ALPHA2_ALPHA3
COMMON/CC/CDA,RDIFF,RGEAR_RGRM_RFIRE
COMMON/MAP/DISCHG(1Oi_6)_EFFMIR(BI_7)_HEMAP(6_6)_
&GREFF(IOI_II)_VCHG(iS_I2)_ATOR_(6)_AESPED(6)_ARATIO(IO)
COMMON/OMISC/CHOOSE_SMOOIH
COMMONISCALE/SFX(I?)_SFG(20)_NN
COMMON/STC/V(BS_),BET(B31)_TRIPLN(B),TRIPNO(B)
COMMON/TIMEC/DLTSTC_DELTHW,TACCEL_TCOAST_TBRAKE,TSTOPi[CYCLE
COMMON/VARY/WIL,INOCHG
COMMON/YEARC/PETYR(IS),ELECYR(IS)_ELEC(IS),DISCH(IS)
COMMONGF

DIMENSIONG(2Oi_XX(17)_AVELA(IS)
DIMENSIONIBUF(gB)

DIMENSIONHE(3),LINEO(i61),LINES(16i)
DATAHEKW/AS./,WGBATr/SB6./_XX(3)/.7/_XX(4)/O.i,XX(S)/O./

DATAAVELA/O.,3.2777,S.8611,7._I66,?.?722_II.333_i2.583_I3.722_
&i4.B_S,IS.777_16.7S_lT.639_IB.S_IV.333_20.111!
CALLLGBUF(IBUF_98)

C

C READINGI_ITIALVALUESOF OPTIHIZAI'IONPARAMETERS

i REAO(S_)NN,(XX(1)_I=3_NN)_HEKW_WGBATF_DHEKW,DWGBAT_NHEKW_NWGBAF
2 READ(S,*)DLTSTC,DELTHW_WTL_CHOOSE,INOCtlG_RUN2i_GF
3 READ(S,7)SMOUTH
7 FORMAT(LI)

WRITE(6_2000)XX(3),XX(4)_×X(S)
2000 FORMAT(

&' CONSTANTIERMIN POWERSPLITFUNCTION='_FB.3,/
&" IERHUSEDTO WEIGHTACCELERATION='_F8.3_i
&' TERMUSEDTO WEIGHTSIAIEOF CHARGE=',FS.4}

WRITE(G_2OOS)HEKW,WGBATT
2005 FORMAT(/_

_' HEKW='_FS.4J
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&" WGBATT='_F8,4_/I
IF(SMOOTH)WR[TE(6_2006)

2006 FORHAT(' SMOOTII=TRUE')
IF(.NOF.SMOOTH)WRITE(6_20O?)

2007FORMAT(' SMOOTH=FALSE')

WRITE(6_20OO)GI:
2008FORMAl'(//' GASFACTOR(GF)='_F?.3_//}

WRITE(6_2OIO)DLTSTC_DELTHW_CHOOSE
2010 FORMAT(

&" SICTIME INCREMENT(DLTSTC)='_F8.2_/
G' HIGIIWAYTIMEINCREMENT(DELTIIW)='_F8.1_I
G'(CHOOSE=OFOR ELECSTCOMPUTATIONSBASEDON '_
&'ELEC(I)& ENRGY)CHOOSE='_F2.0)
XX(I)=HEKW
XX(2)=WGBAT[

C SCALINGOF OPTIHIZATIONPARAMEIERS
DO 10 I:I_NN

10 XX(I)=XX(I)/SFX(I)
C SET UP SAE DRIVINGCYCLF'.

IMAX=IFIX(TACCEL/DLTSTC)+I
IDEL=i
IF(DLTSTC.GT.I.) IDEL=DLTSIC
DO 20 I=I_IHAX

C FINDDRIVINGCYCLEVEL.AND STOREIN V(1)
f=I;Lt]Af(I-I)%OI_'fS[C
TMIN=INT(T)
TMAX=[IIIN+FLOAF(IDEL)
IL_OT=INT(lMAX)+i-IDEL
[TOP=IDO[+IOEL
]F(ITOP.LE.IS)GOTO20
IfOP=IS
I[€OT=IS-IDEL
TMAX=i4.
IMIN=TMAX-FLOAT(IDEL)

20 V(1)=((T-TMIN)IAVELA(ITO[').(TMAX-I)IAVELA(IBOT))/(TMAX-TMIN)
K=I-i
IHAX=K+IFIX((TCOAST-TACCEL)/DLTSTC)+i
DO 30 I=K_IHAX

30 V(1)=20.
C DO 40 I=I_ICIAX
C T=DLISTC_.FI.OAT(I-I)

C40 WRITE(I_030)f_U(£)
2030FORMAT(......." _ _"/- _r:_._o^_'Y(I)=-'}F?.S)

.[HAX=fFIX(TOfOPIDLFSI'C)_i

D(.iSO I=i>lhAX
SO DKT(I)=O.

C CALLGRG(XNCORE)
IRUN2i:=RUN21+_.

GOlO(101_151>202_303_404_505),IRUN21
iOl U,I.L_[,OI4P(I_XX)
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WRITE(B_2040)
2040 FORNAT(' HEKW WCBAI'T LCCOST POVRLD SOCL ")

WR[ fE(_2050) XX(1)_XX(2)_G(i)_G(S)_G(13)
2050FORMAT(F?.4_IX)FO.3_I(iX_FO.2)_iX_Gii.4_IX_F?.7_IX_F?.I)

[F'(S#iOkl[H)WRITF(8_IO6)
IF (.NOT.SHOOIH)WRITE(8_I07)

106 FORMAl(" ShOOTH=TRUE')
107 FORMAl'("SNOOIH=FALSE')

WRITE(SjOBS)G(2)
883 FORHAT(/_"IOIPET---'_FO.3)

STOPll)I
C ...........

151 CALLGCOMP(G_XX)
STOP ISI

C UDH : I WHENOVERLOADREGIONLIESBELOWCURRENTHEKWOVERLOADTHRESHOLD
I, t,URV_(.'-;EARCIIFOR FIRSTADMISSIBLERUNj THENGET CURVE
C =-.IWHENOVERLOADREGIONLIESABOVECURRENTHEKWOVERLOADTHRESHOLD
C CURVE(SEARCHFOR F'IRSTOVERLOAD_THENGET CURVE)
C UDW---I WHENWGIsATTINCREASESIN THESEARCH
C =-i WHENWGBAT[OECREASESIN I'HESEARCH
C SOVRLD= TRUETOSEARCHFORANOVERLOADAFTERWGBATTHASBEENCHANGED
C SNOTC = TRUETO SEARCHFOR A NEW (]VERI.OADTHRESHOLDCURVE
2.02TWGBAT:WGBATT+DWGBATIFLOAT(NWGBAT-I)

BWGBA[=WGBArr
WRITE(8_2060)

2.060FORMAT(' HEKW WGBATT LCCOST POVRLD SOCL')
UOt'I:l
UDH=-'I
SNOTC=.FALSE.
SOVRLD=.FALSE.
DO i90 K=I_S
I:i

60 CONTINUE

WRIfE(I_2060)
WRIIE(?_2060)

C

C SEARCHFOR NEXTOVERLOADAT WGBAI'T=SO0
£F(K.EQ.i)I;OTO90
&=K-2
IF(J/212.EQ..J) UI)H=-UDH
IF'(K.GE.3)UDW----UDW
WGI:ATT:300.
XR:IIE(_)
SNOTC=.TRUE.
SOVRLO=.FALSE.
IF(K/212.EQ.K)GOTO70
SNU[C=.FALSE.
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GOTOVO
C
C SEARCHFOR FIRSTNi.WOVERLOADCURVEWITHCONSTANTSTEPSIZE
70 XR---XR-DELX_UOH

G01O150
_I0 IF(G(S}.LE.O.) GOT(]70

SNOF1"---.FE_LS_;.
C

C I(_CREMENIBATIERYWEIGHT& TEST IF ITSOUT OF RANGE
(20 XX(P.)=_;BATI.OI_Gt_AT*FLOI_F(}_.-I)_UDW

IF(XX(2).LE.II4GBAI)GOTO 100
I---I,IWGBAT
GOT(]180

£00 IF(XX(2).GL.BWGBAT)G(]TOii0

(;0I(]180
!10 IF(SN(]TC.OR.K.NE.I}G(]lO150

{IT([.HE.i)GOFO IL_O
S(]VRLD==.FALSE.
D{-LX=U.
UDH=I

f _'l,-XR--I_.
_Ol(]140

C

[:C;E_,R[:HFOR OVERLOADS6 DOUBLESTEPSIZEGIITHFAILURE
120 [F(l.;(5).Li.'.O.)GOI'O130

SOVRI..D=.FALSE.
GIL_TO160

t;

C DOUBLESTEPSIZE
t30 DI-_LX=D_LX_2.

XR:=XR-DELXIUDH
SOVRLt)=.TRUCE.
G(]TO150

140 CI]N[INUE
150 XX(1)=XR

C_LLGCOIIP(G_XX)
WRITE(I_2070) XX(1)_XX(2}_G(I)_G(S)
WRIfE(V_20_'!J)XX(I.)_XX(2)_G(1)_G(5)

2070 FORMAT(F?.3>IX>F?.3_i(IX_F?.2)_IX_GII.4_IX_F?.7_IX_FY.I)
[F(SOVRLD)GOTO 120
){(SN(]TC)GO'IOrio
IF(G(S).LE.O..AND.DELX.LE.DHEKW)GOl'O170
]:I-'(G(S).GF.13.)G_IfO160
I}ELX=AINT(DELXIS.)/fO.
_F(DELX.LE.O.) DELX=OHEKW/2.
XR=XL+DELX*UDII
GOTO140

160 XL=XR
XR=XR+DELX_{UDH
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GOFO iSO
i70 CONTINUE

WRITE(8_2070)XX(i)_XX(2)_G(1)_G(S),G(i3>
If(XX(2).EQ.iOO.) HE(1)=XX(i)
lf'(XX(2).Eg.200.) HE(2)=XX(_.)
(F(XX(2).EQ.3OO.)HE(3)=XX(i)

180 l:l+i
IF'(I.LE.NWG_AI)GO TO 60

i?O CUNT£NUE
STOP202

C-:.++++.:.+_
30J CONTIt_UI[

D WRIIE(B_2090)
D_:O90FORMAT(' H[LKW WGBATI LCCOST POVRLD SOCL ')

OU iOU I=I_NH_i:KW
>.'X(i)=HEKW-DHEKW_.FLOAT(I-I)

O0 ill9J:I_NWGBAT
X×(2)--'WGBA'IT'_bWGBAI._FLOAI'(J""i)

CALLGCOiIP(I;,XX)
O WRITE(8_3000)XX(I)_XX(2)_G(I>,G(S)_G(13}
D3000FORNAF(FV.3_tX_FY.:_i(IX_FV.2>_iX_{;li.4_IX_FV.7_IX_FV.i)

WRITE(8_3883)XX(i)_XX(2)_G(2)_G(i)
300_FORBAT(F?.3,-](SX_F?.3))

C LINEO(J)=kH.
C _I:(G(S).GT.O.) LINEU(J)=IHLJ
C IF(G(2).GT.IO72.) LINEO(J)=IH@
C L.[HES(J')=IIi_
C I[-(G(i3).Ll..2)LINES(.I):IH+
I07 O]NI'.[I_UIZ

C W_'.IIESPOVRLDGRIb.COMMENTIF USINGD OPTION(DATAPRINTOUT).
C BF_[f{-(L_3_]OS)(L[NEO(&)_J:I_N_,iGBAT)
C WRITESSOCLGRID. COMMENTIF USINGD OPTION(DATAPRINTOUT).

t; _RITE(?_SOOS)(L[NES(J)_&.---I_flWG;)AT)
C WRIIE(9_3005)(LINEO(J)_J::i_N_GBAT)
SO05 F'[iRMA_(i7×_ihlAi)
i08 CONTINUE
i: _ |''WKI(.=(o_3;.!0)
320 FORMAT('FILEA8 CONTAINSTH_ POVRLDGRID='_/

_,/ FUR NO OVERLOAD(i"OVRLO.LE.O)'_/
G_' _ WHENAN OVERLOADOCCURS(POVRLD.G'I.O)'_/
_'i;_LI.EB? CONTAINS[lieSOCLGR[O:'_/
G_" _ WHLNELECTRICPOWERIS AVAILABLEDURINGACCELERATION'_/
&_" _ _HEI.I_iLEH.PUWER(S NOT AVA£LABLEDURINGACCELZRAflON')
STOP303

C H.+.I.H.i-

404 DO 409 I=i:2i
XX(:D=.B5%i'iOA[(I--i)

409 CALLGCOMP(G_XX)
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STUP404
C_tttt

SO_ CONTINUE
DOSig I=i_48i
X×(2)=WGBArT.t.OSFLUAT(I-I)
IF(XX(2).LE.273.) XX(t):37.0-O.O2%4_XX(2)
IF(XX(2),Gr.273.) XX(i)=7?.2334-O.22677S6IXX(2)

&_i.vSIgE-O4_XX(2)tXX(2)
CALLGCONP(G_XX)

WRITE(B_520)XX(i)_XX(2)_O(1)_G(7)_G(B}_G(9)
520 FORIIAT(Fg.4jS(3X_F?.4))
5i0 CONTINUE

S[OP5US

END
ENO
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(IN4_L
SUBROUTIN[GCOMP(G_XX)

C

C THISEVALUATESIHECONSTRAINTAND OBJECTIVEFUNCTIONSFOR GRG2GIVENTHE
C _'HEGRG2HARAHEFERS_WHICHARE P_3_ERRATINGOF THE HEATENGINE)BATTERY
C WEIGHT_AND THEPOWERSPLITPARAHETERS.
C

REALM_MNFCSr_KHPRYR_MfKWPK:LCCOST_MAINTC)LINCOM
DIMENSIONG(20))XX(17)
INTEG!ZRRUN2i
COMMONRUN2!
COMMONGF

COMMON/ALPHA/ALPHAI_ALPHA2>ALPHA3
CUH_ON/IIOTOR/IiTKWPK

COMHONIRSPLT/ACCEL)SOC)PCVT_CX(IS)_VAVE_PHEMAX_PHE_PELEC
CUMM(]N/SCALE/SFX(I_))SHG(20)_NN

COMHON/YEARC/PETYR(IS))ELECYR(IS)_ELEC(IS))DISCH(IS)
COHMON8TCOST_BATRYR_BATLFE
DIMENSIONELECST(IO))PETCST(IO)
DATAKHPRYR/16_O0./_WP/20./

C

C THISPROGRAMTAKESVALUESFOR THE IC ENGINESIZE_BATTERYWEIGHT
C ANO POWERSPLIfFUNCTIONPARAHETERS_AND COMPUTESTHEVALUESOF
C THE OBJECTIVEANDCONSTRAINTFUNCTIONS
C

HEKW=XX(1)ISFX(I}
WGBATI'=XX(2)IS_:X(2)
_HAX=NN-2

DU I15 I=I,[MAX
ii5 CX(1):XX(I+Z)ISFX(I.2}
C CX [SVECTOROH UNSCALEDPO_ERFLOWPARAHETERS

CALLWGHT(HEKWxWGBATT_WT_HI_WGCHI_WP)
CALLHFCST(WGBA[T_WGCHI_MNFCST)
(:ALLAQCST(HNFCSI_WGBATT)BATCST_ACQCST)

CALL.MAINF(HEKW_HTKWPK_BArCSF_KMPRYR)Wp)WGCHI_BTLISr)MAIHTC)
(:ALLREPAR(HEKW_MIKWPK_WP_WGCHI_KMPRYR_REPAIR)

C TRAVLUSESPOWERFLOWPARA_EIERS

CALL IRAVL(HEKW)WGBATT_MI)PETYR_ELECYR_ELEC_DISCH)POVRLD_PETVIO_
&SOCL_BI_PCVT)

IF'(RUN21.LE.i)WRIlE(6)42S)HT)WGBATT)WP)MNFCST_ACQCST)MAIHTC)
&REPAIR_HEK_P_3VRLD

425 FORHAT(/'%III_IIIIIIIII%SUMMARYDATA1_111iI11%$1111'_/
&' TOfALMASS (HT)='_F9.3_1
&' BATTERYMASS(WGBATT)=')F9.3)/
_" HOWERTRAIN_EIGIIT(WP)=')F9.3)I
&" MANUFACTURINGCOST (MNFCST)='_Fg.3J
_' ACQU[SIF[ONcosr (ACqCST)='_F9.3)I
G" YEARLYMAINTENANCECOST (HAINTC)='_F9.3_/
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_," YEARLYRL'I_AIRCOSf (REPAIR)-'-',FV.3/
&' HE POWERRATIHG(HEKW)='_FS.3/
&'SUiiOF"P[II_EROV_"RLOAOSQUARED(PO£_RI.D)='FI].3)

CALLLIFE(PETYR,ELECYR,EL.EC,DISCH,BTLIST,ACQCST,MAINTC,REPAIR
&BAI'CST,LCCOS[_PErCS[,EI.ECS[,rOTPET)

C
C MY CONVENTIONIS TO SEPARATEGIVENAND R£TURNEDVALUESBY A BLANK
C AND TtlCOMMUN[CAfECALCVALUESBY ARGUHENrLISTANI)MAPSBY COMHON
C SIATEMENTS
C

LINCOM=ALPHAISLCCOST+ALPIIA21,TOTPET+ALPHA31ACQCST
13(i)=I.CCtIST_SFG(_)
G(2)=TOTPEIISFG(2)
G(3)'=_C_ICSI';KSFG(.._)
G(4)'-'LINCOM_SFG(4)
t_(S):P{}(JRLDISF'G(S)
(;('/)--BTCOST
G(B)=SA[RYR
G(9)=BAYLFE
,,i - _ iL,(13)---_OCL.
(;(14)=BGPCVT
RETURtl
{_£TURN
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'3UBROUTINEI'KAVL(HEKW_WGBATT,MT_PETYR_ELECYR_ELEC_OISCH_POVRLD_
._ : VIU_tICI.jBGPUVT.

C

(: THISSINULAIESBOTHSTC AND HIGHWAYDRIVINGFOR THEVEHICLE.
C I[ CALCULAFESTHtZYF.'ARLYFUELCONSUHPIIONIELECfRICITYUSAGEIAND
C IHENUMBEROF DEEPDISCIIARGESOF IHE BATTERY.
C

CII_)K_II_IIIIIIII/_I_III)_IIW(III_III_II$IIIIIIII_:$I$I_II_II_I_III_$II_$IIIIIII

.LOGICALSMOOTH
INTEGERRUN21

REAL INfEQ_INTNQ
REAL MTiIAVE_!BATTiIVESTC_KMPRYR_IBHAXIIEFFIIX_IBTOLD
REALKWCST_LENG[II_Me:MTGRK__l!IKWPK__C_NC__.EFF_MCSTND
DIMENSIONF'EIYR(_S)_ELECYR(IS);ELEC(iS)_DISCH(I5)
OItIENS[ONEAKWIIR(IS)_AEKHA(I5)_AEKHP(iS)
D[RENSIONAHEKW(4)_FFHEKW(4)_SAT(JRQ(6)
COMMONP,UI.!21

COHHONiCC/CDAIRDIFF_RGEAR_RGRM_RIIRE
COHHON/CIIARG/AACV(8)_ACR(0)
COHMONiEFCVI/APCVT(8)_ARCVT(7)_EFF(8i?)
COH_ON,/LIH_[/ NTRIPX_[i'ERMX
COMMON/HAP/DISCHG(_0i _6) i EFFHTR(811?) _HEffAP(6_6)
&GREFF(IOIIII):VCIIG(13_I2),ATORq(G),AESPED(G>_ARATIO(tl))
COMtION/OHISC/CHOOSE,SMOOTH
COMMONIPIIY/GRAV_RIItI
COMMON/PRIN'f/APETT(IS)_AELEIA(IS)_AELEIP(15)
COHMON/RRA[giN[Ifie_WG_AR_RCV1"_PHOTORiPMTRTO:PGEAR
(:OHMON/RSPLT/ACCEL_SOC_PCVT_CX(IS)IVAVE_PHE_iAX_PIIEIPELEC
COMMONIS[C/V(831)_BET(831)_TR[PLN(8)_TRIPNO(8)

COMMON/TIMEC/DLTSTC_DELTHW_TACCEL_ICOAST_TBRAKErTSTOP+TCYCLE
CONHONIFR[PiCIIARGZ(3G)_EBTOTL(:_G)III0UT(36)_IDOD(36)i

&IVESIC(36)IPE'ISTC(36)_SOCSTC(36)_REGEN(36)
CIIMMt]N/VARYi WfL_LNOCHG
DATAAHEKW/37._56._75.iI12./
bAfA FFHEKW/f.OV7i_J:i.OS_I. _O.954545/
PATAALLSTC/SO001.!_HWYVELi2S.O/ISTCDIS/14SO.O/ICHGEFF/O.OS/
DAfANC184.I_WDORTElt16.35/I_GURTE!_IG.3S!IWMOR[El41?.I
DAIANSTCFR!28/_HCVTMX/900OO./,NCYLMX/3SI
DAtAPDRAFE/'_OUO0.iIP£NVflXI40000./
DAFAPGRAIE/90000.iI PMGRTE/40000./_REGMIN/IO00./
DATAPffTIiAX/4OUO0./_SOCIIAX/.3/_VCELLi2.OSi
DATAVDELTiI./I IICSTND/9.B3/_PBMAX/33600./i IBHAX/200./
DAfAEF'F['C/.'7S/_I"EFFfiX/YOO./

C CALCULAIETHEMASSOF A BATTERYCELL
tlU'=_GBAl'l/Nr

C INITIALIZEVARIABLES
It]OOOD=O

AHOUI'=O.
AREGEN=_.
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SOC=t.O
50CL=t.O
_GPCVT=O.
POVRLO=O.
)NOELE=O
IHWY=O
ISWTCH=6
NTIKE=I
VBCHG=200.
VI]LTOT=O.
AI{CHG=O,
IOVRLD=O
]F'LLBK=O
EOIOT=D.
V_ATT=NCIVCELL

C SEI TIME_TIMESTEPAND CYCLECOUNTERFOR DRIVINGA SEQUENCEOF STC'S
[IME=O.
NCYCLE=I
DELT=DLTSTC
PHEMAX=IOOO.IHEKW

FRSCLE=HEKW/?S.ISVINT(FFHEKg_HEKW,AHEKg,4)
Ol}S l=tj6

S SATORQ(1)=AIOR_(1)I(HEKW/TS.)

C.................................ACCELERATIONAND CRUISEPHASE
C...................................AND HIGHWAYDRIVING

C CALC.AVERAGEVELOCITYAND ACCELERAIIONOVERCURRENTTIMESTEP
_0 VI=V(HTIME+I)

V2=V(NTIME)
VAVE=(VI+V2)/2.
ACCEL=(VI-V2)/DELT
BETA=BET(NTIME)

C CALCDRAGFORCEOF VEHICLE
24 FD=CDAIRHUIVAVEIVAVE/2.
C CALCROLLINGRESISTANCEFORCE

CR=(_O.+O.OIiVAUE+O.OOOOSIUAVEIVAVE)/IO@O.
FR:=CRIMTIGRAV

C IN[TIAt.IZEP_]WERSWITCHFLAG
ISWTCH=O

C CALC.GRADEFORCE
FGR=MYIGRAVISIN(BETA)

C CALCULATEVEHICLEACCEi.ERAFIOHFORCE
FA=i.E_MI_ACCEL

C CALC.POgERREG'DAT AXLE
PAXLE=(FD.FR4FGR+FA)IVAVE

C CALC.AXLESPZEOAND TORQUE
WAXLE:VAVE/RIIRE
IAXLE=PAXLE!WAXLZ

C CALC.DIFFERENTIALl_PUlSPEED_TORQUE_POWER
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WORIVE=WAXLEiROIFF
I'DPCT=(PAXLE/PDRATE)_iO0.
WDPCT:(WAXI_E/WDOR'b';i)_IOO.

I'DRIVE=PAXLE/INIEQ(GREFF,PBPCT_WDPCT,tOO., I00.
4t.,"t. _tO._-iO.,tOi,ti)
TDRIVE:PDRIVE/WDRIVE

C CALC. IORQUE,SPEED,POWERAT INPUTTOGEARBETWEENCVTANDDIFFERENTIAL
WGEAR:WDRIVE/RGEAR

PGPCT=(PDRIVE/PGRATE))_I08.
WGPC1: (WDRIVE/WGORTE)_tOO.
I'GEAR=PDRIVE/INTEQ(GREFF,PGPCT,WGPCT,IO0. ,lOB.,

,Si. _-_.,10.,-1_._t01,tt)
TGEAR=PGEAR/WGEAR

C D£{ERMINECVI RATIO(RCVI')
CALLRATIO

C CALC.TORQUE,SPEED,POWERAT CVT INPUT
PCVr=(PGF'AR)I(INTN_}(EFF,(PGEAR/i0O0.),RCVT,i.O0.,3.4,
&APCVT,ARCVT,B,?))
[F(PCVT.GT.I)GPCV[)BGPCVI:PCV!"
WCVT=WGEAR/RCVT
TCVT=PCV[/WCVT

C DETERMINEPOWERSPLIT(RESULTIS PHE ANDPELEC)
CALLSPLIf

C IS USE OF BATTERIESPROHIBITED
IF(INOELE.NE.I) GOfO33

FELEC=O.
PIIE:PCVT

C IS ELECTRICPOWERNEGLIGIBLE
_3 IF(PELEC.L[.50.)GOTO31

C IS BATTERY80% DISCHARGED
II-(_OC.GE.O.2)GO TO 3_

31 PHE=PHE+PELEC

IF(PELEC.GT.O.) IFLLBK=IFLLBK+t
PELEC=O.
PMO'fOR=O.
PINV=I}.
PB(JUI:O.
_BATT=I_.

IELEC=O
GU I_0BO

,,_ IF(SOC.GE.SOCNAX)GOTO 30
IF(iH_CHG.NE.I)GDTO31}
GOTO3_.

C CALC.INPUTQUANTITIESTO GEARBETWEENMOTORAND CUT
_U IELEt:=t

WiIOTOR=WCVT/R{;RN
PMGPC[=(PELEC/PMGRIE)liOIl.
WIIGPCT=(WCVT/WMORTE):Ct00.

I'MOFOR=HELEC/INTEQ(GR£1"F,P_IGPCT,WMGPCT,IOO.,I00.,
&i.,-£.,tO.,-iO.,t(H.,tt}
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(FGi=PELEC/PMOTOR
TMOrOR.--PMOTOR/WHOfOR

C DOESMOlOROUTPUTPOWEREXCEEDPEAK
I;'(PMOTOR.LE.PMflIAX)GOTOSO

C SET MOTORPOWERAT MAX
('HOTOR=PMTMAX

C CAL.C.NEW MOlORTORQUE
TMUFOR=PMOTOR/WMOfUR

C CALC.NEWELECTRICPOWERAT CVT INPUT
40 PMGf'CT=(P|iOIORiPMGRTE)$100.

PELEC=PMOIORIINTEQ(GREFF,,PMGPCT,WMGPCT,iO0.,TO0.,
Gi.,-i.,iO._-iO.,IOi_ll)
EFG;!--Pt'iEC/PHOf!JR
)t"LLBK=IFLLBK¢I

C SET ENGINEPOWERTO MEETTOTALREQ'DPOWER
PIIL=PCVT-PELEC

C CALCMOTORINPUT(INVERTEROUTPUT)POWER
'SO PMTPCI:(P_iOTOR/PMTRTD)IIO0.

PINV==PMOTOR/INTEQ(EFFMTR_PMIPCT_WMOTOR,200.,1466.,
_.2.5_-2.S,146.61_43').82_81,V)
EFHi=PMOTOR/PINV

(] OOl-'.3INVERFERourPIJFPOWEREXCEEDMAX
IF(PINV.LE.PINVMX)GOIOSS

C SET [NVERIERPOWERAT MAX ANO COMPUTENEW MOTOROUTPUTPOWER
PINV=PINVMX
PMIPCT=(PINV/PMTRTD)IlO0.

PMOTO;(=P£NVIIN[EQ(EFFilIR#H!IPCI_WMOTOR,200.,1466.
t,2.S,-2.5_146.61_439.82,81,_)
EFMi=PMOTOR!PIt4.g

C COMPUIENEW ELECTRICPOWERA1 CVT INPUT
PI_GPC[=(PMOFOR/PMGRTE)IiO0.

I'Lt.EC=PMOTORIINTEQ(GREFF_PMGPCI,WMGPCT_IO0._iO@.
&i.>-i.:i_.,-tO._iOi_ll)

C COMPUTENEW HEAl ENGINEPOWER
PIIZ=PCVf-PELEC
)(LLBK=IFLLBK+i

C CALC INVERTERLOSSESAND INPUTPOWERUSINGOLD VALUEOF BATTERYVOLTAGE,
C ANO RESEfIfERATIONCOUt41ER
55 PILOSS=3.O_.(PINV/VBATT)+O.03SIPINV

PBOUT=PINV'_P[LOSS
II'FER=0

C..................................DISCHARGINGBATTFRYVOLTAGELOOP................

U C6LCULATEBAfTERYCURRF_'N[USINGI_ATIERYVOLTAGEFROMLASfICERATION
4i IBATI:PBOUT/VBATT
C SAVEOLDVAt.UE0_"BAFTERYVOLTAGL:

VBTOLD=VBATT
PVBATT=VBAI'[
)BIOLD=IBATT
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C CALC 8AIrERYABP-IHRUOUT
AHOUT---AHOUT+(!BATI._DELT/3600.)

_: i'3[ll_SHIGHWAYDRIVING
IF(IHWY.NE.I.)GOTO57

C CALCAVERAGE8AFFCURREB[F'ORSFCAND HIGHWAYL_I_IVING
IAVE=(3600.IAHOUT)/(TIME+I>ELI)
GO[OSU

C CALCAVERAGEBAIlCURRENTSINCESTARTOF S[C DRIVING
S'! [AVZ=(3600.IAIIUU[)/((FIME+OELr).FLOAT(NCYCLE.-I)W{TSTOH)
C FINDCELLCAPACITYPER KILOGRAH
58 CAPKG=VUKRT([AVEiMC)
C CALCANP-HRSPER CELL

CAPCTY=CAPKGIMU

C CALCACTUALCAPACITYWITHDRAWNAND STATEOF CHARGE
AACIL=AtlfiU[-AREGEN-AHCHG
SUC=i.-(AACIL/CAPCTY)
_F(SOC.L i'.SOCL.ANO.ACCEL.NE.O.} SOCI.=GOC

C CHANGECELLCURRENTTO ACCOUNIFOR CHANGEIR {:ELLRESISTANCE
IEFF=[I._A[T_(MCSFNO/lIC)

C CALC BATIERYVOLTAGEFROM DISCHARGECURVE

VBA[i'=NCIINIEQ(t)ISCHG_SOC,IEFF_I.;IEFF-MX_.01_-.01liB0.,,-lOB.
&iOI,6)

C DOESCALCULATEDBATiERYVOLTAGEEQUALBATTVOLTAGEASSUMEDAT STARTOF CALC
IF'(ABS(VBArr-vB[OL_).G[.V_ELT)GOTO$9
(_(JlO7i

C HAVLWE ITERAIEDTHEMAX NO. OF lIMES
SV £F(IIIER.GZ.[[ERMX)GOTO60
C RESETAHP-HRSOUI OF MATT.AND INCREMENTIIERAIIONCOUNTER

AIiOUI=AH!]UT-(IBArfW{DELII_6il0.)
lITER=IIIER+I
GOTO4t

C SET [_AITERYVOLTAGESAND CURRENTSlO OLD VALUES
6t) VBAI[=VBTOLI)

IBAIT=IBTOLD
.{EFI:=IBAfT_.(MCSfND/FIC)

C WAS THE EFI-ECIIVEBATTERYCURRERTABOVEllSMAX
71 IF(IEFF.LE.IEFFMX)GOTO70

C CO_iPUTEBATTERYCURRENTCORRESPONDING10 MAX EFFECTIVECURRENT
IBATI=[EFFiiX_.(IiC!mCSTNI))

C COMPUTENEW BATIEI_'.YOUTPUIPOWER
PBOUT=IBAlT_VI._ATr

C ESTIMATENEW IflVERIEROUTPUTHOWER
P{NV=PBOl![-j.OIISAI[-0.035,1((PBOUT-PILOS_)

C ESTIMATEMOIOROUTPUTPOWERAND ELECTRICPOWERA'[CVF INPUT
PMFPCT=((HiNVIO.?)/HMIR[O)X(l00.

l'fi(llOR=PINV'.INTEQ(EFFMTR_PMTPCI._WMOTOR_200.,1466.

PflGPCT=(PMOIOR/PMGRTE}_iflfl.

HP-'LEC=PMO[UR_[NTF_'t](GREFF_PMGPCT_WHGPCT_iOO.,tO0.
&i.,'-I._I0._"I0._I0i_II)
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IFLLBK=IFLLBK+i
C CALCNEWHEPOWER

PHb'=PCUI--PP].EC
C IF DATT IS DISCHARGEDSET g0% DOD FLAG
70 [F(SOC.LT.O.2)180DOD=i
C CALC.BATT.ENERGYUSAGEFOR THIS INCREMENT

B_NRGY=(P80U[IDELT)/i.E+O6
C CALCBATT INTERNALVOLTAGEAND ENERGYWEIGHTINGFACTOR

VINr=NCIINIE_(DISCHG_SOC_O._i._IEFFfiX_.Oi,,-.@i_lO0._-iO@._iOij6)
I}}SEFF=VINT/VBATT

C CAt.C.IOTALI_ATTENERGYUSAGESINGESTARTOF TRIP
EBfO_=EBI"O'f+BENRGYIDISFFF

C................................HE CHARGINGCOMPUTAFIONS

C IS IE CHARGINGINIIIBIT_D
80 IF(INOCHG.EQ.i)GOTOiOi
C IS BATTDISCHARGED

IF(SOC.LT.O.2)GO TO ?0
C [5 BAITPRESENfLYBEINGCHARG_I)

IF(IHECHG.HE.i) GOTOiOi
C .ISBAr[BELOWMAX CIIARGINULEVEL

IF(SOC.LT.SOCNAX)GOTO90
C SlOPCHARGING

IHECHG=O
(;OTOiOi

C IS [HI5IIIGH_AYDRIVING
90 IF(IHWY-i)i02_103ji03
C INIIIB[TALL FURTIIERUSEOF BA[TERILS
I03 INOELE=i

GOIOtl}S
C IS THISTHECRUISEPHASEOF THESTC
}02 IF(TI_IE.LT.TCOAST.AND,TIfiE.GE.TACGEL)GOTO lOS
1Or PCHG=O.

GOTO140
C S_:f-OAlrCHARGINGFL_G
lOS IHECHG=I
(: IS POWERSPLITBEINGCHANGED

IF(PELEC.GT.II.)IFLLBK=IFLLBK_
C SET HE POWERTO TOTAL

PItE:PIIE.PELEC
PBOUT=O.
M.LEC=O.
PMUIOR=_.
PINV=O.

C HAS ELECIRICPOWERBEENCHARGEDTO BATTTHIS ITERATION
_F(IELEC.NZ.i)GOfOi(]6

C RESETBAITERYQUANTITIES
AHUUI'=AIIUUf-(IB_\TT%OEL[13600.)
i[(TOI=EBTOI-BENRGYIDISEFF
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IBATT:O.
(: CALCCHARGINGPOWER
i06 PCHG:PHEMAX.--PHE

IF(PCHG.GL.0.)GO TO i00

GOT(}140
C CALC POWERSUPPLIEDTO ELECTRICMOTOR
iO0 WMGPCT=(WCVIigHORIE)_iO0.

PIIGPCf=(PCHG/PMGR[E)IiO11.

PHOTOR=PCHGIINIE_(GREFF_PMGPCT_WHGPCT_iO0._iO0.
&i._-i._iO._-iO._iOi_ii)

(: IS THE CHARGINGPOWERGREATERTHANIHE MAX MOTORPOWER
I;-(PMO[I]R.LF'.PMFHAX)GOTU iiO

C SET POWERAT MAX AND CORRECTPOWERCHARGEDTO HE
PMO[OR=PHIMAX
{'MGPCT=(PMOTOR/PHGRTE)X(iO0.
I'CHG=PflTMAX/INTEQ(GREFF_PMGPCT_WMGPCT_IO0._iO0.

C CALCPOWERFROMGENERATORTO INVERTER
iiO WHOTOR=WCVT!RGRM

I'HTPCT=(PHOTOR/PHTRTD);_iGO.

PINV:PHOTORIIN{E_(EFFMFR_PM[PCT_WMOTORj200. _t 466.
I_,2.5_-'2.5_146.61_439.B2_Bl_7)

C IS INVERTERPOWERTOOGREAT
H(PINV.LE.PINV_iX)GOTO 120

C SET POWERAT MAX AND CORRECFPOWERCHARGEDTO HF.]
PINV=PINVHX
PMTPC_=(PINV/PHTRTD)Ii@O.

PCHG-'=-PINV/(INIEQ(EFFHTR,PH{PCT_WHUTOR_2_U._i466.
I.,2.5_-2.S;i46.61_439.82_8i_7)
G IINTEQ(GREFF_PMGPCI_WMGPCT_iO0._iO0._l.>-l._iO._-iO._iOl)il))

C INIf[ALIZEITERATIONFLAG
120 IICHG=O

EFHi=PINV/PMOTOR
C .................................................................................

l]..................................... HE CHARGINGBATTERYL{]OP.......................
C .................................................................................

C CALCULAT._:IIATIINPUTPOWERANO CURRENT
123 PBOUI=-PINV+3.OI(PINViVBCHG)+0.03SIPINV

IBAFT=P[10UT/VBCHG
PVBATT=VBCHG

C IS CHARGINGPOWER[00GREAf
IF(PBMAX_t(MC/MCSTND)+PBOUT.GE.O.) GOTO121

(:SET CHARGINGPOWERAT MAX AND CAt.CNEW BAT'!CURRENT
PBOUT=-P,qHAXI(MC!HCSI'ND)
IBATT=PBOUT/VBCHG

C IS CIIARGINGCURRENf[OU LARGE
_ZI IF(IDHAX+IBAII.GE.O.)GOTOi22
C SET BAffCURP,ENI _f MAXAN_ RECAI.CULA[ECHARGINGPOWER

IBATI=-IBNAX
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PP,OUT=_BATIX(.VBCHG
C SAVEOLD VALUEOF BATTERYVOLIAGE
i32 V£_fOLO=VbCHG
C CALC.CHARGINGAMP-HRSAND ACTUALAMP-HRS

AHCHG=AHCHG-(IBATT_DELTi3600.)
AACIL=AIIOUf-.AHCHG-AREGEN

C CALCAVERBATICURRENTFOR SIC AND HIGHWAYDRIVING
[F(IlIWY.Nt.i)GOIO t2S
IAVe=360O.%AHOUT!(TIME.DELT)
(;UTO130

C {:ALCAVERBATTt:URRLNISINCEStARTOF STC DRIVING
iNS IAVE=(3600.IAIIOUf)/((TIME_DELI').FL.OAr(NCYCLE--I)$fSTOP)
C CALCULATESLATEOF CHARGEAND BATTERYVOLTAGEDURINGCHARGING
13_ CAPKG=PUKRT(IAVEiMC)

CAPCTY--.CAPKGIMC
SOC=I.0--(AACII.!CAPCFY)
IEl.F=.-IBAIII(MCSTND/MC)

V_{CIIG=NCIIN'IEQ(VCHG_(AACIL/MC)_IEFF_iS._300.,i._0._2S._0._i3:i2)
k{.GEFF=NCX'.£NTEQ(DISCIiG_SOC_O._i._IEFFMX_.81_-.UI_iO0._-lOtl.
&IBi>6)
&/VBCHG

C DUESCALCVOLTAGE-EQUALVOLTAGEASSUMED
}F(ABS(VBCHG-V[:TOLD).LE.VDELT)GO lO 133

U IIAUE_E ITERATEDMAXIMUMNUMBEROF TIMES
}F(IICHG.GE.IIERMX)GO TO i34

C _NCREM_NT[TERAI'IONCOUNfERANO RF'SEFCHARGINGAMP-HRSINTOBATF
IICHG=IICHG+i
AHCHG=AHCHG+(IBATIIDELT/3600.)
GU TU k?.3

C SET BAITERYVOLIAGElO OLDVALUE
134 VLqCIIG=VBTOLD
C LIMITSOC TO MAX
_33 IF(SOC.GI.i.O)SOC:i.
C SlOPCHARGINGIF BATTERYHAS REACHEDMAX CHARGINGt.EVEL
131 IF(SOU.GE.SOUMAX)IIIECHG=O
C (_ALCTOTALBATT[iNERGYUSEDSO FAR ON THISTRIPOR FROM SIARTOF STC'S

EBfOT=!SBfOl'+((PBUUFIDELr)/i.E_o6)_.REGEFF
C INCREASEREQ'DHE POWERlO INCLUDECHARGINGPOWER

PI_IL=Plli:3PCIIG
C IS HE POWERTO(JLARGE

i40 D'(i_H_.LE.PHEMAX)GOTOi61i
C IS BATTDISCHARGED

[I_(_IOC.GE.O.2)GUIO141
IOVRLD=IOVRLD_-i
PSI(URF--PCVr-PHFMAX-PELILC
IF(PSHORT)136_i36_137

136 WRITE(?_i072)PSHORT
JOY2FORMAT("AN ERRORHAS OCCUREDIN COMPUTINGTHE"_

6" SUIIOF THE SQUAREDPOWEROVERLOAD(POVRI.D="_Fg.2_")")
GOfO 160
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132 POVRLD=POVRLD+PSIIOP,I._PSHORI
GlifOiGtl

(.'. HAVEGIEATTEIiPTEDTO SHITCHNOR[_POWERTO ELECTRICMOTOR
14i If(IS_JTCII.NE.i)GOTO 142

IOVKLDqOURLO_i
VSHORT=PCVT--PHEhAX-PELEC
[F(PSHORT)136_13G_137

!.' SEt SWIfCIIFLf_l.:
142 1SWTf.',H:t
(; DiD WI-.USE-ELECIRICPOWERIN THISINCREIiENT

IF(f:ELEC.t.E.U.)GOrl]ISO
C RCSE.TAHPHUURSOUT OF BATT

AFIUUI=t_Hi-JIJT-.(IDA[ I1IOELl-/3600.)
[.BIOT=EB'IOT-IILNRGYIDISEFF

C '.._IIIrCII[XCFSSPI]blE.RTO r2LEI.',fRI!.;liLITi!R
iS(}PHE=r'HEIIAX

PEI.I-C=Iq]VT-PIIE
IFLLBK:II.iLBI(+i
GOi0 30

C (:6t.ClieTORQUE;SPEED>FUELFL.OWRATE
IG_ !:JIIE:IACVi

TIIE=PfIEIWHE

FI.iELF:T==II4.Ti,!Q(Hi-.IIAP>THE,WIIE;.PHEIiAX/200.,_40.0,SATORQ,AESPED>616)
.>,IFI!SCLE
[:ISFC_=FUELRT/PHE%,II?8722.i

i; Ci_l.i] ll_Z;:IJELVLILUIII_USEI)S[NCt7SI'AI!I01-"TR!P
UOLTOT=VOLTOT+(FUELRTW{IIEt.I)

Y, [HORtit'iL:t!fr[ttl.7
IIfiE:,IIIiE+DEI_.I
N[ [lIE:l_r llIE+.t

t]$
C HIGIiGIAYPR!NIULr[

IF(iA.EQ.IA/STIST.AND.RUN21.EO.I) Wl_,llE(f3j40_)
IA=IA+i

401 FORIiAI("1."_'14f_:YCLEIIHE PAVE WDI,.'.IVE WGEAR WCVT '
,_<_"WILE file wHuroR IAgE 18(IDLIOIFLI..BKIOVRLO' ,,
t_' ISIAICH IilER I HEC.Hf.;IICHG IIREGN;)
[F(R!JI,l;7.I.i:;I_.I) WR[rE(tl>St}li0) N[',YCi.I_l'.{lIE:VAVE_GIDRIgl'7,GIGEAR_WCVT

#.,!..iHE">TiiEiL4M0TOI,'.
&IAVE>180DOD:,IfLLBR_IOVRLD_ISI4TCH_IITERiIHECHG,IICIIG_IIREGN

'7000FlJRit_lI(I el_2X_l:U.0_iX, F'i.I.21iX _k-8.3_iXjF'L!.2: IX_l-:t3.3_IX_1:8.J_i×_
;_FiT.'._iIX_F8.2>iX_fE:.3_iXlf3(18>I×))
rF(IB.EU.rl;w':;7;f.'_7._ND.RUN;-!I.tZLl.i) _RITtZ(V,402)

402 FORI-iAI('t" >'bICYCLEliME PAXI..E PDRIVE PGEAR PCVT '
,_" RtT.Yf PIIET I>CHi; P_ZI.Ei:Pi!OrLIR PINV ',
G" PBOLII IBhlT VBAII SUC PROAD I'REGEN';
/l" I:JSI:!;"_4X_"FUELRT"ISX;' EI"BI")
IB'-IB+i

II"(RUII21.EO.I) WRITE(9_5010) I'!,CYCLE_IIlME_PAXLE_PDRIUE_PGEAR
GlICVT_RCUf>PHE,IIt;HG,
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&PELEC_PHOTOR_PINV_PBOUT_IBAIT_PVBAIT)SOC)PROAD)PREGEN)
&BSFCij FUELRT,EFft1

SOlOFORHAT(14,2X,F8.0,1X,F8.i)iX)F8.i_iX,FB.I)IX)F8.i)IX,F8.3,1X,
&F'8.I)iX)H8.2)IX)F'8.I)iX)F'8.I)IX_i"8.2,iX_F'B.2_iX,F8.2_iX)
&F8.2,IX)F8.4)IX)F8._-)IX)F8.2)IX,FY.4)IX,FIO.8)IX,F?.6)

C$
C IS THISHIGHWAYDRIVING

IF(IIIWY.EQ.i)GOl'O170
C HAS THE 'COAST'PHASEOF THE STC BEENREACHED

[F(F[HF_-TCOAST)lO_i80_t_lO
C HAS IiIGHWAYDRIVINGBEENCOMPLETEDFOR THISIRIP
I'10CONTINUE

C

I[(TIME-TRIPTM)20,300,300

C ........................................... C|_AS f PHASE ........................................

.............................................................. m ...............

c SEt HfATEN_31NZCIIARGINGPOWERTO ZERO
i80 PCHG=O.

I_FER=U
]ICHG=O

PVBATT=NCIINTEQ(DISCHG,SOC,O.,i.,IEFFMX).01)-.Oi)100.)-i00.)
,_,iUi,6)

C CALCCURRENTV_-LOCITY
VELO=V(NIIME)

C CALCVEHICLEDRAGFORCE
1911I'O=COAIRIIOSVELO%VELO/2.

C CALCROLLINGRESISTANCEFORCE
F-R=MF_I;RAV_(iO.+0.OtY_VELU.O.O0008$V;_LOIVELO)/I0O0.

C CALCGRAbEFORCE
BETA=L_ET(NTIII_)
FGR=MTX(GRAVSSIN(BEIA)

C CALCVZIIICLEVELOCIfYAF ENO !iF"fi#iEIHCREMENF
VNEXT=VELO-(DELTI(FGR+FD+FR)/HI)

C CALC AVERAGFCURRENfANO VFLLOCIfY
I-AVE=(3600.IAHOUI)/(TIME4FLOAT(NCYCLE-I)STSIOP)
VAVk=.S_((VF_LO{-VNZ×T)

C ZEROALLDRIVETRAINPOWERS)ETC
PAXLZ=O.
PDRIVE=O.
PUEAR=O.
PCVI=0.
PI-_LI._'C=t]
PHE=O.
PMi]FOR=O
_'INV=O.
PILOSS=O
] BATT:O.
PBOUT---.LI.
lHE=O.
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C CALCDRIVESHAFISPEEDS
LdHE=O.
WDRIVE=VAVEI(RTIRE_RDIFF)
WGEAR-.--WDR,{VEIRG;AR
WCVT:WGEAR/RCVT
WHOrOR:WCVTIRGRII

C INCREIiENTTIIIE
TIfIE=TIBE._DELT

NIINE--NIIBE+I
FU;:I.Rf=@.

C$

IF(Ih.EQ.IA/57i57.AND.RUN21.EQ.I) WRITE(B_4GI)
IA=IA+I

IF(RUN21.EQ.i) WRITE(8_SO00) NCYCLE_IIME_VAVE_WDRIVE_WGEAR
&WCVF_WHE_[HE_WHOTOR
&IAVE_I80DOD_IFLLBK_IOVRLD_ISWICH_IITER_IHECHG_IICHG_IIREGN
£F'(IB.EQ.IB/S'/IS/.ANO.RUN21.E_l.I)WRITE(9_402)
IB:IB+I

IF(RUN2£.E(_.1) WRIfE(?_SOlO) NCYCLE_IIME,PAXLE_PDRIVE_PGEAR
&I'CVf _RCVf_PIiE_PCIB;
GPELEC_PMOTOR_PINV_PBOUT_IfIATT_PVBATT_SOC_PROAD_PREGEN

r e_ • ......
&U,_FUI;FIJtLRT_EFIll

C$
C SAVEVELOCIIY

V(NF[_IE)=VNEXT
C HAS THE BRAKINGPARTOF THESTC BEENREACHED

IP(rlME.GE.TBRAKE)GO[O 195
C INITIALIZEVELOCTITYFORNEXT TIMEINCREMENI

VEL!]---VNEXI"
GOTO 190

C.......................................BRAKINGPHASE.......................................

C CALCVEL OECREASEPER lIMEINCREMENTDURINGBREAKING
195 DELV=(VNEXTX_DELT)/(TSTOP-IBRAKE)
C CALC IHEAVERAGEVELOPITYOVER THENEXITIIIEINCREMENT

200 VI:V(NTIIiE)
V2=VI.-DELV
VAVE'--(Vi+V2)/2.

C CALCPOWERLOSTDUE TO ROADLOSSESFOR THISiNCREMENT
FO=CDA)KRIIO_VAVE_VAVE/2.
iI_=HI_(GRAV;_(10.+0.0ISVAVE+O.00008Y_VAVEIVAVE)/IO00.
BEfA:BET(N[IHE)

FGR=HTX(GRAVISIN(BEIA)
PROAO=(FGR+FR_FL))WcVAVE

C CALCTHEPOWERDUE TO VEHICLEENERGYCHANGE
I'WRSTP:(H[_{i.1/2. >I((Vl_(Vl)--(g2$v2))iDIZLT

C CALCPOWERAVAILABLEFOR REGENERATION
PP,_ZGEN=PWRSTP.-PROAD

C IS REGENPOWERABOVEMIN
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IF (PI_EG;f!_.-REGflIN) 230_23D_,..:d'r'
C S[l REGENERATEDPOWERS10 ZERO

f'DRIUE=O,
PGE_R=L!.
PCVT=O.
Pffi]l'O]t=0
PINV:O.
P.fLOSS=U.
PBiJUT:O.
PHE=U.
IDATI=O.
PELEC=U.
.:UTO235

t: IS Lqt'_TTER_'FULLYCH_RGE.O
2.3t IF(SOC.GE.t.O} GOIO230
C CAi_t;AXLE'3P!ZI'OAND rORQU_

WAXLE=VAUE/RIIRE
[AXLE=PREGEN/WAXLE

gAXLE=PRECEN

C CALC DRIVESHAFITORQUE_SPEED_POWER
WDR)IVE.-=WAXI..E/RDiFF
PDPCT=(PREGLNiPDRATE)ltO0.
WDPCT=(WAXLE/HO!JRTE)_.tOO,

rDKIVE:PREGEN_{INTEQ(GREFF_PDPCT;WDPCI_I00._:_tlO.>
_,I.,-i.iI0.;-lB._i0i_!l>
lDKIVE=PDR1UEIWDRIVE

C CALCI;IUANTIIIE'.;AI O.IZFi'f'l_._[O,_Ill.CVI
WGEAR=WDRIUEiRGE(_R
PGIq',I=(I'DRIVEIPGRATE)II.Oti.
WGI'CT=(WDRIVEIWGORTE)$1OO.
PGEAR=P01!IVI-ZWcINIEQ(GREFF,PG;_Cf;WGPCI_111d._I00.
&l.,-l._O._-iO.,iOl_il)

rGEAR=HGEAR/_GE¢_P
C CAL.CCUTR#,TIO

PHE=O.
CALLRATIO

C C_LCfJUANTIIIESON ENGINESIDEOF CUT
{_i:Ur:WGEAR/RI:UT

PCVT=(I'GE_R)_( 1N1NO(EFF_(PG[AR/IO00.)_RCUT_ii}0._3.4
t_APCVF_ARCUT,8_'/))
'ICVT=PCVTII_Z:VT

C Llli[rCUr HLIWERf!lll'i_X
IF(PCVT.GI.PCVTIiX)PCVT=HCVINX
P_-LEC=PCVf

C CALCPOGIERAT MOTORSIDEOF liOIORGEARREDUCER
WHO_UR=WCVT/RGRH
I'N(;PCT=(PCVT/PHGRTE)IIO0.
WI_GPCI'=(WCUfI_H;JRI'E)_I00.
rl-IUTOR=PCVT_INFEQ,(GREFF_PMGPCT_WIIGPCT_!00._iOO.
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&i.,"i._I0.x-lO.:Itli_li)
lMOTOr,=PIIOTORIW_iOl'OR

C I_ RLGENERATIONPOllERIS GREAIERIHANMAX MO'IORPOWERSETPOWERAT MAX
IF(PI_OFUR.ljr.PMrHAX)PHOTU;_,:PhTflAX

C CALCPOWERFROMGENERATORTU INVERTER
Pi4rpi:r=(PH()FLIR/PHTRTD>iiOU.
PIRV=PMOI'ORI

&INTEG}(EFF_IR,PMTPCT_WMOIOR_200._1466._2.Sx-2.S_146.61_439.82_8.i_7)
U izNIrIAI.IZErfERATIOf!COUNTER

IIREGN=O
C IF INVERTERPOWERIS TO0 GREATSET POWERAl M_X

I'F(PINV.t;T.PINV_X)PINV=PINV_
IIti_.=PINV/PMOTOR

C CPII.CI._ArTERY{ttPUl P!]I,IERANI)CURRENf
C ..............................................................................................

r.......................................REUE_'_ERArfv£BnrrERYVOLTAGELOOP.....................
C ........................................................................................

24S PItOUf=--PIlqV+_;.OWe(PINV/VBLH.IG)+0.!I3S_PIf-IV
I}._ATI=PBOUI/VB(;HG
PVSi_TT=VC_CHG

C IS CHARGINGPOWiLRTOO LARGE
[F(PSMAXI(IiC/MI]SrND)+PBLIUI.GE.O.) GOH 2,D.,'

C SET POWERA3 _AX AND RECALCUI.AiEBATTCURRENT
Pt_Ur:-P81iAXI(MCi_ICSrNO)
II_ATi=PBOUT/V_:CHG

C IS CIIARGINL:CURRENtTOLlLARL:E
239 II-(IBMAX+IBAIT.GE.O.)GOTO241
C SEI CbRRENFAI fi_,XAND REI._ALCULAIECIIARGI;I_GPCH_ER

IDATI:-IBHAX
PB;]UI=rBATrIVBCIiG

C Sf,VI OLD VALUEOF'B_qTTVOLIAGE
24t VBrOLD---VBCHG

C (;ALL'[{ATI'A_ir"-HRSOUT AND AVERBAITCURRENISINCESTARTOF SIC'S
AREL_EN'=AREGF_'I-}-(IBAf fil)ELfl3GO!l)
AACTL=AHOUI-.AREGEN-AHCHG
[AVE=(3800._AHOUI)/(irI4F+FI.OAT(NCYCI.E-I)ll3TO;_)

C C(_t.CSTATEOF CHARGEANDBATIERYVOLTAGEDURINGREGENERATION
CAPrTY=Hc:_PUKRl(IAVE/l,iC)
SUC'--I.0-(AACTL/CAPCTY)
IEFF-----I8A[[.I.(MCSINO/_iC)

VIJCHG=NCI.I_rEf_(VCHG>(AACIL./MG)_IEFF_i5.,LeOO.>I.,O._2S._O._i3>i2>
REGFFF=IfCIINrlZO(0fS_HG:,SOl:_U._1._IEFFMX}.0t:-._i:iOl).i-i00.}

GlOl_6)
&IVBCI.iG

C DOESCALCBATIERYVOLTAGEEQUALASSUMEDVO[.I_GE
IF(ABS(VBCI{G-VBTOLD).LE.VDELF)GOTbl243

C HAVE.WE ITERATEDTHE #iAXNO tIFTIMES
IF(IIREGN.GE.Ih;RMX)GOTU244

C INCRE#i_ZNTITERATIONCOUNTERAN{)RESETA-H INlOBATT
IIREGN=IIREGN+i
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AREGEN=AREGEN.(IBAT'T$DELT/3600.)
L;OTO24S

C SEI BAITVOLIAGETO OLD VALUE
244 VBCIIG=VBTOLD

C LIHIT SOCTOMAX
243 IF(SOC.LE.I.O)GOTO242

SOC=I.0
C CALCBATTERYCURRENTREQUIREDlO FULLYCHARGEBATTERY

AREGEN=AREGF.N.( IBATT%OELT/._600.)
IfILL:3600./DEL.T%(AIIOUT-AREGEN-ANCHG)
IBAFT=-XFILL
AREGEN=AREGEN'-(IBATT$DELI/3600.)
AACTL=AItOUf-AREGEN-.AHCNG
} [FF=-IBATT$(MCSTND/BC)
VBCHG=NC%INTEQ(VCHG_(AACTLIMC)_IEFF_I5._300._i._0._25._0._13_12)
REGEFF=NC$1NTE_(DISCHG_SOC_O._I._IEF'FMX_.Oi>-.Ol_iOO._-_OO.
&iOI,6)
GIVBCH(;
PBOUT=VBCHG_IBATT
PVBAT.T=VBCIIG

C SEI TOTALENERGYOUT OF BATTERYTO ZERO
EBfOr=O.
(;OTO23S

242 CONTINUE
C CALCTOTALBATTENERGYUSEDOH THISTRIPOR FROMSTARTOF STC'S

EB[OT=EBTOr+((PBOUTtDELT)/i.E.O6)tREGEFF
C INCREMENTTI_iE

23S TIMF=T_BE.DELF
NTIIIE=NTIIIE+i

C$
IF(IA.EQ.IA/ST_S?.AND.RUNZi.EQ.i) WRITE(8_40i)
IA=_A.i

IF(RUN2i.EQ.i) WRITE(8_SO00) NCYCLE_TIME_VAVE_WDRIVEjWGEAR
,_WCVT_WIll."_THE_WHO1'OR
t_IAVE,IZIODOD_IFLLBK,IOVRLD_ISWTCH_IITER_IHECHG_IICHG_IIREGN
IF(IB.E_.IB/S?_5"I.ANO.RUN21.Et_.I)WRITE(9_402)
)I_=iB.I
IF(RUN21.EQ.i) WRITE(9_SOIO)NCYCLE_TIMFI_PAXLE_PDRIVE_PGEAR
&PCVF_RCVF_PIIE_PCHG
&PELEC_P_iOlOR_I_INV_PBOUT_IBAIT_PVBAFT_SOC_PROAB_PREGEN
&BSFUi_FUELRT_EFMI

C_
C HAVEWE REACHEDTIIESTOPPHASEOF THE STC

[F([IIIF..Z.GE.TSTOP) GO[O236
V(NIINE)=V2
GO TO 2O0

C CALCAVERCURRENTFOR ALL SIC'S
236 IAVE--(AHt}UTIJ600.)I(FIIOAT(NCYCLE)._KfSTUP)

C AT ENDOF lHISSTC,SAVE:BATISOC_ AVERAGECURRENT_PETROL.EUMVOLUNE,
C EI.ECFR[CALENERGY_AIIP"HRSOUT: A_P-IIRSREGENAND BATT.STATE-
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C At.LSINCESTARTOF STC'S
IDOD(NCYCLE)=ISODUD
IVESTC(NCYCLE)=IAVE
HOUr(NCYCLE)=AHOUT
REGEN(NCYCLE)=AREGEN
EBI'OTL(NCYCLE)=EBTOr
PEISTC(NCYCLE)=VOLTOT
SOCSTC(NCYCLE)=SOC

CHAI{GE(NCYCLE)=AHCHG
C_

16---16+i

IF(16/NCYLMXINCYLMX.EQ.16.AND.RUN21.LE.i) WRITE(6_484)
",([_FiBfO[L(i)_HOUT([)_[DOD(I}_[VFISTC(I)_PE[STC([)_RE_EN(I)
LSUCSTC(I)_CHARGE(I),I=l_NCYCLE)

404 HORMAF("';/IX_"["_SX_'EBTO[L(1)',,4X_'HOUf(1)'_4Xj'IDOD(I),_
&4×_"IVEST(1)",3X_"PETSTC(i)"_3×_'REGEN(I)'_2X_'SOCSTC(I)'_3X_
&'CHARGE(I)"_/_6(.[2_3X_2XjFV.5_2X_F?.5_3X_IB__X_FV.St
&4(2×,Fg.S)/))

Cl

C IS THISTHE END OF THE STC WHICHPRECEEDSALL HIGHWAYDRIVING?.
IF-(NCYCLE-NSTCFR)238_237_2.3B

C SAVEPRESENTVALUEOF BATTERYVOLTAGE
237 VH_JBTT=VBATT

C INITIALIZEPO_ERREGENERATIONVARIABLES
23U PREGEN=O.

PROAD=O.
I[REGN--..O

C HAVEWE GONETHE MAX NO OF STC'S
IF(NCYCLE-NCYLIIX)24B_250_2S8

C INCREMENTCYCLECOUNTERAND INITIALIZETIME
240 NCYCLE=NCYCLE+I

TIME=O.
NrlME=i
GOTO10

C INIIIALIZETRIPCONSUNPTIONVARIABLES
2SO PEIROL=O.

IHWY=O
EN!ZLEC=O.
NTRIP=I

C bEIERMINELENGTHOFCURRENTTRIP
260 LENGIH=[RIPLN(N[RIP)

C IS TRIP ALL STC'S
IF(LENGTH.GT.ALLSTC)GOTO2'-70

C CALCt_lJliBERl]i_ STC"SIN TRIP
SlCNO=L.ENGTH/STCDIS
NOSTC=STCNO
[}ELSTC=STCNO-FLOAT(NOSTC)

C CAM;A_iP.-I_RSFOR _Hi'STRIP
AACTL£=HOUT(NOUTC}-REGEN(NOSTC}-CHARGE(NOSTC)
AACIL2=HOUF(NOSTC4.1)-REGEN(NOSTC+I)-CHARGE(NUSTC+I)
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AACTL:AACTLI+(AACTL2-AACTLi)_DELSTC
C C;,LC_EfROLCtlNSUMPf£ONFOR TI(_STR._IP

r t_,,_u,_-,ETolC_,OSTU)_I_ELSTC_(PEISI'C(NOSIC.i)'-PETSTC(NOSIC))
APFTf(NfRIH)=PEFHOL

C C6{_CELECENERGY(.'.ONSUHPTIONFOR "(HIST[_IPUSINGPOWERAND USINGAMP-HRS
ENELEC:.:EBfOT!.(NOSTC)+O_-LSiC'_(_"tlTOIL(NOSIC+i)-EBTOTL(NtisFC))
(,i:LEIP(NTRIf')=ENZLEC
Et,!RGY=NC%#,ACTL._3.6E-O3ISVINI(AACV>AACTLiMt:>ACR>B)
k," "f1_t._F.I(_(HiR[P)=ENRGY

C DETERMINENO [iFSUCHIRIPS/YE¢hR
IRIPYR=TRIPNO(Nf',XIP)

C DETfRHINEYEARLY'PETROLAND EtF_CICONSUHPTIONFOR THISTRIP
PIil_R(NIR{P)=[R[PYR_PEIRt]L
[L{CYR(NlRIP)---TG'.IPYRIENELEt:
EL:V(NlRIP)=TRi(PYR;XENRGY

C _AS THE BAITDISCHARGEDSONEIIMEDURINGTH]SIRIP
IF(IOUD(NOSI'C).NE.t) G{!fO 265
DISFAC=i
GUf!]267

2('.,5DISFAC=(i.-SOCSTC(NOSTC))/0.8
C_[._N_)OF-DISCHARGESPI:.RYEARF!_R[H_'._IRIPFYPi_

26? DISCH(NIRIP)=I)ISF_CY:TRIPYR
C I:_I(I_SIHFt.f_SlTR{P iYPL-
27(1 IF(NTRIP.GE-.NIRIPX)GOTO27i

NTRIH=NIR.[P_.l
GO !O 260

C DLI_-RhINEWALLPLUGENERGYRf-Q'bTO MEE!ELECI.ENERGYCONSUIiPIION
;]'it Or)2_]0I--t,NTR.;:VZ

ELEC(I)=ELEC(I)/CHGEFF
A'.F.LEIF_(I)=A_LETA(I)/CIGEFF
AI.LE:3P(I)=AFL.ETP(I)/EFFBC

280 _iI.!{CYR(I)=EL_.'CYR(I)/EFF[H"
IF(RUNEI.LE.i.)_IRITE(6,12_,)

1_.!6 l-'!.}R('l(_I(tX:' I'/IX_'OISCII(I)'>,_X_'PI-.f_R(i)'>3×>'ELECYI(<I)"
&SX,'EL.EC(I)':S×_'TRIPNO(I)'>it;X_;TRIPLN(I)'_iOX>
&iX,'PEIRiJL'>6X:'ENEL_ZC'_6X,'Ef,;RGY')
b[J 6579 l=t>8

6579 IF(RUN21.LE.I) WRI[E(6>4OL_)I _DISCH(1)_PEIYR(1)>ELECYR(1)
,_tiL_C(£) >TRIf NO( I ) : IR£FLN(I ) >APETT( [ )>A;_I.EIT)(I) )AEI._IA(1)

40i.l FORMAT(iX_I2>SX_Fq.4>2X_FV.4_3X;Fq.4>6X>F?.'t>3X>F6.0>4X>F?.O>i_X>
&_iX >i::iO.'i>2X;_i{).4)2X,FIO.4)

C.:.+_++++._+._+++++++++++_+.+_+++++++++++_+++++_+++
SU_A--U.
E¢|KHY=O.
SUMP:O.
P{.IVY=O.
PEFU=_I.
DO _1'$341I::I>8
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EAKWIiR({)=_-LEC(I)I.$.6
AL;KHA(I)=AELETA(I)13.6
AEKIiI'(.[)=AELEFP(I)/3.6

PElV=l"ElV+APETT( t )
Pfi.IVY:PEF(JY.PE/YR(.{)
SUMA--SUM_.AEKHA(I)
SUi'iP=SU)tP+AEKtIP( I')

83341EAKHY=EAKHY_EAK_HR(I)
}_F(RUN21.NE.4) GUIO._.;23
)F(CX(1).NL.O.)GOTO33244
WRIrE(7_3346)
)I(RUN21[iQ.4)WRITE(B_3346)
IF(RUN21.EQ.4)WRIlE(V_3346)
I_R).lE(1(J:3346)

_346FORMA'I(2X,q'S',IOX:'i',IIXa'2",tlX,'S',IIX,'4",IiX_'S'_IIX_
_'6":I_X_"7":11X_'t_'_i.OX_"SUM"_/'.ii_.I')

3S244CONIINUE

WRiTE(7;34_(2)CX(1)_(AEKHA(1);I=1_8)_SUMA
WRI'TE(L_34_52)CX(1)_(APIZ(I'(I)_{=I_Ll);P[-'.[(._
WRlTE(V_3432)C×(1)_(AEKHP(1)_I=i_8)_SUMP
WR!_IE(I__3432)CX(1);(EAKW(|R(1)_.[=I_L_)_EAKHY

34_2FORMAl(IX_F4.2_.X;B(Fil.S>IX_)_F11.S)
J23 O](IfINti_

C._.'_.'_++++_+++++++++++._++++++++_+++++-_+++++++++++++++++

_F(I!I.(N21.LE.i) _._R{rE(6;34._I) _]VRLO_POVRI.O_EIVY_EAKHY:IN)_HG
343_[_')RMAT('IOVi(LD='_IS.,2X_'POV_LD.--'_GI3.7>2X_'lOlAL PETROLEUi'I'_

4' VIILU_IL'_' ".....,_:RYEAR(PE(VY)="_r_.,!_'I._TEP,I;/'(EAR'_SX;
&"IOTAt.Et.ECIRICENERGYCONt_U(iPTIO,_PER '('EAR(EAI(HY)='_FO.2_
&' KIUIWAII IiOURSlYEAR'_SX_"INOiL)HU="_It)
I'EFV_O:--PEIVIt_O.
REFUR(_

C CALf:lIfiEll TAKESTO (hAKETHISTRIP
;1'/0 (R(Pf_',=;FI.UAI(NSFCFR)%FSfl)P+((LENt;FH-FL_JAf(NS$'CFR)ISfCDlt))II({,_YUEL)
C IS THISTHE FIRSIIRIPREQUIR)._G_(IGHWAYDRIVING

[_(IH_Y.{ilf.;J)G_)iO2_)

C INIIIALIZEBAllI-iODELANDFU[.LCONSUMPTIONS
C VBAiT:=VI(_D1i

AI-IOUI'=HO(JI(_.."._lCFR)
110DLID=£I)L)!I(N:SFCFIR)
}AVi._=IVESIC(N'_lCFR)
VOLfOr=P;_TSFC(N$Fg(.:i()
[lqOl=EBIOIL(NL;ICFR)
AIIEGEN::_!EG!_t((NSFO-R)
AHuH,,-CHARt;_.,N_,T{.FR)

C SEI V_LZL;IT,_Ai;CELERATIONAHD GF,'.ADI_FOR HIGHWAYDRIVING
VAV!-=|I(_YgEL
ACCEI=O.
BEFA=_.

C INIIIALIZETI_ETO STARIOF HIGHWAYDRIVING
I"((IE:=FLUAI(I.(_I£FR)IISFlip
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C INIIIALIZEBATTERYMODELQUANTITIESFOR STARTOF HIGHWAYDRIVING
fAPCTY=IICtPUKRI(IAVE/IIC}
¢_ACTL=AHOUT-AREGEN-AHCHG
SOC=i.O-(Af_CIL/CAPCTY)

C SEIHIGHWAYFLAG lO HIGHWAYDRIVINGCONDITION
(ilWY:I

C SILlHWY DRIVINGlIMEINCREMENT
OEI.I=DI{LIHW
GOl-O20

C CAI.CYEARLYPEIROLCONSUHPTIONFOR IHISTRIPTYPE
30_ f__PYR=IR(Pr_O(RTR_P)

PElYR(NTRIf)---.TRIPYRIVOLTOI
PFFRI]L=VOLFUf
APEII(NIRIP)=PEIROL

C CALC YEARLYELECENERGYCONSU_iPTIONfOR THISIRIPTYPE
" " _'wJ't..I.,zt._(N[H[P}=|RfPYR%E{II'Oi"
_.N.LEC-_-BTUI
i_'_'I._._IP_,I,!IR_P}_:EFIELI::IC

Et.EC(NEW}P)_=IRI?YR_K_.CIAACIL.13.6E--031SVIHI(AhCV,AACILIMC_ACR_8)
LI_Y,_;Y=_-t.ZC(I,_lP,[P)Ii'RIPYR
(_I:LElA(NIRH'):-'LNRGY

C Skl DISCHGFA(.:TO,_TO fLILLD]SCIIGIF BAIIWAS DISCHARGEDI!URIIWGTHISIRIP
.[F(18OI)iJO.NF.!)GOIO 3i0
DISFAC=I.
GLII'O320

C CA{.CDISCHGF¢,CIOR
31,1 0[:_{-'AC:(t..-SLIC)/0.u
C t:,_!.C;,'OOF YE_kLYDISCHARGESF,JI,'.'IIIISTRIPTYPE
320 _)I'AC(I(NiR_I.'):'-0_SFAC%(R[PYR

GO10270
I-NI)
IND
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_,,.iIO,kI'_t:.

H

C lilISDrZIER_i!N[SRATIOOF IHE CONTINUOUSLYVARIAIJLFIRIINSMISSIONBASEDON
C rHK LAS[VALU;-OF ilIEGEARPU{,IER.AT VEHICLESrAR[UP IIMF THEVALUE
C IS SFT lO A NINIMUHOF .S. ]HE RATIOVALUEIS LIMITEDTO PREVENT
U _-XCF'SS[VENOfORSPFLD. fileMAXIMUMVA(.U_-.I';3.4.
C

_:_`_III_I_II_I_I_$_I_I_I_I_._II__$I_I_I_I_

REALHTR:;PD(S),Ai_RP(S):AWMT(6),STALL(6)
COMMONICC/CDA,RDIFF,RGEARd([_RH,RTIRE
COi_MONI;IRArUiN!;1%-,WI;EAR;RCV[,HHOFOR:PMIRTI),PGEAR
CUMMON/RSPi_T/ACCEL,SOC,PCVT_CX(IS),VAVE,PHEMAX,PHE,PELEC
I)A[A RCVTMX/6.4/,RCVTHN/_.3/,BMTRMX/167S.S/, DELR/O._/
DATADSFC/4.2/,WHEMN/I04.72/
OAT6MTRSPDISO6.431,L_7?.646,i1"12.86,1:519.4Y,1466.081
DATAAWMI/0.,586.43i,877.646,Ii72.86,13_9.47,1466.08/
DATAS[ALL/O._SO.;7S.B4,109.S'I,129.7?,20_./
DAIAAPRP/I?.4,36.7_64.SJS.S,I01./

C IS VEHICLEJUSI SfARTINGUP
IF(NTIME.NE.i) GOTOiO

C SETRAFIUAT MINIMUM
RCVT=RCVTMN
REtURN

C WASHEPOWERUSEDIN IHE LASTIIERATION
t0 IF(PIiE.G[.O.)GU TO 20

C PICKRATIOTO MAXIMIZEMOTOREFF
PIIT=PGEAR/(O.?311}.98)

C COMPUTEMOTORPOWERIN PERCENTOF RATEDPOWER
PIiTYCf=(HMI/PM[R[D):_iO_.

RCVT=WGEAR/(SVINT(MTRSPD,PMIPCT,APRP,.S)IRGRM}
L: L{(i{rRAF_OSO _IOFOR_PEEOIS NOT EXCESSIVE

WMT=WGEAR/(RCVT_RGRM)
IF(WMF.LE.WMFRMX)!;[1TO 40
WMI=WMTRMX
RCVT=WGEAR/(WMT,_RGRM)
GO T_]40

C ESTIMATEA HE OUTPUTPOWERFOR THISITERATION
20 PHEST=(PHI-/(PHE+PELEC))I(PGEAR/0.93)

C CALCMOSTEFFICIENTHE SPEED
WH_-FF=8SF'C%(PHESrIPHEMAX)%1OU.
F(WHEFF.LT.WHEMN) WHEFF=WHEI_N

C UAL RATIO
RCVT=WGEARiWHEFF

C CAL MOTORSPEED
WMT=WGEAR/(RCVTIRGRM)

C CALfREQUIREDMO[URPOWERAf [HISSPEED
PMI=(PGEAR/O.93)--PHEST
PMrPcf=(PMT/PM[i110):_10_1.

C CAN MOIORDELIVERTHISPOWERAT THISSPEED
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JO _.r(F_! L,I' I I ,_3VIltl(SIALL_WMF_A_MI",6))GI! TL)4_
(.; DECREAS£F:ATI(ITOINCREASEMOTORSPEED

RCVf--RCUT--DF_L'_
_4_{=_GEAR/(RCVTIRGRM)
I{:(RCVf.GI.RCUIHN)GU [U ,50

C IS RAIIOf_,I._OVEUPPERLIMIT
4o [F(Rcvr.G,.RCV__×;Rcvl-_Rcurf_x

IF(RCVT.LT.R[:VTMN)RCVT=RCVTHIJ,
R_![URN
I.Hl)
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F!N4_L
SUBROUTINESPI.II

C

C THISDE.TE'RMINESTH["POWERSPLITBEIWEENTHE HEATENGINEAND THE
C _I.E,':IRI;CtiLITLIR. Ii IS A FUI,Icr[._JN!]l= IHE'ACCE!.ER(',T[rJNi_l,!Orite STA_E
C OFCHARGE[iF THEBAiIERY.
C

C[]_Mt]NIRSPLIIAIoI_r.i_.olIC,.,CVF_UX(I-_)_VAVL_PIIEMAX_PHI'__PELr:C
C PS .--0WHENONLYHEAlENGINEUSED
C PS :--I.BII:INl]fl,Lf _AIIIZRIESUSEO

DATAVHINHE/._.341
C .IS VEtt[CL.E{JELOC[TYBEL_]WHIN

IF(UAVE-VHI_H[)iO;.I0,,20
iO I'S'_,.0

GOlO30
20 PS=CX(1)+CX(2)_CCEL+CX(3)%SOC

_F(I'S.Gf.i. ) pS=._.
}F(PS.LI'.O._ PS=O.

30 _E!.EC:=PCUT_.PS
PHE=PCUT$(t.O--HS)
RETURN
F'ND
_:l.!O
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FTi_4_L
SUBROUTINF.SPL.I'I

i:

C THISI;ETEKOI(_ESTHE POWERSPLITBETWEENTHEHEATENGINEAND Tile
C ELECTRIC_IOTOR._"fIS A FUNCT.{.ONOF IHi_6CCEt.ERfTIONAND THE STATE
C OF CHARGEOF THE BATTERY.(AIRESEARCHPOWERSPLIT)
C

CI_$_`_%_$_$_$I_I_II$_$_$_$_$_$_$_$I_$$_$_$$$$$$$$$

C!IMPI_JNIRSPLflAi]C_'L,SOC,PCVF,CX(I5),VAVE,PIIEMAX,PHE,PELEC
C PS =0 WHENONLYHEATENGINEUSED
C PS =i WHENONLY BATTERIESUSt'10

DATAVNINHE/I.34/
C 1:3VFHICI..EVEU]CITYBELOW_IIN

IF(VAVE-VPiINHE)_.0,10,20
I0 PS::I.0

GOTO80
20 IF(ACCEL.NE.O.)GOTO40

IFtSOC.LE..2)G;]TO70
C IS THIS6 HILLCLIMB

IF'(PCVT.GE._OOO0.) Gtl[O513
PS:I.
GO[0_10

30 PS=.3

C IS REQUIREDPOWERTOOLARGE
40 I;:(PC_JT.GE..8.+PIIEHAX)GOTO'50

PS=.3
GOTO80

50 PHE=PCVT

IF(PHE.LE.PHENAX)GOTO60
PHE=PHIzIIAX
PELEC:PCVI-PHEHAX
P';--PELZCiPC_I
{<E[URN

60 PII_=PCUI
P_LEC=O.
PS::O.
RETURN

70 P_-,',
_IO PELEC=PCVI_,PS

PHE=PCVT_&(i.O-P';)
RETURN
ENd)
END
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KEALFUNCTIONPUKRT(IAVE)

C
C CALCULAIESCA_'ACIIYPER KILOGRAHOF BATTERYBASEDON THE AVERAGE
C CURRENTPER KILOGRAHOUT O_ fH;ZBAF[ERY. IT IS LIMITED[0
C MINIMUMOF 0.5.
C
CII$$1$1$$1$11111111$iII$11$1$1111$1$1$1111$1$1111III$1I$1II$$1$11111I$1I$$1$1

REALIAVE
)f'(IAVE.LT.IO.173)GOTO I0
PUKRI'=22._08il- 3.99694B_ALOG(IAVE>
IF(PUKRT.LI..S)PUKRT=.S
RE[URN

I0 PUKRT:IG.9888_-.3BO671411AVE
REfURN
[ND

FUNCTIONSVINI(ARRAY_X_XARRAY_IDIM)

C
C SINGLEVARIABLEINTERPOLATIONSUBROUTINE.SPACINGBETWEENDATA
C POIN[SOF [liEINOEPZNOENI"VARIABLENEEDNOT BE ZOUAL.
C
C_%$111$1$1$1$1$1$1$11111111$1IIIII$1$111$$1iIIIIIIIII$1111_$1$1$1$11$_$1$$11$

DIiIENSIONARRAY(IOIM)_XARRAY(}ZDI_)
IDMI=IDIH-I
DO S _MAX=2_IDI!l
}F(X.LE.XARRAY(IMAX))GO TO 7

S CONTINUE
7 IMIN:IMAX-I

_:VINT=((X-XARRAY(IMIN))_ARRAY(IMAX)+
G(XARRAY(IMAX}--X)IARRAY(IMIN))/(XARRAY(IMAX)-XARRAY(IMIN})
RETURN
IND
END
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I_IZALFUNCTIONINTNQ(ARRAY>XX_YY_XTOP_YTOP_XARRAY_YARRAY,IDIM,JDIM)

C
C DOUBLEVARIABLEINTERf'OLATIOI_SUBROUtINe.BOTHVARIABLESNEEDNOT
C IIA9£ZI_UALSPACINGB_IW_ENDATAPOINTS.
C
C_$$$$IIII$$1$1$iIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIISIIIIIIII$1$$1$11$III$$$IIII$$$$III$

C fH[SLINEARINTERPOLAIIONMUSI'TAKEIN[OACCOUfVALUESOF X AND Y LYING
C ABOVEAND BELOWI'HEMAXIMUMAND MINIMUMVALUESIN IHE ARRAY

OIMENS[UNXARRAY([DIIi)jYARRAY(JDIM),ARRAY(IOIH_JDIM)
X_XX
Y=YY
)F(X.GT.XTOP)X=XTOP
IF(Y.GT.YI'OP)Y=YIUP

C FINDINDICESON X ARRAY

bO S IMAX=2_IDHI
IF(X.LE.XARRAY(fMAX))GU TO 7

S CONIINUE
7 IMIN=IMAX-I
C FINDTHE INDICESOF THE VALUESIN THE YARRAYWHICHBRACKETTHE

AC[UALY VALUE
JDHI=JDIM-i
DU iS JMAX=2_JDM!
_I(Y.LE.YARRAY(JMAX))GO TO i?

iS CUNFINUE
i? JMIN=JMAX-i
C INTERPOLAIETO FINDTHE ARRAYVALUESCORRESPONDINGTO THE
C BRACKETINGX VALUESAND I'HEACiUALY _ALUES

ALOWY=((X--XARRAY(IMIN))IARRAY(IMAX,JMIN)+
&(XARRAy(£MAX)-X)IARRAY(IHIN,JHIN))/(XARRAY([MAX)-XARRAY(IKIN))
AHIGHY=((X-XARRAY(IMIN)}IARRAY(IMAX_JMAX)+
&(XARRAY([MAX)-X)IARRAY(IMIN_&MAX))/(XARRAY(IMAX)-XARRAY(IIIIN))

C INTERPOLATEBETWEENTHE ABOVE.ARRAYVALUESlO FINDTHE ARRAYVALUE
C CURRESPONOINGTI}THEAC[UALY VALUE

INTNQ=((y-.YARRAY(JHIN)}IAHIGHY+(YARRAY(JMAX)-Y)IALOWY)/
4(YARRAY(JMAX)-YARRAY(JHIN))
RETURN
EN_
LND
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M.ALFUNCTIO!_,INTEQ(ARRAY_XX>YY:.XTOP>YTOP:
&XCON}_:XCON2_YCONI,YCUI4.2,ID_li,J'DIPi)

C

C DOUBLEVARIAI_LEII_TERPOLAIIONSUBROUTINE. BOTH VARIABLESMUST HAVE
C EI_UALSPACING BETWEEN FHE OATA POINfS.
C

CII_I_IIIIIII_IIIII.$II_.$_III_III_I_II_I%II_I_`_III_II$._II_IIII_III_I$_II
DIMENSIONARRAY(IDIM_J'DIIi)

C

X=XX
Y=YY

_If(X.C_l'.XIOP) X=XTOP
tF(Y.Gr.YrOP) Y=YIUP

C X=FLOAT(1)_XCOt_i+XCON2
C Y=FLOAF(_)_YCONi.;-YCON3
C

C F!ND IHE II,!£11CEOF IHE X VALUE WHICH BRACKETS THE ACTUAL X VALUE
IHIN=(X-XCO_,!2)iX;,ONI

IF(IMIN.L.I.i) IHIN=i

fF(IIIIN.UE.IDIM) IM_N=IOIH-..I

]HAX=IHIN.I

XNIN=FLOAT(IHIN))_XCOtII.',XCON2
X_IAX=XflIN+XCONi

C FIND THE INDICEOF IHE Y VALUE WHICH BRACKETSTHE ACTUAL Y VALUE
JFilIN-=(Y--YCOr_2)IYCONI

]I'(JIiIN.LI.i) JHIN_-I

II_(JM[I_..{;!-.JDIM) JliIN=JO!li-1
JHAX=JIilN_I

YMIN=FLOAT(JHiN)_YCONi+YCON2
Y_iAX=YIffI{_.YCONi

C INTERPOLATETO FIND IHE ARRAY VALUE CORRESPONDINGTO THE BRACKETING
C X VALUES AND TIIEACTUAL X VALUbS

ALOWY=((X-XI-i!N))_ARRAY(IMAX,J_iIN)._
&(XHAX-X):;ARRAY([_i[N_JM_N))/(XffAX-.XMIN)

AHIGHY=((X-XffIN)%ARRAY(IHAX,JiIAX)+

i(XfiAX-X)_.ARl(AY(IlilH;JHIIX))/(XffAX-XllIN)

C INTERPOLAIElu FIND THE ARRAY VALUE CORRESPONDINGTO THE ACTUAL
C Y VAL.I.IE

INIE(_=((Y-YNIII)%AHI{;HY+(YllhX-Y)>XALOWY)I(YHAX--YIiIN)
;_EfURr_
ENI:

ENO
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I;UBROUTI_EWGtlT(HEKW_WGBATT_WT_HT_GCHI_WP

C
C IHISCAi.CULATESIHE _OTALMASS ANDCURBMASSOF THEVEHICLE.
C

REALM__H[Rrl_M[RKW_M[GREW
INIEGERRUN2i
COMMONRUN21

(:UHHONIKILOGIWGENG_WGCVT_WGCHGR_WGGRH_WGGRDF
&_WGD[FF_WF'_WPL_WPROP_WS_WGHOTR_WGCLI'_WCURB
COMMON/VARY/WIL_INOCHG
DATACVTCI/i.07/_CVTKW/90.O/_HEC_,/O.O/_HEC2/2.84/
DAfAIITRCi/_.6/_MIRKW/20.0/_CH_'CI/O.91/_CHIKW/40.O!
DATAWGEXTR/O.O/

DATADIFFCi/O.66/_DIFFKW/90.0/_GRCI/O.3/_HTGRKW/40.0/
DATADFGRKWI90.1]/_CHGRCI/O.O/_CtIGRKW/14.5/

C CO_}PUTEC(]NSTANTIERMIN VEHICLEWEIGHTFORMULA

C (FROHHTI_APPEND[XB)
_CONST=((0.231WPL+WF)I0.77)+WTL

C CAI..C.PROPIJLS[UNSYST.COMPONENtWEIGIIfS
C CVT

WGCVT---CVTCI$CVIKW
C HE

WGENG:=-(HECIIHEKW+HEC2)*HEKW
C HOFOR

WGMOTR=MIR_:I*_iTRKW
C CHOPPER/INV.

WGCHI=CHICIICHIKW
C DIVFVL

WGDIFF---DIFFCI_DIFFKW
C GEARBETWEENNOFORANDCt/f

WGGRH=GRCI_MTGRKW
C GEARBt'T_$EENDIFI_"& CVF

WGGRDF=GRCIX(DFGRKW
C CIIARGER

_GCHGR=CHGRCIICHGRK,,,_
C CfiLCUI.ATEHROHIJLSI_]NSYSTEII'_EI_HI"

WPROP---GIGENG+,_GCVT+WGHOTR+WGCHI+WGDIFF+WGGRH+WGGRDF+WGCHGR
t.+ _ v , , , .",WGI'AT_+WGBATT,-WUCLT

C CALCULATEVEHICLETOTALWEIGHT
WI=t,ICONSr+ WPP,OPi0.77

C CALCUt.ATEVEtlICLETOTALMASS
MI'---WI"

C CALCULA'IECURBH,<',SSOFVEtIICLE
bICUR[I=WT-WIL

C CALC.POWERTRAINWEIGHT
WP.-=-(WPROH-WGt_ATT)
A=WGCVT+WGGGRM+WGGRDF-|.WGDIFF

]IF(RUN21.LE.I) WRITE(6_2001) WCURB_WF_WGBAIT_WGCHGR_WGCHI_WGCLT
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& WGCVT_WGOIFF_WGZNG_WGEXTR_WGGRDF_WGGRM_WGMOiR_WP_WPL_WPROp_
&WI_WTL_A

&' CURBMASSOF VEHICLE(WCURB)=',F?.3,1
&' FIXEDVEHICLEMASS(WF')=',Fg.3/
&' BATTERYWEIGHT(WG_AT[)='_FS.3_/
&' (;HARGERMASS (WGCHGR)=',FV.3J
&" CHOPPERINVERTERMASS (WGCHI)='_F?.3,1
&' CLUTCHMASS(WGCLT)=',F9.3_/
&" CUTMASS (WGCVT)='_F?.3_/
&" DIFFERENTIALMASS(WGDIFF)=',F?.3,/
&' ENGINEMASS (WGENG)=',F9.3,/
&'EXTRAVEHICLEPROPULSIONCOMPONENTMASS (WGEXTR)='_FV.3_i
&'MASSOF GEAR BETWEENCV[ & DIFFERENTIAL(WGGRDF)=',F?.3_/
&" MASSOF GEARBETWEENMOTOR& CVT (WGGRM)='_F9.3x/
&' ELECTRICMOTORMASS (WGMOTR)='_FY.3,/
&" POWERTRAINMASS (WP)='_F9.3_!
_' MAXIMUMPAYLOADMASS (WPL)=',F_.3_/
&" PROPULSIONSYSTEMMASS (WPROP)=',F9.3_/
&" TOTALMASS (WT)='_FV.3,/
&' _ESTPAYLOADMASS (WIL)='_F9.3_/
&'WGCVT+W_;GGRM_WGGRDF+WGO£FF=',/
&' TRANSMISSION& DRIVETRAINWEIGHT='_FV.3)
RETURN
[_ND
ENO
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SUBROUI]NEFIrCST(WGBATT_Gt'.HI;._NFCST)

C
C IHISDETE.RIilf4ESTHf-MANUFACTUF,'INGCOSTOF THE UEIIICLEAS A FUNCTION
C OF [I!EV_R[OUS(IASStZS.
C
C_II_I_I_$_$_II_II%_II_._I_._I_I_I_X(I_.I_`II$I$I_I_II_$I_%_$I_I$_

RE_LMNFCSI_MT_CER_ITRCST
INTEGERRUN2_
UOIIMONRUN21
COMHONIKIL.OGI_GENG:WGCVI',WGCHGR,WGGRM_WGGRDF

&_WGDIFF_Wi::_WPL_WPROP;WS_VIGMOTR,WGCL[_WCURB
DATAHECER/I.43/.,CVTCER/i.42/_CHUCER/S.U9i
DA_'ACHIC_ilH!14.iT/_GRCER/2.43f_DIFCERi2.4_/_!_FCER/J.%3/
DA'IAWSCER/3./_(IIRCER/IS.gS/;.CLTCER/O.O/
DAi'AASHL',ER/O.i'_I4!

C CAt.CUt.ATES_iANUFACTURINGCOSTSFOR PROPULSICINSYSTEMCOMPONENTS
C

HECOST:HECERIWGENG
CU{CST=CVTCER:K_IGCUT
CHGCSI'=CHGCER%WGCHGR
CII[CST=CHICER%WGUIII
GRHCST=GRCER%WGGRM
GRDCSI=GRCER;_._GGRI)F
I_IFCST=DIFCERIWGDIFF
WFCOS[.'=WFCER%WF
WS'-'O.31(WPL+WI"ROP+IdF)
{,ISCOST:WSCER%WS
(.flRi;ST=HIRCER%WGHOTR
I;LTCSP=CLTCER_,WGCLT
AS_ICST=ASMCER;KWCURB

C CALCULA[I_TOTALMANUFACIURTNGCOST
_l-CVlCST+GRMCST4GRDCST+DIFCST+CLTCST
HHFCSI'=.HFCOSI.{CVICSF_-CtIGCS[._-CII_CSI+GRMCST.GRDCSI
&.:DIFCST+WFCOST+WSCOST+HTRCSI+CLTCST+ASMCSI
IF(RUN21.LE.t)WRITE(6_900)WS

1900 FORIIAT(

&' STRUCTURE& CIIASSISMASS (WS)='_F9.3)
IF(RUN21.LE.i) WP,I[IL(G_2_II]tI) _SHCST_CHGCSI_CHICST_CLTCSF_CVTCS[_

_.,DIFCST_GRDCST_GRHCST_HECOST>IINFCST_HTRCST>WFCOSI_WSCOST_A
P.I)_)I}I-I]RHAT(I"i_$_KI_IIIII*iIIANUFACfURINGCOSTSFOLLOWIIIiiIIIIIII$"_I

G' ASEHBLYCOST (ASIICST)='_F?.3_I
_" CIiARGERCOS[(CIIGCSf).--'_Fg.3_!
&' CHOPPERINVERTERCOST (CFIICSI)='_F9.3_/
l,_" CLUTCIICOST (CLTCSf)=',Fg.3_/
G' CV'ICOST (CVTCST)='_F?.3_/
&' DIFFERENTIALCU:_T(DIFCS[)=',I--9.3,1
G' GEARBEIWEENDIFF& CUT COST(GRDCSI)='_Fg.3_I
,_' GfARDEfWEENIIOTORG CVI COS[(GRMCSf)='_Fg.3_I
&' HEAlENGINECOST (HECOST}='_F9.3_I
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_,' fOFI_LIIAI_UFACfUR[NGCOST (MNFCSTi='>Fg.3,/
I,' ELE{':IRIC_OlORCOST (MTRCST)='_F9.3,/

I I.i.,%" CJolOF (JEH]:CLI'.-FI×EDWF_IGHT(WFCOST)="_F?.3_/
{,' COSTOF STRUCTURE& CIiASSIS(WSCOST)='_F?.3_/
&" CVTCSY_GRMCSI'.GRDCSTeDIFCS[_CLICST=",Fg.J)
RETURN
END
END
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!;UBROUTINLHAINT(HEKW_MTKWEK_ATCST_KMPRYR_WP_WGCHI_BTLISI'_MAINTC)

C

C THISCALCULATESTHE YEARLYMAINTENANCECOSIOF THEVEHICLEAS A FUNCTION

C _]FN_A[ EN_NE_ 8ArTERY_ANDVEI41CLEMA{NTENANCE_ANOANNUALDRIVING
C OISTANCE.
C

REALKWCST_MTK_PK_KBPRYR_MAINTC_MFMAIR
INIEGERRUN21
COMMONRUN2£
COMHON/BATT/BTMKUP

COMHON/COSTIGASCST(iO),K_CSI(IO)
C CALCULATECOMPONENTMAINTENANCECOSTS($/KM)

IIEMAIN=(U._UvO.OOS%(NEKW/O.746))/£6B.Y3
HINAIN=(O.OG+O.OO2%(MTK_PK/0.746))I160.9S
BrLISr:BATCSr%(_..STBKUP)
I:IMAIN=(O.OOO4%BTLIST)I160.9_
CV[NAN:O.0631160.?_

C (AR-NP. 78) I/2MAINTANENCE I12 REPAIR
CHIMAN=((36.O3!2)%SQRf(_GCHI))/(iO.*KMPRYR)

C CALCULATEHAINTENANCECOSTFOR ONE YEAR
MA[NTC=(|IEHAIN+MTHAIN.BTMAIN._CVTMAN+CHIMAN)_KMPRYR
}F(RUN21.LE.I)WRITE(6_2020)BTLIST

_020FORNAF(' LI_ICOSTUF BATTERIES(BiLIS_)='_9.3)
IF(RUN21.LE.I)WRITE(6_2030)BTMAIN_CVTMAN_CHIMAN_HEMAIN_
GMAINTC_NT_IAIN

2030 FORMAl'(/'%%%%%IIIIIII%MAINTENANCECOSTSFOLLOHIII$%$%IIiIIII'_/
&' BATTERYMAINTENANCECOSTPER KILOMETER(BTMAIN)='_Fg._/
G' CUT MAINTENANCECOSTPER KILOMETER(CVTMAN)='_F?.8_/
&'CHOPPERINVERfERMAINTENANCECOSTPER K[LOHETER(CHIMAN)='_Fg.8,/
G' HEATENGINEMAINTENANCECOSTPER KILOHETER(HEMAIN)='_F?.8_/
&' tOTALMAIN[EI_ANC;ZCOST (MAINTC)='_F?.8_/
&' ELECTRICMOTOR_AINTENANCECOSTPER KILOMETER(MIMAIN)='_F?.8)
RETURN
ENb
END
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';UBROOTII_ER[IPAR(HEKW_MTKWPK_WP_WGCHI_KMPRYR_ REPAIR)
UIIIII_tI}KIII$III_I$IIIW(I_$IIIIII_II_IIIII_IIIIIII_IIIIIIIII_IIIIIIIIIII_II_
C

C Ti{ISCALCULATESTHE YEARLYV{.HICLEREPAIRCOSTAS A FUNCTIONOF THE

C ANTIs'IPAFEORFPAIRCOSt';FOR THEH_ATENGIfIE_fiOTOR_CUT_POWERTRAIN_
C AND O(OPPERINVERTER.
C

_}_;$_tIIIII$I_Iy/y(_III_I_$_$III$I$$II$$I$I$IIIIIIII$$I$_$I_II$II_II$_$_$I$_I
REALKMPRYR_fiTKWPK
).HTEGERRUN21
COMHOt_RUN21

REPRHE:(O.28+0.0081(HEKW/O.746))/160.93
REPM[R==-(O.OV+O.002_(_iTKWPK/O.'/'$6))/160.V3
REPCUT=(0.OS+O.0@13_(MI'KWPK/O.746))/160.93
Rt'PCII[=((_6.8J12.)_.Si_Rf(WGCIII))I(iO.*KMPRYR)

C CALCULAIEYEARLYREPAIRCOST
RZPA.[R=(REPRHE_REPtiTR+REPCVF+REPO(I)Y_KIIPRYR

)[(RUNZI.LE.i_) WRITE(6_2020) REPAIR_REPCHI_REPCUT_REPMTR_REPRHE
2020F-t)RMAF(I'I%%II$%II$_I_II$$REPAIRCOSI3FOLLOWi$%_.$$_.Ii%_III'_/

&" TOTALREPAIRCOST (REPAIR)='_Fg.3_/
&'OIOPPZRINVERTERREPAIRCUSF PER KILOMF:[ER(REPCIII)='jF?.I3_/
&' CUT REPAIRCOSTPER KILOMETER(REPCVT}='_Fg.O_/
_' EL_CIR[CMIJTI]RR_;PAIRCOST PER KILOMFTER(REPIITR)=',F?.B_/
A" fieREPAIRCOSTPER KILOMETER(REPRHE)='_F?.8)
REIURN
F.ND
ENO
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SUBROUTINEAQCST(IiNFCST_WG_hTT;BATCST_AC_CST)

C
C TIIIS OETERN_NESTHEACQUISII].ONCOSTOFTHEVEHICLEAS A FUNCTIONOFTHE
C MANUF'AHTIIRINGC!]'.]T_I)ATTERY_ANUFACTURINGCOSI_AND TI4EMARKUPfACTOR.
C
CIIII_I;$IIII_II*II_$IIIIIIIIIIIIIII$1II;$1IIIIIIIIIII$IIIIII_IIIIIII$$1$11III

REALMARKUP:MNFCST
INTEGERRUN2_
COHMONRUN21
VOIIIION/BATT/BTHKUP
DAIABATCERII.87i

C VALCIILAIEfileNARKUPFACTUI_
MARKUP:(29.i'I6E-S)I¢INFCST.i.40833

!" CALCULA[EBATTERYCUST
UATCST=BATCERI-WGBAIT

C UAI.CULATt_{AC{_UIS[flONCOST(COSTTU CONSUMER)
ACQCSI=MARKUPIIINFCST+BATCSI._(i. .BIIIKUP)

(F(RUN21.I.E. I ) WRI[E(G_I_i ) BAfCST_IIARKUP
iO:,. FORMAT(

G'MANUFACTtIRINGCOL_TOF BATTERIES(BAICST)=',F9.3_/
,._4_IX_'__ _7._DEALERI4AP,KtIPFACTOR(¢iARKUP)=":GII.S)
RETURN
ENn
{LND
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F11_4_L
SUDROUTINELIFE(PETYR,ELECYR_ELEC_DISCH_BTLIST_ACqCST,MA]NTC_

&RIZHA[R_BAfCS!_LCCOST_PFZTCST_EL;{CST_TO[PE{)

C

C THIS CALCULAIESTIIE LIFE CYCLECOSiOF THEVEHICLEBASEDONI'EN YEARS
C USAGF. IF ISA FUNCfIUNOf THEACqUISITION_IIAINTENANCE_REHAIR_

C BATIERY_FOEL_ANDELECTRICITYCOSTSOVERTHATPERIOD.
C

LOGICALSMOOTH
REALKWCSI_ffAINTC_LCCOST
INTEGEHIIUN21

COMMONRUN2!
COMMONOF
C.UNHON/BATT/BTMKUP
CO_ffONICOST/GASCST(I0)_KWCST(i_)
COHIION/Lllll T/NTRIPX_II ERIIX
COMHON/OMiSC/CIIOOSE_SMO0TH
COIiMONBTCOST_BATRYR_BATLFE
DTHENSiONPEfYR(IS)_ELECYR(IS)_ELEC(IS)_DISCH(iS)

&PETCST(IO)_ELECST(IO)
DIMENS£ONVHCOST(Eg)

DATADISCNIiO.02/_DISLFE/Q4g./
U O_I.CPI'fROLAND ELECCOSTS:INI[I_LIZEYE_RINDEXAND TUTALCOSTS

DO 5 IYEAR-=I_IO
PETCS[(IYEAR)=_I.

S ELECST(IYEAR)=0.
DOi0 IYEA_=i_iO
DO I0 JIRIP=i_NIRIPX

C ADD COSTSFOR fillsTRIHTO TOTALCOSTtl
PETCST(IYEAR)=PETCST(IYEAR)+_ETYR(JTRIF)$C,ASCST(IYEAR)_GF

i0 ELECS[([Y,=AR)-ELUboT([YEAR)m(CHOOSE_.'LE;'YR(J'IRIP)+
&(i.--CHOOSE)_ELEC(JTRIF) )*KWCST(IYEAR)

C CALl]N_J.OFDEEHDISCHARGESOFBAfT. DURINGONEYEAR
DEEP=O.
DO 20 JTRIP=I_NIRIPX

20 DEEP=DEEP+OISCH(JTRIH)
C Ct_CCNO. OF YEARSIN DATTLIFE

8AILFE=DISLFE/DEEP
C CALCBATTREPLACEHENTCOST

BFCOSI_:BATC_T_(i.+2._,BFMKUP)
C CALCTorAt.VEfIICLECOSTFOR ONE YEAR

COUHI=i.

I BTBAT=O.
['.ATRYR=(((i0. il{AlLFE)-i.)_BTCOST)/i0.
DU40 [YEAR=I_IO
VHCOST(IYFAR)=PETCST(IYEAR).BAINTC+ELECST(IYEAR)+REPAIR
IF(.NOI'.SI_OOFII)GOTO3'5
VHCOST( IYEAR)=VHCOS'[(IYEAR)+[IATRYR
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TO[BAT:TO[BAI'.BATRYI_/(DI3CNf+t.)$_(IYEAR-i)
GOTO40

C IS THIBA YEARFOR BAITREPLACEMENT
_S IF(_LOA[(IYEAR).LE.COUNTSBA[LFE)GOTO 4U

C ADD IN BATTREPLACEMENTCOST
VHCOST(IYEAR)=VHCOSI'(IYEAR)+O.?$BTCOST
TOTBAT=TOTBAT+BTCOST/((DIBCNT+i.)I*(IYEAR-I))
COUNT=COUNT+i.

40 CONTINUE
C CALCVEHICLEAND POWERTRAINAND BATTSALVAGEVALUE

SALVGE=U.I_(AU_Co[-BfLIST)
DATSAL=O.S*BTLISTI(COUNT-(iO./BATLFE))
IF(SHOO[It)BAI_AL=O.

C CALCLIFECYCLECOST
LCCOST=O,
IOTPET=O.

DO SOIYEAR=I,IO
TOTPET=TOTPET_PETCST(IYEAR)/((DISCNT+i.)I$(IYEAR-i))

SO LCCOSF=LCCOSF+VHCOSF(IYEAR)/((DISCNT+i.)$*(IYEAR-I})
C SUBTRACTSALVAGEVALUES

t.cCOST=LCCOST-(SALVGE+BATSAL)/((DISCNT+i.)I$iO)
C ADO IN AqUISITIONCOS[

LCCOST=LCCOST+ACqCST

IF(RUN2i.LE.I)WRITE(6,i31)BATLFE,BATSAL,LCCOST,BTCOST_SALVGE
131 FORIIAT(

G' BATTERYLIFE (BATLFE):',F?.3,/
&' 8ATf£RYSALVAGEVALUE(8ATSAI.)='_FV.3,/
&" LIFEtYCLECOST (LCCOSI)=',F?.3,/
_" BAfTERYREHLACEIIEN[COS[ (Brc_ST):',F'/.3,/
&" SALVAGEVALUE(SALVGE)=',F9.3)
_F(RUN2i.LE.i)

&WRIIE(6,404)(I,PETCST(1),E[ECST(1),VHCOST(I},I=I,IO)
404 FOI_MAI'('',IiX,'YEAR',SX,'PErROLEUMCOST',3X,

&'ELECTRIC_.TYCOST',SX/VEHICLECOST',/
a" I',iOX/P<TCSi(1)'jUXiELECST(1)',GXiVHCOSI(1)',
G/tOXIX,IZ,2X,3(BX_F�.S}/))
RZiURH
END
END
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BLOCKDA1i_

C
C BLOCKDATA
C

LI]G[CAL SHOI]TH
REALKWCSI_irKWPK_IVESTC
CtIIIHOI'WALI_HAIALPIIAI_ALPHA2_ALPflA3
COM_iON/BhTTIBTMI(UP

CUIi(IUNICC/COA_RI)_FF_RGEAR_RGRII,RTIRE
CONtiON/COS1!GASCST(I0)_KWCSI(£O)
COriIIONiEFCVf/A;'CVI'(8)_AR!.:V[(7)_EI"F'(8_'1)
CONHON/KILOGIWGENG_WGCVT_WGCHGR_WGGRM_WGGRDF
&_WGI)_gl:_WF'_WPL_WPROP_WS_WGIIOTR_WGCLi"_WCURB
COIiIION/LIf'ilI/NIRIPX_ITERIiX

CtH_,IiONIHAPIDISCIIG(IIII_6)_EFFIITR(81_?)_HEiIAP(G_6)
#-,(;REFi_(i01_Ii)_VCHG(13_12)_alORQ(6)_AESPED(6)_ARATIO(iO)
COMfION/LIHISC/C(-;I]OSE_SIIO0IH
COIiNON/IIOTOKIiiI'KWPK
COI_IIIJNtPItYiI.ll!AV_RIt0
CONMON/PRINT!APETT( iS) IAELETA( iS) _AEi.ETP(IS')
Ci]fli40111RRAI'LIIfiI"i'lIE>WG(AR_RCVr_PIiOTOR_PIiTR[i)_PG_AR
OOiIMON/RSPLT!ACCEL_SOC_PCVT_CX(IS)_VAV_PHZHAX_PHE_PELEC
COiI_t]N/SCALEISFX(i7)_SF'G(20)_NN
C(i_IiION!STC/V(_31}_BEl'(831)_lRIPLN(8}_TRIPNO(8)
CUIIIIUNiCilARGIAACV(8)_ACR(}_)

COfiliON/IIliFC/lILl'STC_DELTHW_TACCEL_TCOAST_TBRAKE_TSTOP>TCYCLE
CUlilli]N/TR[H/CHARGE(,$6}>EBFOIL(_6)_HOUr(36)iIDLID(36)

<+.,1VESTC(36)_PEISIC(36)_SOCSlC(36)_REGFN(36)
COI_fIUNiVARYiI_rL._INOCIIG
COIiMON/YEARC/PETYR(iS)_ELECYR(iS}_ELEC(IS)_DIBCH(IS)

C
C ALIqI6

DATAALPHA:III./_ALPHA2/O.I_ 6LPIIA3/O./
C BATT

lJAIABTIiKUPI.31
C CC

DAIA CDA/.6/_ RDIFFii./_ RG_AR/.U8333333/_RGRM/O.2857/
DAfA17f;_RIZI.3/

C COSi

DhT6GASCST/6.32_0.35_0.38_0.4i_0.44_(I.47_0.S_0.$3_0.56>0.$9/
Di\l'AKWCST/.0ill > . tilH.Si .O137> .01S;Si .0t6'/i -0181> .0t94

&.021}8>.0222>.02.36/
C KILOU

DATAWFISIO.I,WGCLr/o.I_WPLI41S./
C LIHIT

DATA IIERHX/5/>NIRIPX/8/
C l_ClfOR

DATA_iTKW?K/40./
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C OHISv

DATACHOOSL/O./ _SMOOTH/.TRUE./
C P_Y

D616GRAV/9.8071_RHOIi.22SI
< RRATU

DAIAPMTRIDI?.0000.i
C t_CAL_

DATASF×/20_I.,;_NN/S/
_)AfASFt;/20*I.i

C src
DATABET/830}_O./

DATAlRIPLW_.0000.,30000.,SOOO0._80000.,i30000.>160000.
&S000OO.>_I00000,1

DATA'f_IPNO/i.30.,85._$7._54._2._7._3._i.I
C IEST

DhIAAACV/2.265_2.2225_2.i993,2.182'7_2,i702,2.1607_2.151J.4_2.1455/
I)AIAAUI(/ii._t.01'I_2.0.34_5.tlS?._4.069_5.0:J8;8.t_4_'/.i_ti

C FilEt:

I}AIADLISIC/i./>DELTHW/30./
I}ATAIACCEL/14.O/_ ICOAST/64.8/,TBRAKE/74._/,I510P/83./
DAfA fCYE.LE/IOU./

U £:A_4Y
IIAIA WTt/207./> INOC!tG/I!

C

I)AIAIIISCHGIi.30_1.30_i.3G,i.30,I.30_1.30_1.36,1.30_
&i. JUO0_i.60i10_1.50_0_t. _LI0L1,1.3_00,I.30,J_>i.5000_i.30110
,'.,i.3000,1.300_,i.3000_1.30_0,i.3000_1.6860,1.7400_1.7570,
&t "/670,I.'i_0_}_1.7')3_)1.'<]_15,1.'8_.i]0,1.'_t9o_1..]_._)t.'_o?,,_
,'...i._1490_1.8S',5;.t. 8648_1.82 i5 >t. 8790,i. 8845,1.8.900>1. 895S>
&1.201_i.V048;1.90'35_i.9123;i.'1160_1.91V7,1.?235,1.9272,
&_.93i8_i.9349_i.2388_f.9426_i.9465,1.9504,I.?$42_i.9581_
&t. 96;!0_1. 2645_i. ?6'I0.1. 9695,t. ?720_t. ')'t45, i. 9770,1. 9725
&l.9820,i.?845_i. 987__1.'}'895, i. 9920_1.9942_1.9?64_i. 9986,
.'_2._00:_2.0_30,2.00'32,?..0i}74,_.0096,2.OiiU,2.Lit40_2.015'1_
1,2.O178_2.0197,2.0217,2.02%,2.6255_2.0274,2.0293,2.03i.3
&2.03.52_?..0351.L_._13'18.2.0302_2.0394,2.0406,2._14ik1_?..0430,
62.0442,2.04S4>2.0466_2.0478,2.6490
t,t.J_tIO_i.3000_t.,_ilO_1.J000;i.3000_i.3000,t.3008,i.3008
&;;.3000_1.3006_1.3000,1.3_00_i.3000,I.306fl,t.3600_1.3060,
&i..;0LIU_1..;O00_I.30_10,t.3000_1.3000_1.5200,1.6J20_i.6820_
G1.7t90,t .'1420__.'757U_1.7685_1.7800_1.7883_. 7'765_1.8047_
&_,.}_130_t. 8ilJS_1. 824__1. t]2')S_i. 8_50,t. 8395_1.:_440_1. 8405,
&'i..8530,i. 8S65__. 8600_1. 8635,t. 8670,1.8705__. 8740_1.8775

• '" ' "' '" '"" . ]X2t_1.8_3_1.8L6,&t SSi_i uB,_4_t._U_8_i.,JS,Jt_l.8')OS_i..... " ' "
&1.9000_1.9020_.V040,1.9(160_1.9080_i.9100_1.9120_I.9140,
&i.')16!)_i.91U__i.92(10,I.9228_i.9240,i.9260_I.9280,I.9300
G1.9320_i.9340,I.9360,i.9380_i.9400,i.9420_}.9440_i.9453,
_,i.1465_1.94'IU_1.9490_1.')505_I.?SIS,I.9528_1.9540_I.?5St_
&_.?565_i.9578,1.9590_i.9598,_.9606,1.9614_1.9622_1.9630_
Gt.V6;_8,I.9646aI..9654_i.9662,I.76"10
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GI.300_,i.3000,i.3000:i.36_,i.3'300_i.486_:+,i.!;530,i.601_0_
4 / ,"H'*" a [ ('J,',_GI.63_JO_l.661_,i6')SO.,.,..oo_,L._7.av,i.7O_.5:i.7090,1.7155:

6.',.7226, i. 7273, t . 7325 ,!- 7378, '.,. 7430, t. 7473, i. '/5i 5, i. 7557,
&1.7600..1.7625,i 7651J_1.°!67"_,i.'1700,1 772'J,!.7'250,1.777!_,
_.,_.7800,!.782.5,1.7850,1.7875_1.7940,i.7"725,i.7956,i.7975_

._.d_.J,i.8017,l :]O35,t._O_,i._070,i.dO8d,..dlO_, t.Si,.o,

&J.8i4_i.8158,1.8i75,i.8193_i.82i0,I.822'7_i.8248,1.8267,
Gi .82:J6,1 8.$[!5.,i 8._24,1. tL_43,i. 8_62,1 .tJ,S81,,l .U400,i. t_4OU,
6i.84i7,t.842!_,i .8433,i.8442,1.8450,i.8458,i.8467,i•8475,
&i, :.!4L{.5,t. 1J4'22_l '450_J,i. [{Si 0, i. k:152O,l. '.5S30, %._J540,i. _JS"J.},
6_.8560 1.8574_i.8586,I.857_,1.8600,
&'i,.3000 1.3000:1 60,..l_,l.._UOO,i.3O'JO:l._O00,1.._OOO_l.']OOO_

Gi._OOO i.Z;OOG,l.3GO0,1._l]O0.,i.3GO6,1.3OO0_l3000,i._001],

&i.3000 i.SOili),i3,]_10,i.5000,i.5000xi.4iJO,i4600,1.4830_

6].56301.52!0,I.5320,I.5485,I.5606,i.5698:.i5275.5.58'73_
61.'S790t 6_150_16ii_1,1.6i7U,I.6230,1.6277:1632'.5_1.6372,

6.',.6420i 646_,I.6505,i.654'/,I.6590,I.6633,I6675,i.67i8,
&{.676,J_i 67?_),i 6820,{.6;J5d;_.6:38_],i.6')16,16V40_i.6?7.}

6_.7000 i 7026,_.'2fJ52,i.7077:1.7183,I.7i2?,i/t55,t.5718i,
r ' .3 " 91"" "_1.7207 _ '""/,.o3,1.725;],t.72tL4,i.7_ILl,l:7628, 734,.,_7._J_,

6;,.73"/41'/,_?0__.7406,i.7422,_.7438,i.7454,.7470,i.7486,
&i.7490 i 7'300,i.,_,1.'1520,i.')530,I.7'_4_,.?'i50,I.7560,

_4.7570 i 7580,_.7S76,i.7<._98_1.7606,1.76t4, .7622,1.7630,
6i.7638 I 1646,t.7654,i.76o,.,I.7671]_

6_.3000, 30G(i,i.3OO0,i.3O_6:.i.3OO0,1.300G,i_000,1.3060,

,_t..50'Ji},3i}00,I.30' " '. " i 3000,I.3_()0_O0,t ._03_,1&,00,i.3000,

6_.3006, 3tiO(_l.30OO,i.36(_O_l.SOlJ_,l.36"/O:,l4000,I.418(i,

6i.4330, 45,]0,I.4660,i.4'165,i.4_]70,I.47_5_i5000,i.506"i;,

_.4.5130,5_86:1.5230,i.528(_I.5330_i.538f!,_[;430,1.5480,
• "" ' " '_ i.581'),&i..,_8,, '5"_!i,i;J6i2,1.56'54,1.56?'6,t._Z,_,t !5")7_,
• " r'Q t_,:._.6b,5894,1.5927,i.'5761,I.5?95,1.6029;.I6062,16096,

" '_""1.6277,4i.,_ioO, 6154,t 6!'i_J,l.62_2.,i.6;P.,_7,i.6251,i 6,./_,
6!.6323_ 6347_1.6372,1.6376,1.6420,i.6445,I.647_],I.6495_
&1.6520,I6'_45_I6570,I.659'_,I.6620,I.664'_1.667LI,I.6686,

6i.6702,165/18,i.6733,i.6747,i.6765,i.6781,I.6797,i.68i3,
'" ..... . "'" . 1.67506t.oUC,J,1 6844,i 6t_60,t 687"U,i.6876._I.o?t__i 6952,

6J.6968,i.6986,1.'/004_1.7022,1.7_40_
&l.50O;.l,i.30OO,_._O0_,i.60_JOit.J_OO,_.3000,t.._O00,i3000_

,'.',_.3000_i.3(i06,I.3_]0_,3.30_0_1.30_0_i.3000,I.3060,i3000,

&i..]OO0,1......_'-;Oil,l,i.5_}O.]:i.SO.JO,i.&;0O,i_l_O,i"_".3310,i34,3#,

6"i. Z.540; i. 3660 __ ._726, i.38J0, J. 39t]0_i. 3?65>i. 4030:.i 4095,
&t.4160,_,..4205:1_25iJ,'{.429"5,14340,I.43_3;J,1.4'135,14483,

_,',.4530,145_-,:_i.4600_1.4_3.,,I.4670,i.4705,I.4740,I4775_
61.4;{i0,I.486'),14U68,1.48'?6_i.4925,i.4754,i.478_,.50ii_

/.,:,.5040,i.'50t,4,i.5088,1.5112;I.5137,i.5i6i,J.5185,.5209_
- i- TI"Gi .'.:;233:.1.'_25U,1 52[}2,1 .'5J06,i .bt30,i. _o_4,i .'6378, .5402_

,_,J.5426,i.5450,i.5474,i.54?8,i.5522,_.5546,i.5570,.559i,
&1.5612,i.565._,1'565_,i.'5674_1.569.5,1.5716,i.57._7,•575;J,
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&i.S778_l.5?_9_i.S820_i.5845_i.S870_i.S895_l.S92Q_i.5945_
_1.5970_i.5995_1.6020_1.604_i.6070/
OAIAATORq/O._ig._47._?4._140._178./
OArAAESPEO/O._209.43_261.79_314.1SY_366._Igj418.879/
I)AIAEFFM1R/O._.8094_.9t_.9tTS_.9250_.9280_.93tO_.93iS_.9320_

&.?275j.9270_.?240_.9210_.?t75_.9140_._OBS_.?0301.8780_
&.8930_.8860_.8790_.8720_.8650_.8580_.85t0_.8442_.8375_
&.83081.8240_.8tTO_.8tOO_.8030_.796il_.TBYO_.Y820_.7750_
6.7680_.76t0_.7540_.7470_.7400_.73_2_.7265_.7198_.7130_
&.70GO_.69_O_.6920_.6:_50,.6780_.6710_.6640_.6570_.6500_
G.64_0_.6360_.6270_.6222_.6155_.6087,.6020_.5950_.5880_
&.SBiO_.5740_.5670_.5600_.5_30_.5.460_.53?O_.5320_.S250_
_.5t80_.5i12_.f!04S_.4777_.49t0_.4840_.4770_.4700_.4630_

&0.000_.776t_.8870_.8983_.90_5_.9t58_.7220_.9253_.9285_
&.7293_.7300_.9295_.9270_.927_.9260_.9230_.9200_.9t73_
&.9t4S_.9tO8_.9070_.9026,.8983_.8739_.B89S_.B846_.8778_
G.O74?_.BTOO_.;J641J_.SS95_.Bfi43_.8470_.8438_.838S_.8333_
$.8280_.822Y_.8t7fi_.8t23_.8070_.8020_.7970_.7920_.7870_

7 '" .7607_.7555,.7502,.7450_ 7378_&.7817_.7.6_.7713_.7660_

6.7S45_.72?2_.7240_.7t89_.7t38_.7086_.7035_.6982_.6930_
&.6877_.682S_.6774_.G723_.667!_.6620_.6568_.6SiS_.6463_
&.6410_.6359_.6_08_.62S6_.6205_.6152_.6100_.6048_.5795_
&

&O.OOO_.742B_.8640_.8770_.8940_.903S_.?I30_._IgO_.9250_

&.7360_.9355_.9350_.9333_.9315_._278_.7280_.7250_.9220_

&.SU80_.884f!_.88iO_.8775_.8740_.8707_.8675,.8642_.86tO_
&.8'_YS_.SS40_.BSOS_.8470_.G43_.8400_.B3GS_.8330_.8275_
&.8260_.8225_.8_90_.8i55_.8t20_.8085_.8050_.8_15_.7980_

&.7640_.760S_.TS70_.753S_.7SOO_.746fix.7430_.7375_.7360_

_0.0_0_.6862_.8i65_.8400_.8635_.8765_.8875_.8980_.9065_
_.?t._0_.919S_.9230_.726S_.9288_.9310_.9323_.933fi_.9343_
&.?3so_.93so_.93so_.9344_.e338_.9331_.932s_.93og_.9293_

&.VOBS_.90fi6_.?028_.8997_.89_O_.8_43_.8715_.8888_.8860_
&.:J83_.:]BOO_.8770_.SY40,.B70?,.BGTB,.BO46_.U_IS_.8SOS_
L.8SSS_.852S_.849S_.8464_.84_3_,8401_.8370_.8340_.8_10_
&.B280_.82SO_.B220_.SiVO_._i_O_.B130_.BtOO_.U070_.8040_
&.BOtO_.797?_.7?48_.79i6_.788S_.78SS_.782b_.7775_.7165_

&.9340,.Y34S_.?3SO_.q3SS_.936O_.936S,.937O_.q368_.?365_
&.?362_._60_.939_.9_50,.?.54S_.?340,.9328,.V3tS_.93_)2_
&.9290_.9268_.?24S_.?222_.92OO_.?i78x.9155_.?t3_.9110_
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&.SBSO_.882S_.880O_.8773_.SY45_.87i8>.8690_.8665_.8640_

&.8_80_.8353_.8_25_.8298_.8270_.8245_.8220_.8175_.8i76_
G

&0.060_.627S_.7690,.8010_.8330_.8495_.8660_.87SS_.8850_

6.9246_.9255_.9276_.9280_.9290_.9300_.73t0_.9310_.9_t0_

&.9290_.9282_.9275_.9267_.9260_.9247_.723S_.9222_.9_t0_
&.?i97_.giSS_.?i73_.?i60_.?t48_.?t33_.']122_.?iiO_.907S_
&.9080_.7065_.70_8,.9035_.?_20,.9O05_.8990_.877S_.8760_

&.8820_.8805_.8798_.8775_.8760_.8745_.8730_.8713_.8708_
$

&0.600_.4946_.6520,.705S_.7S76_.7845_.8106_.8245_.8590_

$.9138_?i68_.9_76,.9210,.723_.92S0_.9270_.9280_.9290_
&.?3O_ ?310_.9:_13_.9320_.9325_.7330_.9332_.7333_.7338,
&.9340, 9343_.9345_.9347_.93S0_.9347_.7345_.£342_.9340_

&.7255_ 9242_.?230_.92t7,.9205,.?192,.9180_.9_62_.?t45_

6.89S0_.8927_.8705_.8882_.8860_.88_S_.8810_.878S_.8760/
OArAAPCUfiO._2.85_4.42_9.32_60._80._90._lOO./

&8._.984_.?i1_.923,.922_.9t9_.914_.905_
4O._ 't04,.?17,.?2U_.?._i,.92S,.92t_.?tI_
&0._.964,.72_.932,.931,.925,.?21,.711_

DA[_GREFFi.£,.948_.9667,.?T8_.981S_.?827_.9842_.985i_.9857_.986i_
&.7865_.9867_ 986_.9870_.9872_.9873_.9874_.9876_.787Y_.9879_
$.9888,.988i, 7881,.9882_.9882,.9883_.9883,.9884,.9884,.9885_
&.58_S,.7885_ 7886_.9_86_.9887,.9887_.9888_.9888_.7887_.988V_
&.9890_.9890_9890_.9890_.7890_.7898_.7870,.9890_.989g_.9898_

&.98?O_.?SqO,7890_.9898_.?876_.9890_.9890,.9896_.9896,.9898,

G.VS?O_.9896_.?8?O_.?89O_.9876_.9896_.£89U_.?8£O_.9870_.?890_

&.9008 .752S,.9S02;.%40_.9YS7_.7783_.9883_.9814_.9822_.?828_
&.7834 .9838_.9;J42_.984S_.9:J48_.?SSI_.gGS3_.9:J36_.98S8_.9860;
_.9862 .9863_.9864_.9866_.7867,.9868_.9869_.9870_.987t_.7872_
&.5873 .9_74_.9874_.987S_.9876_.7876_.?_77_.9878_.9877_.9880_
&.7881 .9881,.9881_.988ti.9881,.9882_.9882_.9882_.7882_.9882;
&.9_]83 .9883_.9883_.98:J3;.9883_.9883_.9884_.9884;.9884_.9884_
&._885 .9885_.7885_.9885_.9885_.7885_.988b_.9886_.9886_.9886_
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&.9843,.9845,?847,.9849,.9852,.9854,.985S,.9857,.9858,.9860,
&.986i_.986[!,986_,.7864,.9865,.9866_.9867_.9868,.9869_.?87iI,
_.9871,.987i,_872,.9872,.9873,.9873,.9873,.9874,.9874,.987S,
&.9895_.';875,9876,.9_76_.9877,.?897,.?877,.987_,.987B,.9879,
&.9879_.98??,98_O_.9888,.9888,.?88f>.?BSl,.988f,.9881,.9882,
&.9:3;_2,.9882_988;!_.988_f,.9:382;.?_82,.9882,.9882,.9882,.9882,
&.9882_.9882,.9882,.9882,.9882,.9882,.9882_.9882_.9882_.9882,
&.988_,.98:]_,.9882,.98:]i_.9881_.908i,.')881,.9_1_I_.9_88,.988i)_
&.9880,

_.9_8_,.9085,.?938,9364,.954_,.9622,.9684,.971Z,.9732,.9745.
4.9757_.9766,.9274,9782,.9789_.9795,.9802,.9U_7,.9812,.9817"_
&.V_]21,.9824,.9827,9830,.98_3,.98_6,.98_8,.984_,.9841,.9843,

• .;o_f.9841_,'78'19,9061,.7652,._'_ ' '"'" 9856,
&.?_57,.98S8,.9858,9859,.986_,.986U,.9861_.9862,.9862_.9863_
6.9864,.9864_.9865,9865,.9866,.9867,.9867,.9868,.9868,.9869_
6.9870,.9870,.9870_ 9871_.V871,.9872,.9872_.9873,.9873,.9874_
&.9874;.9874;.9874;9_7'_,.987_,.9875;.9_7S,.9:]75,.9876_.9876,
6.9876,.?876,.9876,9876,.9876,.9876,.9876,.9876,.9876,.9876,
& 9877 .9877,.98?7,9877_.9077,.9877,.9877,.9_77,.9877,.9877,
.7877

9_0_.90_0,.9_20,.9227,.?386,.9504,.96U4_.9649,.9677,.9694,
VYli .9722,.9733,.9744,.7253,.9762.?97_,.9779,9786,.97ZI,

6 980_ .9804,.98_7,.98i1,.98J.4,.98_8.9820,.9822,.9825,.9827,
& 9_29 .9831,.?_J_._,.?835_.?837,.98J?.984_,.9841,.9841,.984_,
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